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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  1   

Adding a Variable Expense Component to the Tariff Will 
Benefit the Board, Industry, Pilots and Pilot Retirees in Both 
Pilot Districts  

The pilots have developed a proposed tariff tool that we believe will help the board 
generate a more productive and positive rate setting process.  Rate setting can be a 
unique opportunity for the board to express itself on the important decisions entrusted to 
it and to guide the behavior of those it regulates.  The pilots propose that the board 
return to its former practice of using its control over revenue to accomplish its goals.  It 
can do this by restoring partial expense approvals into its rate setting process. 

PSP spends over $10 million dollars a year providing pilots to ships on Puget Sound.    
A select few of these expenses cry out for separate handling in the tariff process.  They 
are: pilot training, pilot technology, retirement programs in both districts, comp day 
liability, and fuel costs.  Some of these expenses need to be articulated for policy 
reasons and others vary so much from year to year that the tariff should fluctuate up 
and down with them. 

Itemizing these few expenses and adding a Variable Expense Component (VEC) to 
address them offers benefits to all.  It will help the board accomplish its mission, it will 
diffuse differences at future rate hearings; it will give industry a transparent system that 
avoids overpayments; and it will help the pilots and retirees by providing some sorely 
needed certainty on major financial issues.  

There are other benefits as well.  The board is acutely interested in promoting safe 
pilotage through continuing education and pilots’ use of technology.  The larger, deeper 
ships now using our ever-more-constricted waterways present challenges – and risks – 
never before seen in this district.  These ships may afford industry larger profit margins 
and unprecedented economies of scale but they present a host of problems to the pilots 
who will move them.  Learning to do so safely demands special training and equipment 
that will need funding in the tariff process. 

PSP’s revenue is controlled by the board and it has no means of financing these 
measures without the board.  Board involvement insures that all parties are heard and 
that the board remains in control of this vital policy area.  It also provides transparency 
and assures that only the funds actually needed will be included in the tariff. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  2   

The board has benefited greatly over the years from retirement plans in both districts 
and the savings afforded by the comp day system in Puget Sound.  Funding for these 
systems is under attack by a very vocal organization representing a portion of the 
shipping industry.  It is important for future, current and past pilots to know that the 
previously agreed upon and successful programs are still supported by the board. 

The board does not benefit from the retirement programs unless the applicant pool 
knows the programs will exist when they need them.  Just as Microsoft touts its stock 
option program when recruiting, the board can benefit from making sure that applicants 
know that the retirement plan here is adequately financed.  80% of the pilots in the 
country are covered by retirement plans and the board would be at a significant 
recruitment disadvantage without the Puget Sound plan.  Applicants are aware that 
pilots now face potentially career ending medical scrutiny every year and that retirement 
protection is more important than ever.  The need in Grays Harbor is more acute.  Their 
right to benefits exists only by virtue of a board WAC that is not triggered unless the 
board reimburses the cost of the plan in the tariff.  There is no way to do this without 
calculating the expense into the tariff which the VEC would do.   

Retirement plans are an integral part of pilot compensation.  In response to board 
dissatisfaction with past evidence on pilot compensation, the pilots have asked Brent 
Dibner and Associates to prepare a report on this topic.  Mr. Dibner’s report shows 
current average net pilot income of $407,000 across the country.  Puget Sound is 
considerably lower.  The combination of below average earnings and an un-supported 
retirement plan presents a threat to the board’s mission.  The VEC will address the 
retirement portion of this challenge. 

A properly funded comp day system is essential for the board to continue to discharge 
its duty to maintain efficient pilotage.  By keeping the pilot corps smaller, it has saved 
industry millions of dollars in recent years and kept rates here lower than all other West 
Coast ports served by state pilots.  The cost of the comp day system varies greatly from 
year to year and with a VEC the amount collected in the tariff will vary as well. 

It has become standard practice in the maritime industry for fuel costs to be paid by 
variable charges.  Ship operators regularly add fuel surcharges to their fees and these 
surcharges fluctuate up and down with the price of fuel.  PSP has significant fuel 
expenses that are unpredictable and beyond the control of the pilots.  Adding them to 
the VEC will adjust them as the market dictates. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  3   

In seeking a VEC, the pilots are not asking for a radical departure from past practice.  
For at least 30 years prior to 2006, the board itemized expenses as part of the tariff 
setting process.  In building the tariff, the board made a very clear record of which 
expenses were, and were not, being included in the tariff.  The pilots do not seek a 
return to this detailed and tedious process for all expenses.  They seek only a partial 
return to these earlier practices to restore the benefits of the board’s open use of its 
regulatory power to accomplish its goals, streamline the tariff process and give 
guidance to the stakeholders. 

The Variable Expense Component of the Tariff 

As suggested by the pilots, the VEC is a flat charge levied on all assignments other than 
harbor shifts, cancellations and jobs on ships less than 450 feet in length.  The charge 
would be set by determining the amount of the included expenses and dividing by the 
number of eligible assignments.  The use of a flat fee would bring our tariff structure 
more into line with that of other districts (our rates are lower than other districts, but they 
are much lower on smaller ships).  If the board prefers not to use a flat fee, the VEC 
could be expressed as a tonnage or LOA charge.   

The time is right for the VEC.  The board can take advantage of the anomalies in our 
rate structure to use a flat fee to bring our rates more into line with industry patterns.  It 
can take advantage of the fact that our rates are low to correct the imbalance between 
earnings in this district and elsewhere.  It can establish a rate setting practice that will 
guide the stakeholders in rate presentations and diffuse differences while at the same 
time ensuring that the safety goals of the board are being met. 

Because the rate hearing is in November and the VEC expenses are from both this year 
and next, estimates will have to be used.  However, all of these estimates will be 
followed by audited financial statements.  The pilots propose that the board adjust the 
VEC in future years to account for any discrepancies between estimates and actual 
expense and assignment numbers.  This reconciliation can be done outside of the 
normal tariff process to further streamline the November hearing. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  4   

The Retirement Expense Component of the VEC 

All pilots live with the very real possibility that they will be forced to retire for reasons 
beyond their control.  Some will realize that they no longer have the needed edge and 
others will be forced out by the Coast Guard or pilotage commissions.  It only takes a 
letter like this one recently received by a Puget Sound pilot to end a career: 

 

Unlike most other professions, there is a direct link between pilot health and public 
safety.  This link, and the physical demands and mental stress of piloting, dictate that 
pilots have a reasonable retirement program to cover them when the day comes that 
they can no longer pilot.  This board has long recognized this.  From 1967 to 1987, it 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  5   

mandated retirement fund contributions for pilots.  From 1987 to 2005 it accomplished 
the same goal by explicit reimbursement in the tariff.1  

Sister pilot boards around the country recognize the same value and promote retirement 
programs – more than 80% of the pilots in the country are covered by such programs - 
for two main reasons:  

 Retirement programs are an essential recruitment tool.  Almost all pilot applicants 
have retirement programs in their industry jobs.  As mature, established ship 
masters, they are concerned about retirement when making a career change and 
do not want to stop accruing retirement benefits.  A pilotage district without a 
program is less attractive to them than a district with a program.  In fact, given 
current Coast Guard medical practices it would be irresponsible to leave industry 
and take a piloting position without some protection against the possibility of 
mandatory early retirement. 

 If a pilot has mental or physical issues inclining him or her to retire, the pilot 
board wants that pilot to retire.  All of the regulations in the world will not replace 
the essential self-policing of this issue fostered by an adequate retirement 
program. 
 

A chart showing the programs in effect in twenty-five pilotage districts covering 80% of 
the pilots in the country is attached as Exhibit A.  Much of the information in this section 
is presented in the Declaration of Captain George Quick and attached as Exhibit B.  
Capt. Quick is the Vice President, Pilot Group, MM&P and started as a pilot in 1956.  He 
now serves as the national central clearing house for all economic information regarding 
pilots and pilot groups.  A summary of the points made by Capt. Quick is: 

 In the marine sector, retirement plans have not fallen out of favor as in other 
industries and almost all applicants for a pilot license are accruing benefits under 
an industry retirement plan; 

 Today’s medical scrutiny of pilots is unprecedented and has caused pilot 
applicants to be very concerned with retirement benefits in the pilot groups they 

                                            

1 The extensive documentation of the history of retirement plan regulation by the board was submitted to the board 
as part of the 2007 rate process and is available from PSP electronically on request. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  6   

consider.  This is especially true in districts such as ours where applicants tend to 
be older due to experience requirements;  

 The Puget Sound plan is less expensive than almost all other pilot retirement 
plans in the country because it has no inflation protection; 

 Industry prefers unfunded plans such the one in Puget Sound because they carry 
no investment risk. 

Pilots Face the Toughest Medical Scrutiny in the Industry and have Few 
Alternatives if they Lose their Federal License 

New urgency to this issue has been added in the last five years by the Coast Guard and 
its concentrated focus on the direct relationship between public safety and pilot health.  
There is now more scrutiny of pilot health than almost any other profession in the 
country.  We know of no professional subjected to this level of medical scrutiny 
who is asked to work without the safety net of a retirement program. 

Retirement programs play a more important role in the maritime industry than in other 
industries.  See Quick Declaration, Exhibit B.   Most positions on ships entail substantial 
physical requirements.  It is the nature of shipboard life.  When a mariner gets to the 
point that these physical demands cannot be met, retirement is inevitable.  As a result, 
retirement programs continue to represent the norm in this industry.  This is especially 
true of the applicant pool from which the board attracts pilots.  Masters of tugs, deep 
sea vessels and ferry boats all have retirement programs with accruing benefits.  
Masters are loath to give up these ongoing accruals when becoming a pilot. 

Recent events have focused attention on the direct link between pilot health and public 
safety.  The board will recall the presentation of Clay Diamond of the American Pilots 
Association describing what is currently happening in West Virginia.  Mr. Diamond is a 
Coast Guard Academy graduate who is now the Deputy Executive Director/General 
Counsel of the APA with an extensive background working for the Coast Guard.  He is 
currently spending more than half of his time working with the Coast Guard on medical 
issues and with pilots whose ability to continue to pilot is at risk. 

Since 2006 pilots have been required to file annual medical reports with the Coast 
Guard.  After the Cosco Busan oil spill in November of 2009, the Coast Guard 
expanded this from a three page report covering limited medical conditions to a nine 
page report asking for specific information on over 115 specific conditions and listing 13 
functions that a license holder must be able to perform.  A copy of the current version of 
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719K is attached to this submission as Exhibit C.  The Coast Guard’s NVIC guiding 
physicians examining pilots and preparing 719Ks runs to 70 pages with enclosures.   

These annual reviews have ended the careers of a number of pilots, including at least 
one here in Puget Sound who lost his license earlier this year.  The recent finding by the 
NTSB that sleep apnea was a contributory cause in the 2010 collision and oil spill 
involving the Eagle Otome in the Sabine River is only calculated to heighten this 
scrutiny.  Twelve to twenty million Americans suffer from sleep apnea.2 

Of more direct relevance to pilot commissions is the fact that their applicant pool is not 
subject to this level of scrutiny.  Medical issues are now the major economic threat 
facing pilots – even more than criminalization.  An employed master has many options 
available if he or she loses his or her license.  He or she can work on shore or in some 
other capacity.  The pilot who has severed his industry ties to become an independent 
pilot has no options and no place to go.  His or her career is over.   

This is a significant and real deterrent to piloting and it is growing in significance as the 
Coast Guard continues to drill down on this issue.  It is one of many reasons that the 
overwhelming majority of masters qualified to be a pilot do not want to be pilots but 
prefer to remain in their industry jobs.  The current medical crisis will make this board’s 
quest for the best applicants more difficult and makes the existence of a retirement 
program more essential than ever. 

This Board had a Crucial Role in Creating and Supporting the Retirement 
Programs in Puget Sound and Grays Harbor 

Pilot retirement programs are very much the business of pilot commissions.  It is 
tempting to say that these are private programs that should be fully controlled by the 
pilot associations.  This is not the case for a very simple reason - pilot associations do 
not control their revenue.  Pilot commissions do.  Pilotage is not free enterprise – it is 
subject to full economic regulation.  The board sets the tariff that controls pilot 
compensation which includes pilot income, expense reimbursement and the retirement 
program.  Because retirement programs represent a large liability, associations are not 
free to enter them without commission support.  To do so would be irresponsible and 
invite financial suicide. 

                                            

2 Sleeping Disorders Web Page: http://www.sleepdisorderremedies.com/sleep-
apnea/how_common_is_obstructive_sleep_apnea_in_the_general_population.html 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  8   

The Current Programs in Puget Sound and Grays Harbor  

The programs in Washington districts are lean and straightforward.  Upon retirement, 
pilots receive a benefit equal to 1.5% per year of service times the prior three year 
average of Pilot Net Income.  A typical pilot has 20 years of service at retirement.  This 
benefit is payable for the life of the pilot.  Once the amount of the benefit is set, it does 
not change and has no inflation protection.   

The retirement programs in our districts are unfunded – i.e. there is no fund set aside to 
pay benefits.  Benefits in both districts are paid as they become due out of operating 
revenues of PSP, with the Port of Grays Harbor contributing a small portion of the cost 
of Grays Harbor retirees for years worked before the port took over pilotage in 2001.  
The current Grays Harbor pilots are fully covered by the public employees’ retirement 
plan which does have inflation protection.     

Unfunded retirement programs are the norm for US pilot associations.  However, there 
is one important difference between the program here and those of other pilotage 
districts – the Puget Sound program has no inflation protection.  Once payments start 
they do not increase or change over time.  Most pilot programs establish a percentage 
benefit based on years of experience and apply that percentage to ongoing pilot 
earnings that change through time.  See other pilot program descriptions in Exhibit A.  
As pilot earnings change, the retirement benefit changes with it.  Other programs have 
COLA increases.   

Of the 25 pilot retirement programs described in Exhibit A, 20 of them pay a share of 
current pilot earnings or have COLA adjustments.  Only four, including Puget Sound 
have fixed payments without COLAs.  Consequently, the program is cheaper than most 
to administer and provides a more modest benefit. 

As a result, the plans here cost a smaller percentage of gross revenue than many other 
plans – both in pilot groups and in industry.  As pointed out by Capt. Quick in Exhibit B, 
a typical pilot retirement plan will cost between 14% and 18% of gross revenue to fund 
each year.  In private industry in which the MM&P retirement plan is used, funding plans 
typically represent 25% of the company’s total employee cost.  Because the Puget 
Sound benefit is not protected against inflation, it currently costs less than 9% of the 
association’s gross revenue.  It will always cost considerably less than the other plans 
around the country. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  9   

The inexpensive nature of the Puget Sound plan can be shown by comparing it to the 
plan covering the two current Grays Harbor pilots.  They are entitled to a retirement 
benefit of 2% per year of service on salary up to $245,000.  The port expects to pay 
these pilots $285,000 in 2011, and if they retired with 20 years of service they would 
receive an initial benefit of $98,000 per year (40% of $245,000).  In contrast, a 20 year 
pilot in Puget Sound would be entitled to a payment of $95,000 a year assuming 2011 
net income is $335,000.  But there is a big difference.  The Grays Harbor retiree will get 
a Cost of Living Adjustment of the CPI up to 3% each and every year of retirement.  The 
Puget Sound pilot will never get more than the $95,000.  Assuming inflation of 2% per 
year, the Grays Harbor retiree will receive $481,000 more than the Puget Sound pilot 
over a 20 year retirement. 

The History of the Puget Sound and Grays Harbor Programs 

Even though the Puget Sound program costs less than those in other districts, it still 
represents a large financial liability for an entity that doesn’t control its revenue.  As can 
be expected, PSP did not incur this obligation without the consent and participation of 
the board.  It needs the board to provide the funds to avoid insolvency.  Insolvency of a 
pilot association would be a disaster for the administration of a safe and efficient 
pilotage service.   

The programs in place here were negotiated between pilots and industry and 
specifically funded by the board.  The programs were not put into place by pilot 
associations until after they were negotiated with industry and specifically 
approved for funding by the board.  While the plans were jointly developed, the 
Puget Sound plan takes the form of a contract between PSP and its current and former 
members.  It cannot be changed without a vote of all concerned.  PSP has no ability to 
unilaterally change it.   

This does not mean that the program can never be changed.  It has been changed 
before, most recently in 2001.  What it does mean is that changes to the program must 
be handled the same way the program was adopted – with the participation and consent 
of all parties.  If industry representatives continue to decline to participate in the 
process, it will be left to the board.  This is exactly the way it should be in a system such 
as ours where the board has full control over pilot revenue and policy.  After all, it is the 
board’s recruitment efforts that would suffer if the plan did not exist. 
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The Puget Sound program was jointly developed by PSSOA (PMSA’s predecessor), 
Polar Tankers, PSP and the board.  Negotiations leading up to the 1987 rate hearing 
stalled when the parties could not agree on the correct percentage of Target Net 
Income that should be used to calculate benefits.3  This issue was resolved by the 
board at the 1987 rate hearing by the following motion (taken from the board’s 
December 10, 1987 minutes): 

With regard to the proposed Port Angeles Pilots retirement program . . . 
An amendment to the amended motion was made by Commissioner 
Richmond and seconded by Chairman Schwartzman to approve 
funding through the tariff for a Port Angeles Pilots retirement 
program based on 80% funding in 1988, increasing to 100% by 1992, 
in 5% annual increments, at a rate of 1.25% of the average of a pilot's 
last three years of targeted net income multiplied by his years of 
service.  The final amended motion carried. (emphasis added) 

After this decision of the board, PSP members voted early in 1988 to adopt the 
program described in the board’s motion. 

From 1988 to 2005, the board calculated the tariff using a formula based on itemized 
association and individual expenses.  The retirement program expense was one of the 
enumerated expenses specifically included in the tariff.  There were no disputes about 
the retirement program.  During some of those years there were differences on select 
issues between PSP and PSSOA at tariff time.  However, the disputes never involved 
whether the cost of the retirement program should be included in the tariff – it was 
included every single year without discussion or objection. 

  

                                            

3 Again, this history was extensively documented in the 2007 tariff presentation. 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  11   

All parties were content with the negotiated retirement program: 

 The board had: 
o A district with a reasonable retirement program agreeable to all parties 

and easy to administer using audited financial statements; 
o A plan that helped the board remain competitive in attracting applicants; 
o A plan that encouraged pilots to retire when the time was right; and  
o A means of assuring that the Grays Harbor retirees got their benefits. 

 Industry had: 
o An inexpensive program based on payment of flat benefits without 

inflationary increases; 
o An unfunded program which is the least expensive to administer because 

there is no fund to be managed;   
o An unfunded program with no investment risk exposure. 

 The pilots had: 
o An efficient plan in which every dollar spent went directly to the retirees; 
o A tariff setting mechanism that added the cost of the plan directly into the 

tariff; and  
o A non-controversial plan agreed to by all parties.   

There was much discussion of the retirement program in the 2001 tariff negotiations. 
PSP, PSSOA and Polar agreed to an increase in benefits from 1.25% to 1.5% per year 
of service applied to the three year average of TNI.  This was expressly intended to 
apply to all future retirees.  The joint submission to the board describes the retirement 
agreement as follows: 

Also, it is jointly proposed that the Amended Retirement Program of Puget 
Sound Pilots be revised, subject to ratification by the PSP membership, to 
reflect an adjustment in the benefit rate from 1.25% to 1.5% for each year 
of service.  The adjustment is intend[ed] to cover all future PSP 
retirees.  (emphasis added) 

The board approved this funding increase and the pilots subsequently ‘ratified’ the 
program to reflect this increase by voting to amend the plan. 

At the rate hearing in 2006, the board changed its process and established the tariff 
without approving expenses or setting Target Net Income.  A pilot was about to retire 
and without a board established TNI there was no way to calculate benefits.  PSP 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  12   

approached PMSA to discuss how the program language should be changed to deal 
with the board’s action.   

It was in response to this invitation that PMSA reversed PSSOA’s position and 20 years 
of industry support for the pilot retirement program by refusing to participate in any such 
talks.  PMSA has steadfastly maintained this position ever since. 

Because a retirement benefit needed to be immediately calculated and PMSA declined 
to be involved, the pilots were forced to amend the program in the most minimal way 
possible.  In the absence of a board set TNI, the program language was changed to 
substitute actual net income for Target Net Income in any year when the board did not 
set a TNI.  This change, borne of necessity, was the only time that the retirement 
program has ever been changed without the prior agreement of industry and 
funding approval by the board. 

Echoing the inability of PSP to undertake the liability of an unfunded plan without board 
support, PSP’s auditors noticed the board’s 2006 change and the absence of any 
identifiable means for PSP to pay the retirement liability.  In issuing the 2008 financial 
statement, they insisted on adding the following new language in Notes 5 and 9: 

Retirement payments are made from currently earned PSP income.  
There is no fund for satisfaction of future retirement income; and at 
December 31, 2008 and 2007, there were no assets set aside and 
available for future benefits.  From 1967 to 2006, the Commission 
reimbursed an annual ongoing cost of the pilot retirement programs with 
funds from the tariff.  During the past two years, the Commission has 
taken the added cost of the retirement program into account when setting 
the tariff.  Management believes the Commission will continue to provide 
adequate funds, directly or indirectly, in the tariff for the annual funding of 
the retirement program expense.  An estimate of the unfunded retirement 
program liability as of December 31, 2008 and 2007, has not been 
determined.  See footnote 9 for further discussion of unrecorded liabilities. 

The relevant portion of Note 9 (Page 14) reads: 

Had PSP recorded the present value of these future obligations at the time 
the goods were received, services performed or liability incurred, at the 
respective balance sheet dates, PSP would report in these financial 
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  13   

statements a deficiency of assets, i.e., liabilities would exceed assets 
and thus pilots’ equity would be negative. (emphasis added) 

This is auditor speak for saying that the PSP now has no visible means to pay its 
obligations and it is underwater.  In 2007, the pilots addressed the issue by requesting a 
line item in the Puget Sound tariff to cover the cost of the retirement program.  Legal 
issues were raised at the hearing and the matter was deferred.  Legal delays continued 
until the 2009 legislative session when the legislature resolved them by adopting 
language in RCW 88.16.035(e) providing that “. . .as an element of the Puget Sound 
pilotage district tariff, the board may consider pilot retirement plan expenses incurred in 
the prior year in either pilotage district. However, under no circumstances shall the state 
be obligated to fund or pay for any portion of retirement payments for pilots or retired 
pilots.”  

This cleared the way for a renewal of the pilots’ request for a line item.  The request was 
made at the August 2009 board meeting.  When the board defeated industry’s motion to 
table the request, PMSA and the industry members of the board intentionally walked out 
of the meeting to deprive the board of a quorum and prevent consideration of the pilots’ 
request.  As an alternative, in October of 2009, the board chair suggested use of a tariff 
policy to deal with this issue.  This policy has been under discussion for the past two 
years.   

A Clear Record in the Tariff Setting Process is Essential to Restore the Grays 
Harbor Retirees’ Right to Retirement Benefits 

Over the last 20 years, the board has devoted considerable attention to retirement 
problems in Grays Harbor.  In 1991 the board enacted what is now WAC 363-116-315: 

Retirement disbursement.  Pilot associations having retirement plans, the 
expense of which is reimbursed through Board established tariffs, shall 
make such payments to retired pilots as are required by the benefits and 
enforcement provisions of those plans. (emphasis added) 

At the time of this WAC (indeed, from the 1970s until 2006), the board specifically 
approved itemized expenses by motion at each rate hearing.  These included retirement 
expenses.  Thus, it was clear that the expense of the plan was “reimbursed through 
Board established tariffs”.  Pilot associations were legally bound to pay the benefits due.  
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Things got worse in Grays Harbor and the Port of Grays Harbor was forced to take over 
the pilotage service in 2001.  At that time, there were two retired Grays Harbor pilots 
receiving benefits, one more about to retire and three other active pilots (two who 
moved to Puget Sound) who had accrued retirement benefits in Grays Harbor.  The Port 
was unwilling to pay the benefits due to these pilots for prior service.  The Grays Harbor 
Pilot Association owed the benefits but was going out of existence with the Port 
takeover. 

The board stepped up at the request of industry and the Port.  It increased the Puget 
Sound rate $8 per assignment specifically to provide funds to PSP to subsidize the 
Grays Harbor retirees.  It also added a pension line item to the Grays Harbor tariff, the 
proceeds of which would go to PSP to partially reimburse the cost of Grays Harbor 
obligations: 

WAC 363-116-185  (GHPD .64% increase):  It was moved by Commissioner 
Addington and seconded by Commissioner D’Angelo to amend the Grays Harbor 
Pilotage District tariff to reflect the reallocation of tariff funding of pension 
expenses, based on a benefit increase of 1.25% to 1.5% per year of service, and 
to define the amount to be remitted to Puget Sound Pilots which, combined with 
revenue derived from the tariff for the PSPD, will satisfy the pension expense 
requirements of the GHPD.  Specifically: 

 To establish a new line item in the GHPD tariff titled “PENSION CHARGE”. 

 To set the PENSION CHARGE rate at $101.00 per pilotage assignment, 
including cancellations. 

 This adjustment in the GHPD tariff is to be effective on the soonest 
permissible date. 

 Unless the Pilotage Commission takes specific action to extend this increase, 
the above tariff adjustment will expire at the end of the current tariff period. 

It is understood that the PENSION CHARGE rate has been defined by 
dividing gross pension expenses for Grays Harbor and Puget Sound by the 
total number of pilotage assignments, including cancellations, for Grays 
Harbor and Puget Sound.  The gross tariff expense to be recovered through 
the GHPD tariff has been derived by multiplying the PENSION CHARGE by 
the total number of pilotage assignments, including cancellations, within the 
district for the preceding year.  The motion carried unanimously. 

August 9, 2001 Minutes. 
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Every year since 2001, the board has amended the amount of this Pension Charge to 
reflect the methodology set out in the motion.  Funds collected by the Port are 
forwarded to PSP and PSP adds the funds necessary to pay the benefits due to 
Captains Watson, Hoyne, Flavel and Werner from their Grays Harbor service.  Captain 
Dietrich died last year and PSP now pays benefits to his widow.  PSP currently pays 
approximately 80% of the Grays Harbor retirement expense and the other 20% comes 
from the Grays Harbor Pension Charge. 

Because the Grays Harbor Pilot Association went out of existence in 2001, these 
retirees only right to benefits was based on WAC 363-116-315.  There is no contract 
between PSP and the Grays Harbor retirees.  The WAC does not apply unless the tariff 
reimburses the cost of the program.  This requires some action of the board to include 
the cost of the plan into the tariff.   

A review of the board’s rate files until 2006 shows a clear and irrefutable record that 
retirement costs were specifically built into the tariff.  A copy of a typical tariff calculation 
sheet and expense itemization from 1995 Puget Sound tariff in the board’s files is 
attached as Exhibit D.  Similar calculations in the board’s files after 2001 triggered the 
mandatory provisions of WAC 315.  Until 2006, because the board specifically added 
funds to the Puget Sound tariff to cover the costs of the Grays Harbor plan, PSP was 
obligated by the WAC to pay the Grays Harbor retirees. 

When the board set the tariff in 2006 without itemizing expenses, it broke this link 
between the tariff and reimbursement of the cost of the retirement programs.  It took no 
action that could be tied in any way to the cost of the retirement plan.4  There was no 
longer any indication, record or document indicating that the tariff being set included the 
cost of the retirement program.  In fact, it became clear in the 2009 rate hearing that the 
board was not reimbursing the cost of the programs.  In that year, there was no rate 
increase despite a $300,000 increase in the cost of the retirement programs.   
Therefore, as things stand now, the Grays Harbor retirees have no right against 
any party to collect retirement benefits.  Itemization of the retirement expense in the 

                                            

4 WAC 363-116-315 requires action on the part of the board.  The fact that PSP used funds from the tariff does not 
mean that the cost of the plan is reimbursed through the tariff.  PSP has no income other than the tariff so an 
assertion that anything paid by PSP is being “reimbursed through Board established tariffs would render WAC 315 
meaningless.  In drafting the WAC the board retained the ability to “trigger” its provisions and it was never intended 
to apply to all expenditures of the association. 
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VEC will reestablish this missing link and restore the right of the Grays Harbor retirees 
to receive benefits.5 

The Amount of Retirement Expense to Use in the VEC 

We do not expect any further retirements before the end of the year.  The expense for 
the Puget Sound program for 2011 will be $2,624,724.  The gross expense of the Grays 
Harbor program being paid by PSP will be $109,738.  The only unknown remaining is 
how much the Port of Grays Harbor will contribute by year end.  It has paid $27,913 
through the end of August.  If it continues at this rate, its total contribution will be 
$41,869, leaving a net expense to PSP of $67,869.  Adding this Grays Harbor 
component to the cost of the Puget Sound program (which includes the cost of Grays 
Harbor pilots who retired as Puget Sound pilots) gives a total 2011 retirement expense 
of $2,692,593.   

Thus, PSP requests that the board put $2,692,593 into the VEC calculation for the 2012 
tariff. 

  

                                            

5 Pending resolution of the issue, PSP has continued to pay benefits to the retirees, but these retirees should not be 
forced to rely solely on the largess of PSP.  They are entitled to a legal right to benefits that would be provided by 
the record made in the VEC setting process. 
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The Comp Day Expense Component to the VEC 

The board is charged with maintaining an efficient pilotage service that helps keep our 
ports competitive.  The comp day system in place in this district for at least 35 years 
(and probably a lot longer) is a crucial tool for doing this.  It works every day to save 
industry money and keep ships moving.  It has saved millions of dollars over the years –
it saved $10 million during the recent five year pilot shortage alone – and it will continue 
saving money into the future.  It has kept our ports competitive by providing a pilot to 
ships when requested.  The system has existed so long because it works. 

The system is straightforward.  When there is no rested pilot available to move a ship at 
the requested time, the PSP dispatcher calls the off duty pilots to find a volunteer who 
will take the assignment.  Over the last 10 years, pilots have responded to these calls 
4,578 times and gone to work to move ships when off duty.  When this occurs, that 
volunteer receives a comp day.  Comp days can be used when the pilot is sick or takes 
a day off for personal reasons or they can be accumulated and “burned” at the end of a 
career.  3,405 comp days have been taken or burned over the last 10 years - 2,901 
were randomly taken and 507 were burned prior to retirement.  The comp day system 
helps industry every day, either by finding a pilot to get a ship moved on schedule or 
saving it money by keeping the pilot corps lean.  The only cost associated with the 
program is payment for that very small percentage of the days that are burned at the 
end of a career (15 to 20% of those earned). 

Comp days are also an important part of the safety net provided by the pilotage system.   
The comp day system promotes safety because it is voluntary and provides a way for 
sick pilots to take the day off.  The board has never funded sick leave, and PSP has no 
provision for short term sick leave other than comp days.  Comp days allow a pilot to 
take a sick day off without financial penalty.6  Other districts, deal with this differently.  
For example the tariff on the Columbia River funds ten compensated days per year of 
service (up to 180) that can be used for sick leave or time off or be accumulated and 
burned at the end of a career. 

Another key safety feature of the voluntary system is that the off duty pilot being asked 
to go to work can always decline the job if fatigued.  Some pilot systems simply dispatch 
the pilot in rotation regardless of rest (San Francisco).  Others use mandatory call backs 
                                            

6 PSP does have a long term illness program funded by the pilots and triggered after 28 days, to pay pilots for up to 6 
months if unable to work due to major illness or injury. 
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that require a pilot to take a job irrespective of fatigue.  The mandatory call back 
systems tend to spread the accrued comp days more evenly among the pilot corps but 
lack the safety of a voluntary system.   

Because our system is voluntary, it does not evenly spread comp days.  PSP currently 
has 3,270 days outstanding among 54 pilots.  This averages about 61 days per pilot.  
Our pilot corps has a total of 675 years of accumulated service.  This is an average 
accumulation of 4.8 comp days per year of piloting.  The days are not spread evenly.  
Here is the breakout: 

Number of Pilots Number of Comp Days 
Percentage of 
Membership 

2 300 to 400 3.8% 

3 200 to 300 5.7% 

5 100 to 200 9.6% 

6 61 (average) to 100 11.5% 

36 Less than average of 61 69.2% 

As this chart shows, 10 pilots have 2,016 days – 61% of the total outstanding.   These 
ten pilots have a total of 239 years of piloting and have accrued an average of 8.4 comp 
days per year of service.   

Cost Savings Achieved by the Comp Day System in a District with “Lumpy” Ship 
Traffic 

Ship traffic in Puget Sound is extremely uneven.  The daily variation in the number of 
jobs makes use of comp days inevitable unless the board wants to increase the number 
of pilots.  For example, in 2011 it appears that the pilot shipboard work load will be very 
close to the Target Assignment Level set by the board of 145 ship assignments per 
year.  At that level, we expect to accrue an additional 70 comp days after factoring out 
the days burned by pilots no longer moving ships.  (The total outstanding days may 
actually decrease, but this is due to pilots burning days at the end of their career.) 
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The chart below shows a typical month of daily traffic variation.  This traffic is 
unpredictable.  The only traffic in the district that can be predicted with enough certainty 
to staff for is the cruise traffic and PSP has responded.  It has put three additional pilots 
on duty each weekend during the cruise season to address this predictable demand.  
This cannot be done with other traffic.  Even the container ships which run on a 
“schedule” often do not arrive when anticipated and cannot be planned for.  In fact, even 
summer weekend traffic is not consistent.  As recently as August of this year there were 
89 and 61 assignments on successive weekends – a 48% difference in one week. 

 

The Comp Day System’s Efficient Use of Pilots Saved Industry $10 Million During 
the Pilot Shortage of 2004 to 2008 

There are two alternatives to the comp day system – increase the size of the pilot corps 
or delay ships.  One is inefficient and expensive and the other would harm port 
competitiveness.  A major reason that pilot rates in Puget Sound are so low in 
comparison to other ports is the efficiency provided by the comp day system.    

For example, during the pilot shortage from 2004 to 2008, we accrued 1,259 net comp 
days (3,366 were earned and 2,107 were used).  During these years, the board had an 
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average of 52.5 pilots but it would have taken 55.7 to keep to the then target 
assignment level of 149.   As we are learning this year, staffing at the target assignment 
level is not enough to avoid comp days.  Our traffic is too erratic.  Assuming 
conservatively that the board would need to license two more pilots above the TAL to 
avoid comp days, the pilot corps would have had to average 57.7 during the five year 
shortage.  This is a savings of 5.2 pilots per year or a total of 26.  This brings the gross 
industry savings figure up $10,400,000.   

As pointed out above, there are costs associated with the comp day system when a 
pilot burns a day at the end of his career.  We know that 1,259 comp days  were created 
during that shortage.  History shows that the overwhelming majority of comp days 
earned are used by pilots to cover illness or take selected days off.  They are not saved 
until the end of the pilot’s career.  When a comp day is used before a pilot stops moving 
ships, the “cost” of that comp day does not become an expense and industry is never 
asked to pay for it.  The liability is erased from the PSP books when the pilot uses the 
comp day. 

Capt. Robert Kromann’s career is a good example.  Capt. Kromann retired in 2010 after 
30 years of service.  During those 30 years, he earned a total of 201 comp days (51 
during the 2004-2008 shortage).  He used 158 of these days (79%) over the years for 
illness and days off.  He retained 43 (21%) to be burned after he stopped moving ships 
in February, 2010.  This ratio of days earned to days burned is consistent with other 
pilots.  On an overall basis over the last ten years, the entire pilot corps earned 4,758 
comp days and used 3,408 of them.   507 (15%) were burned by pilots after they 
stopped moving ships.  The other 2,901 (85%) were used for illness or to take time off.  

21% of the 1,259 days created during the shortage is 264 days which equals 1.5 pilot 
years compared to the 26 pilot years that would have been needed to avoid comp days.  
Thus, the actual expense of the system during these years is $600,000 rather than the 
$10,400,000 needed to carry the 26 pilots.  The comp day system saved industry $9.8 
million during these five years.   

This is 8% of the total funds (excluding transportation) raised by the tariff during that 
time.  Stated otherwise, it would have taken an 8% increase in the tariff left in place for 
five years to get by without the comp day system during that shortage.  These savings 
will continue.  Carrying the extra two pilots above the TAL needed to avoid comp days 
would cost $800,000 per year, which would require an ongoing 2.7% increase in the 
tariff. 
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Of course, this is only the economic side of the issue.  If the comp day system had not 
made these pilots available during the shortage, our ports would have suffered severe 
and crippling ship delays. 

The Comp Day System Facilitates Port Competitiveness by Providing a Rested 
Pilot on the Schedule Requested by Industry 

Delays are almost unknown in this district due to the comp day system.  It is the oil that 
keeps the ships moving on schedule.  In mid-2006, PSP started tracking delays caused 
by the unavailability of a rested pilot.  From that time through the end of 2008 there 
were only 16 ship delays out of 20,000 sailings.  This was during the shortage at a time 
when pilots did more than 1,000 assignments over and above the then TAL of 149. 

The pilots were able to avoid delays primarily because off duty pilots were willing to go 
to work when needed.  Throughout this period, it was often very difficult to find a pilot 
rested enough to move a ship at the requested time.  For example, during the summer 
of 2008 our dispatchers went completely through the roster of off duty pilots on average 
six times a month to find pilots able to move ships.  Many off-duty pilots were called 
back, literally within 60 seconds after the rest period from their prior job expired. 

Comp Days in the VEC 

While the comp day system saves millions of dollars per year and fosters port 
competitiveness by keeping ships moving, it does have a much smaller, but highly 
variable cost when the pilots burn days at the end of their career.  Indeed, some of the 
workhorses who kept ships moving during the shortage years are about to retire.     

Up until 2006 when the board stopped mathematically calculating the tariff, the cost of 
pilots burning days was funded through the tariff by considering these pilots as “active” 
when setting the number of pilots for the tariff computation.  This construct worked for 
the tariff calculations but it caused confusion.  There were always two different 
“numbers of pilots” – one for the tariff and one for workload issues.   

This confusion has now been largely eliminated.  Starting January 1, 2011, on advice of 
the auditors, payments to pilots for comp days paid after the pilot’s license has expired 
are now treated as a contractual expense by PSP.  Former pilots without a license are 
no longer PSP members and PSP’s liability to them is a contractual one.  (Pilots 
retaining a license while burning days are still PSP members and payments to them are 
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still considered distributions rather than a contract liability.)   It is only the payments to 
non-members that PSP requests be added to the VEC. 

This expense will vary greatly from year to year.  Adding it to the VEC will allow the tariff 
to go up and down as the expense changes.  It will protect industry by preventing an 
increase in the tariff enacted one year from becoming a permanent part of the tariff 
base.  Here is a chart of anticipated PSP liability for comp day showing how dramatic 
the variation will be from year to year: 

Year   Amount 

2011   $285,664 

2012   $578,560 

2013   $869,829 

2014   $423,645 

2015   $398,348 

The pilots ask that the 2012 figure of $578,560 be added to the VEC for this tariff 
hearing. 

The Pilot Training and Technology Component of the VEC 

Board encouragement of pilot continuing education and use of technology is at the heart 
of the board’s mission.  As we have seen, these costs vary from one year to the next.  
In today’s world, these swings will be greater as ships get larger and technology plays a 
more important role in preserving the safe movement of ever more challenging ships. 

In the past, pilot spending on training has been relatively consistent from year to year.  
This changed with Cosco Busan.  In 2009 the pilots added many new classes – Risk 
Resource Management, Escort Team Training and PPU instruction.  Added to that was 
the cost of the PPUs deployed to the pilots in April of 2009.  All told, PSP (and its LLC) 
spent over $400,000 that year on new education and technology equipment.  Because 
there was no rate increase that year, all of these costs were borne directly by the pilots 
themselves.  This, and other expense increases during this time is one of the reasons 
that pilot net income has declined 13% over the past three years.  
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The challenges presented by the mega ships now calling in Seattle and Tacoma and 
transiting ever more constricted waterways require the pilots to again look at 
educational and technology solutions.  We are in the process of designing educational 
programs to assist pilots in moving these large, deep ships in tight quarters.   

If the recent experience of the Pacific Pilotage Authority (the BC pilot regulatory board) 
and the BC Coast Pilots is any indication, the new technology and the training that goes 
with it can be quite expensive.  The PPA and the BC Coast Pilots recently implemented 
measures needed to safely move deeper draft tankers through the Second Narrows 
Bridge at a cost of $2.85 million broken down as follows: 

 $500,000 for new navigation aids paid for by the Port of Vancouver; 
 $250,000 for initial purchase of 10 trial PPUs paid for by the terminal operator 

(Kinder Morgan); 
 $900,000 for remaining PPUs (total of 100) paid for by the Pacific Pilotage 

Authority with revenues from the tariff; and 
 $1.2 million for pilot training on new equipment and tanker escort techniques, 

paid for by the PPA with revenues from the tariff.7 

The pilots bore none of the cost of these safety measures – they were financed or 
facilitated by the pilot regulatory authority. 

PSP is putting together a new training program for the deeper draft ships in the East 
Waterway and it hopes to have all of its members trained in this new program in 2012.  
Preliminary estimates from PMI are $3,500 per day plus development costs.  We expect 
this to total approximately $105,000 plus the normal RRM, E-Nav, Tanker Escort and 
Manned Model Courses which will cost $254,000.   

The total pilot training for 2012 is estimated to cost $359,000.  PPU costs will total 
$71,000 representing remaining depreciation debt on the units, licensing upgrade fees 
and unit repair and reconditioning costs.  The pilots request that these amounts be 
calculated into the 2012 VEC for these two components. 

                                            

7 Information provided by PPA. 
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In 2013, we expect to acquire a new generation of PPUs and the cost of that equipment 
and the necessary training of pilots to use this new generation of safety equipment will 
be in the next tariff request.   

The Fuel Cost Component 

No expense is more unpredictable than fuel.  The advantages of using a variable fee 
mechanism to cover this cost has been widely adopted in all segments of the 
transportation industry, most notably in the maritime field.  Fuel surcharges have 
become the norm.  The cost of shipping goods by sea has varied greatly over the past 
few years due to these charges employed by all major ship operators.  Because of its 
unpredictability and wild swings, a fuel component to the VEC is appropriate to make 
sure that the tariff includes the actual cost of this essential commodity and no more. 

Predicting fuel costs for 2012 is impossible, so PSP suggests using 2011 fuel costs in 
calculating the VEC.  Year to date costs are $324,009 through the end of September.  
This translates to $56 per assignment.  Using last year’s assignment numbers for the 
remainder of this year indicates that fuel costs will total $419,960 for 2011.  This is the 
number that the pilots request be used for the VEC 
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Revenue Needed from the 2012 Tariff 

The 2012 Revenue Goal - Expenses 

Historically, the tariff is set at a level sufficient to cover the expenses of providing the 
service and to provide an appropriate net income. We will know more about expenses 
by the time of the hearing in November, but it appears that 2011 operating expenses will 
be about $11.3 million.   

This is higher than in 2010 for a number of reasons.  Effective January 1, 2011, PSP 
acquired a group medical insurance policy covering its members.  This “new” expense 
increased PSP’s expenses by $1.44 million (and decreased the Individual Business 
Expense by the same amount).  PSP also started paying the board’s license fees on 
behalf of its members which added another $350,000 (which also decreased the IBE by 
the same amount).  Also new this year is a comp day pay out of approximately 
$300,000 to former PSP members.    

In 2010 total IBE and association expenses were $11.2 million and in 2011 they are 
expected to be $11.9 million.  Looking forward to 2012, our total individual and 
association expense budget is 12.4 million.  Cost increases are partially offset by 
decreases in depreciation expenses as the second pilot boat becomes fully depreciated 
and the IBE is not expected to change materially.   

The 2012 Revenue Goal – Pilot Net Income 

Puget Sound Pilot Net Income Continues to Lag Behind the National Average 

At last year’s hearing, some members of the board expressed frustration with the lack of 
credible evidence on the issue of pilot net income.  To remove the speculation and 
misinformation on this topic, the pilots have asked the nation’s leading expert on 
comparable pilot income, economist Brent Dibner to prepare an analysis of pilot 
earnings for the board.  Mr. Dibner has done extensive reporting and testifying before 
other pilot boards and works for a wide variety of companies in the maritime field.  His 
report is being submitted to the board for its consideration and is attached as Exhibit E. 

One of the challenges is to determine an apples-to-apples comparison, taking into 
account differences by pilot groups in treatment of medical insurance, retirement, 
license fees, etc.  Mr. Dibner’s methodology equalizes these factors. 
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Pilot Earnings around the Country have not Declined during the Current 
Economic Cycle as they have here in Puget Sound  

Pilot earnings in Puget Sound have gone down $46,000 (13%) in the three years from 
2007 to 2010.  Mr. Dibner’s 2008 reports showed average net income figures of 
$383,000 and his current attached report shows earnings of $407,000.  The decline in 
earnings here is counter to the trend across the country.  While there are indications 
that income will go up here in 2011, it will remain considerably below other ports. 

Mr. Dibner notes that one of the reasons that earnings have gone up elsewhere are the 
tariff increases that have gone into effect over the last three years: 

District 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Columbia River   21.73% 7.72% 
Sabine River  7% 7% 6.5% 
Houston 6% 7% 8%  
Brazos  3% 3% 3% 
Corpus Christi 7% 6% 4% 4% 
Pascagoula 5% 5% 5% CPI 
Mobile 6%    
Tampa Bay  6%   
Galveston  5% 4% 4% 
Crescent River 5% 6.1% on Expenses CPI CPI 

In contrast, rates in Washington over these four years have been 5%, 0%, 3% and 0%. 

Mr. Dibner’s net income is an apples-to-apples comparison to the $305,323 figure on 
page 21 of the 2010 PSP audited financial report.  He uses the term net income to 
mean what is generally accepted as salary for an employee.  Thus, the $407,000 is in 
addition to medical and disability insurance and retirement benefits.  We expect that 
page 21 of the PSP’s 2011 audited financial statement will show a higher net income– 
perhaps in the $330,000 to $340,000 range.  This leaves pilots in this district $67,000 to 
$77,000 below the national average.   

It would take a 13% tariff increase to restore Puget Sound earnings to national levels for 
2012.  We suggest that this be done over two years and that the board set the tariff to 
generate net pilot income of $380,000 in 2012.  Using a pilot income figure of $380,000 
indicates that the income component of the tariff needs to produce $19,760,000 to cover 
52 pilots. 
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Computing the Total 2012 Tariff Adjustment 

Based on the expense components discussed above, the pilots request that the VEC for 
2012 be set at $663 for each assignment except cancellations, Zone I jobs (harbor 
shifts) and any assignment on a vessel less than 450 feet in LOA.  The VEC is 
computed as follows: 

Variable Expense Component of the 2012 Tariff  

Retirement Expense for both districts (net of Grays 
Harbor payments) 2011 

$2,692,593 

Comp Day Liability 2012 $578,560  

Pilot Training 2012 $359,000  

Pilot Navigation Technology 2012 $71,000  

Pilot Boat Fuel Expense 2011 $419,960  

Total  Expenses for VEC $4,121,113 

Number of Qualifying Assignments 2011 6,217 

Surcharge Per Assignment $663  

A tariff expense estimate of $12.4 million and an income goal of $19.8 million produces 
a total 2012 tariff revenue requirement of $32.1 million plus transportation.  As 2011 
progresses we will know more about this year’s revenue and expenses and the 
numbers in this calculation will be refined.   Current projections show that revenue for 
2011 (not including transportation) will be $29.6 million.  Thus, the 2012 tariff should be 
set to raise an additional $2.5 million.  

The VEC will create $4.1 million in revenue, $1.6 million more than is needed to reach 
the $32.2 million revenue requirement.  Applying this $1.6 million decrease to the other 
tariff charges indicates that they should be reduced 5.4% ($1.6 million is 5.4% of 2011 
revenue of $29.6 million). 

Therefore, the pilots request a VEC of $663 and a reduction in all other tariff charges 
except transportation and training of 5.4%.  The pilots request that domestic 
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transportation charges remain the same and that the BC transportation charge be 
increased by the CPI of 2%. 

To implement the VEC the pilots request that the following language be put into the tariff 
immediately before the LOA Rate Schedule: 

Variable Expense Component: 

A Variable Expense Component in the amount of $663 per assignment shall be charged 
on all assignments other than Zone I assignments, cancellations and assignments on 
ships less than 450 feet LOA. 
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The Rate Adjustment will Retain Rates in Puget Sound Lower 
than those of Other West Coast Ports and will bring the Rate 
Structure more into Line with those Ports 

In comparison to other ports, our tariff has always been very generous to smaller ships.  
The cost of bringing almost all ships here is lower than other West Coast ports with 
state pilots but it is much lower for the smaller ships.  For example, one of the most 
common ships calling at these ports is the 7 hatch bulk ship.  These ships are typically 
around 740 feet LOA and 36,000 tons.  Here are the one way pilotage fees for the bulk 
ship Joyous Age in our 4 closest ports: 

    Port     One Way Charge 

Tacoma      $3,469  

  San Francisco (Redwood City)   $7,187  

Portland      $12,496  

Vancouver, BC    $5,121 

Grays Harbor   $8,188 

We are 33% lower on this ship than the closest cost port of Vancouver, BC.  Adding a 
flat VEC charge and reducing the other tariff charges will have more of an impact on 
these smaller ships than on larger vessels and will bring them more into line with what 
those ships pay in other ports.  With the VEC, the charge for this ship going to Tacoma 
would go up $495 but would still be 22.6% lower than the ship pays in Vancouver (and 
68.3% less than the ship pays to go to Portland!). 

The VEC has much less of an impact on larger ships.  For example, the proposed tariff 
would only add $251 to the cost of bringing a large container ship the size of the Maersk 
Kiel to Tacoma.  Likewise, the cost of taking the Polar Endeavor to Ferndale would only 
go up $260.  All of these changes will bring our rate structure more into line with that in 
other districts. 
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As in years past we have prepared a matrix of what particular ships cost in the four 
ports.  The data for this chart showing the actual charges under the current tariff and 
under the proposed VEC tariff is attached as Exhibit F.  This data in chart form is set out 
below. 

Here is what the comparison chart looks like under the current tariff (Puget Sound is in 
green): 
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Here is what it looks like with the proposed tariff with a VEC charge: 

 

Some suggest that pilotage fees in this district could have some impact on the 
competitiveness of our ports, i.e. that Puget Sound ports attract more traffic than our 
neighbors because our rates are lower.  There is absolutely no support for this theory.  
The costs of pilotage are simply too small and the differences between ports are 
inconsequential.   Of course, if asked, any ship operator will say that it wants to pay less 
for any product or service.  But going one step further and considering pilot fees in 
selecting ports of call does not occur. 

We only need to look at Grays Harbor.  In discussions at the board of the cost savings 
that would be achieved if Puget Sound pilots were licensed to move ships in Grays 
Harbor, the port’s executive director indicated that “Our customers are not complaining.”  
This is despite pilot fees that are more than 2 ½ times higher than they would be in 
Puget Sound.  Indeed, the port of Grays Harbor is undergoing a huge increase in traffic 
despite its high fees. 
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This is also true in the Columbia River ports.  Last year’s rate hearing in that district 
resulted in a whopping 27% increase in rates over a 6 month period.  Rates there went 
up 20.14% in June, 2010, 1.59% in Sept., 2010, 5.17% in January 2011 and 2.57% in 
September, 2011.  Despite this, there is no evidence of a reduction in traffic due to 
these fees.  Complex logistical and economic factors – none of which are under the 
control of this board - change ship traffic in ports from time to time.  These forces 
involve distribution centers, rail access, surface transportation and overall location and 
are much more fundamental than pilot charges. 

There are aspects of pilotage that can affect port competitiveness, but they are not 
rates.  They are operations.  Smooth and safe operations are crucial to port 
competitiveness and achieving the proper balance between safety, environmental 
protection and the need to move ships is essential.  The pilots have shown over the 
years that they are willing to do whatever it takes to move ships as efficiently and 
smoothly as is consistent with the public interest – whether it’s keeping ships moving on 
time during the pilot shortage or developing educational programs and practices to meet 
the challenges of the new larger and deeper ships calling in our waterways.  These 
mega ships increase industry’s efficiencies, economies of scale and profit margins and 
the pilots are doing their part to make sure that they can safely be brought to our docks. 

Conclusion 

The pilots hope that the board will agree that the VEC offers a real improvement in the 
tariff process and adopt it at this year’s hearing.  It promises a fair and transparent 
method of addressing expenses and safety.  It offers the board the ability to use its rate 
making responsibilities to directly promote its duty to provide a safe and efficient 
pilotage service for the citizens of the state and the shipping community. 

The tariff setting authority is one of the most potent tools the board has to do its job.  
Itemizing some expenses will allow the board to utilize this tool.    It will insure that 
industry only pays what is necessary and inform the public of some of the principles 
used by the board in setting the tariff.  It also conveys to the applicant pool that the 
board is committed to creating and maintaining a first class pilotage service in this 
district with competitive compensation. 

This last point is crucial.  Your sister agency in British Columbia, the Pacific Pilotage 
Authority, regularly engages in Enterprise Risk Management which is a process by 
which they evaluate the likelihood and consequences of all risk factors threatening their 
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mission.  They rank the ability to recruit high quality applicants as the number two risk 
they face.  See PPA Risk Analysis, Exhibit G.  The only greater risk the PPA faces is 
the criminalization of mariner negligence which is part of the same recruitment problem.  
Open support of the retirement program and restoring parity in pilot earnings is the 
strongest recruitment tool at your disposal. 

By openly stating how you are treating certain expenses the board also has the 
opportunity to guide this and future tariff proceedings.  By taking the lead and 
establishing clear practices, the board will limit the scope of future controversies and 
promote negotiations.  The board’s use of the expense approval process to this end 
prior to 2006 did this very effectively.   

The pilots have developed our proposal with the idea of providing the board with an 
opportunity to reestablish this framework.  Perhaps we can return to the thirty minute 
rate hearings of the past.  Our proposal is also structured to provide the board the 
flexibility to adjust to the ever changing challenges of the future.  At a minimum, 
adoption of the VEC will result in a more streamlined and less contentious atmosphere.  
In the process, it will free the board to devote its energy to the truly important issues of 
safety, technology, training and recruiting entrusted to it by the legislature.   

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Capt. David A. Sanders 
October 13, 2012 
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Exhibit A  Comparison of Pilot Retirement Programs (2011) 

 

Jurisdiction Benefits 
COLA 

Applied? 
Funded/Unfunde

d 
Associated 
Branch , 
Louisiana 

40% of active pilot share after 20 
years and 50% after 25 years 

Active Share Unfunded 

Boston 20% retirement No Unfunded 

Charleston 

25% of pilot share plus association 
funds 401k.  Min 30 years and age 
65. 

 

Active Share Unfunded  

Columbia 
River and 
Bar 

Entitlement to share of active pilot 
earnings frozen and pilots receive 
extra funding for retirement plan of 
$42,250 per pilot per year 

Active Share Unfunded, except 
for defined 
contribution 
portion 

Crescent 
River, 
Louisiana 

50% of active pilot share plus 
medical to age 65. 

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Corpus 
Christi 

$6,000 per month after 20 years No Funded Program 

Galveston Defined Benefit Plan Yes Funded 

Houston 

Defined benefit plan formula.  Best 
5 years of last 10 years maxed at 
245,000.  Association also funds 
401k Plan 

Yes Funded 

Jacksonville, 
Florida 

With 20 years’ service, 35%; 25 
years of service, 50% 

Active Share Unfunded 

Lake 
Charles 

 

Association funded plan 
contributing $49,000 per year per 
pilot 

Funded Industry provides 
up to the 
maximum benefit 
of $49,000 for 
each plan 
participant 

Los Angeles 

2.2% per year of service applied to 
up to $245,000 of earnings 

Yes Funded by City of 
LA.  Pilots 
contribute up to 
6% of $245,000 

Louisiana 
1) 2% per year, max salary 

2) 50% at 25 years 

Active Share Unfunded 
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Jurisdiction Benefits 
COLA 

Applied? 
Funded/Unfunde

d 

Maryland 
40% active pilots’ income at 25 
years of service 1.5% per year 

Active Share Unfunded  

Miami 
2% active pilots’ income times 
years of service; 50% maximum 

Active Share Unfunded  

New 
Orleans 

50% of active pilot share plus 
medical.   

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Pennsylvani
a; Delaware  

1.0% per year, max 40% of active 
pilot share 

Active Share Unfunded 

Port 
Everglades 

After 20 yrs, 50% of active share for 
life, total expense of plan capped at 
20% of gross 

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Puget 
Sound 

 

1.5% per year of service times 
average net earnings of pilot’s last 
3 years; no maximum 

No Unfunded  

Sabine River 

After 20 years, 50% of pilot share 
but total payments capped at 20% 

 

Active Share  Unfunded 

San 
Francisco 

 

1.84% times number of years of 
service times average of pilot’s 
highest 3 years net income during 
the preceding 5 years 

Yes, may be 
adjusted up to 
maximum of 
half 
percentage 
change in CPI 
during 
previous 3 
years 

Unfunded  

Sandy Hook 

 

50% average salary at 60 with 25 
years service 

Active share Unfunded  

Savannah  
25 years service 66.6% of active 
pilots’ income 

Active Share Unfunded 

Tampa Bay 
20% share and 65% lump sum 
payment over 3 years 

Active Share Unfunded 

Virginia  $50,000 per year No Unfunded  
Wilmington 
– Cape Fear  

33.3% share Active Share Unfunded  
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Comparison of Pilot Retirement Programs (2011) 

 

Jurisdiction Benefits 
COLA 

Applied? 
Funded/Unfunde

d 
Associated 
Branch , 
Louisiana 

40% of active pilot share after 20 
years and 50% after 25 years 

Active Share Unfunded 

Boston 20% retirement No Unfunded 

Charleston 

25% of pilot share plus association 
funds 401k.  Min 30 years and age 
65. 

 

Active Share Unfunded  

Columbia 
River and 
Bar 

Entitlement to share of active pilot 
earnings frozen and pilots receive 
extra funding for retirement plan of 
$42,250 per pilot per year 

Active Share Unfunded, except 
for defined 
contribution 
portion 

Crescent 
River, 
Louisiana 

50% of active pilot share plus 
medical to age 65. 

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Corpus 
Christi 

$6,000 per month after 20 years No Funded Program 

Galveston Defined Benefit Plan Yes Funded 

Houston 

Defined benefit plan formula.  Best 
5 years of last 10 years maxed at 
245,000.  Association also funds 
401k Plan 

Yes Funded 

Jacksonville, 
Florida 

With 20 years’ service, 35%; 25 
years of service, 50% 

Active Share Unfunded 

Lake 
Charles 

 

Association funded plan 
contributing $49,000 per year per 
pilot 

Funded Industry provides 
up to the 
maximum benefit 
of $49,000 for 
each plan 
participant 

Los Angeles 

2.2% per year of service applied to 
up to $245,000 of earnings 

Yes Funded by City of 
LA.  Pilots 
contribute up to 
6% of $245,000 

Louisiana 
1) 2% per year, max salary 

2) 50% at 25 years 

Active Share Unfunded 

Maryland 
40% active pilots’ income at 25 
years of service 1.5% per year 

Active Share Unfunded  
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Jurisdiction Benefits 
COLA 

Applied? 
Funded/Unfunde

d 

Miami 
2% active pilots’ income times 
years of service; 50% maximum 

Active Share Unfunded  

New 
Orleans 

50% of active pilot share plus 
medical.   

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Pennsylvani
a; Delaware  

1.0% per year, max 40% of active 
pilot share 

Active Share Unfunded 

Port 
Everglades 

After 20 yrs, 50% of active share for 
life, total expense of plan capped at 
20% of gross 

 

Active Share Unfunded 

Puget 
Sound 

 

1.5% per year of service times 
average net earnings of pilot’s last 
3 years; no maximum 

No Unfunded  

Sabine River 

After 20 years, 50% of pilot share 
but total payments capped at 20% 

 

Active Share  Unfunded 

San 
Francisco 

 

1.84% times number of years of 
service times average of pilot’s 
highest 3 years net income during 
the preceding 5 years 

Yes, may be 
adjusted up to 
maximum of 
half 
percentage 
change in CPI 
during 
previous 3 
years 

Unfunded  

Sandy Hook 

 

50% average salary at 60 with 25 
years service 

Active share Unfunded  

Savannah  
25 years service 66.6% of active 
pilots’ income 

Active Share Unfunded 

Tampa Bay 
20% share and 65% lump sum 
payment over 3 years 

Active Share Unfunded 

Virginia  $50,000 per year No Unfunded  
Wilmington 
– Cape Fear  

33.3% share Active Share Unfunded  
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I.  PURPOSE AND APPROACH 

 

A. Purpose 

 
The purpose of this report is to present information and findings that indicate state 

pilot compensation at various major ports located in the Pacific, US Gulf, and South 
Atlantic.   The calculations and comparisons in this report present and/or project net 
income for periods that are as up-to-date as possible, while remaining representative and 
most meaningful.   This analysis was specifically prepared for the Washington State 
Board of Pilot Commissioners at the specific request of the Puget Sound Pilots.    
 
B. Key Metric 

 

The key metric of my analysis is net income per pilot.  This net income is similar 
to salary paid to an employee, in which the employer pays certain costs including:   1)  
employer-paid payroll taxes, 2) employer-paid premiums for health insurance, disability 
insurance, dental insurance, life insurance, and employer contributions to retirement or 
pension programs.  
  

State pilots are most typically not employees of the pilot organization they serve.   
They are independent contractors to a pilot organization and are also partner/shareholders 
in a pilot organization.  In some jurisdictions, such as Louisiana, employee benefits such 
as health, dental, disability and life insurance, as well as pension retirement contributions 
are paid by the organization for these independent pilots.  In other jurisdictions, some or 
no benefits and/or employer-paid costs are payable by the pilot organization and the pilot 
bear these costs themselves, typically as self-employed individuals.   The San Francisco 
Bar, Los Angeles Pilots (who are employees of the City of Los Angeles), Brazos Pilots, 
Galveston-Texas City, Pascagoula Pilots, and Mobile Pilots are personally responsible for 
at least some of their pension, medical, and/or transportation costs.    The deductibility of 
certain portions of these expenses must be considered to fairly compare and adjust net 
income.    This analysis assumes that all state pilots in associations payments of the 
employer portions of their Social Security and Medicare payments are equal. 
 
C. Sources of Information 

 
I reviewed a wide variety of information pertaining to pilot organizations which 

provides insights into pilot compensation, pilot organization revenues and costs, as well 
as other information pertaining to the numbers of pilots in an organization.  My objective 
was to examine all significant pilot organizations between Puget Sound, WA and the 
Mexican border and the Mexican border to Charleston, SC.    
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Pilots at Pacific, Florida, and Gulf Coast ports perform docking and un-docking 
services and are responsible for the control of assist tugboats.   From Jacksonville, FL 
north, docking and un-docking pilotage is frequently provided by individual tugboat 
company-affiliated pilots, who take over from state pilots for this stage of the vessel’s 
arrival or departure. Docking pilots charge separate fees for their services.   State pilots 
are capable of directing assist tugboats and frequently dock and undock ships when tugs 
are not required, and are almost always present aboard vessels during the docking an 
undocking operations when tugs are used.  

 
The pilotage organizations in the North Atlantic (Virginia, Maryland, the 

Delaware River, and New York) were not addressed for several reasons:   a) the finances 
of these organizations are far more opaque, with little, if any financial and regulatory 
information; b) the geographical nature of these operations are also more complex, 
typically involving navigation in bays, sounds, rivers, and to and from various 
anchorages throughout their services areas; c) they do not typically direct ship-docking 
services even though they typically remain on-board the vessel that they have/will pilot; 
d) the industry general interest and public (City or state) regulatory information and 
involvement in pilot rate-setting is far less common than in continental Pacific coast 
states, certain Texas ports, Louisiana, and Florida. 
  

This report does not address the several Alaskan pilot associations for other 
reasons:  1)  pilot regulation is virtually opaque, with little, if any insight into pilot 
organization financial and operational information; 2) activity is seasonal, which greatly 
alters their economics because all activity occurs during a shorter time period and thus 
more pilots are required for a shorter annual period; 3) it is my understanding that while 
some organizations have tariffs (which are difficult to obtain), the actual rates are 
negotiated with major customers (such as cruise lines, refiners, and pipelines) and are 
confidential and discounted from the tariffs and 4) in many instances, pilots must be 
widely distributed along Alaska’s vast coastline and accompany vessels during long 
passages within US territorial waters.    Insights from these activities are of limited 
relevance to the type of pilotage provided in the ports and areas that this study addresses.  

 
D. Regulatory Rate Disclosure 

 
In some instances, available documents specifically quantify pilot compensation.   

These documents were usually prepared in conjunction with pilot rate-setting processes.  
These documents were prepared by the pilot organizations themselves, by their certified 
public accountants, or by the State boards or commissions that are responsible for 
regulating state pilot activities.   Puget Sound, Columbia River (bar and river), Hawaii, 
Florida (St. Johns River/Jacksonville, Biscayne, Tampa), Louisiana (all four pilot 
associations) and in some cases Texas rate cases (Galveston-Texas City) have been 
accompanied by audited financial statements and projections.  Brazos/Freeport, TX 
financials are filed annually. 
 
E. Financial Statements of Pilot Organizations 
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For other pilot organizations, I relied on documents that set forth the financial 
statements of pilot organizations.  These are usually audited by independent accountants 
and, in at least one instance, publicly filed with the Internal Revenue Service due to tax 
exempt status.   The income statements contain revenue and cost information that reveals 
net income.  When divided by the number of full time pilots, this information provides 
insight into net income per pilot.   

 
As of September 2011, DMA has reviewed the most recently available audited 

financial statements, income statements, or summaries of expenses for the following pilot 
associations:  Puget Sound, WA;  Columbia River Pilots;  San Francisco, CA; Columbia 
Bar Pilots, OR; Hawaii Pilots Association, HI; Aransas Corpus Christi, TX; 
Brazos/Freeport, TX; Galtex Pilots, TX; Lake Charles, LA; New Orleans and Baton 
Rouge, LA; Associated Branch Pilots, LA; Crescent River Port Pilots, LA; Tampa, FL; 
Biscayne Bay, FL (Miami); St. Johns Bar, FL (Jacksonville); DMA has also reviewed the 
most recent publicly-available audited financial statements for the Houston Pilots, TX 
and Port Everglades, FL, but these are relatively dated and thus used as a basis for 
estimating forward to 2010 and to understand cost and revenue levels in those years.   
DMA also reviewed the City of Los Angeles memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
pertaining to the labor agreement between the International Longshore Workers Union 
(ILWU) representing the Los Angeles Port Pilots and the City, which sets forth the basis 
for employment and compensation. 
 
G. Pilot Compensation Reported in Trade or General Press 
  

Some pilot applications for rate adjustments and/or approvals have been reported 
in the press, typically in local newspapers, web-mounted news letters, or trade 
publications.   The articles often contain insights into per pilot compensation, and the 
percentage increases in tariff rates, customer costs and pilot net income.   In some 
instances, the amount of the increase in pilot organization revenue is revealed, along with 
the percentage increase.  This permits calculation of pre- and post-tariff adjustment 
revenue.    While the detail, timeliness, and accuracy of articles vary, the information can 
be reviewed and considered with some reliability when matters of compensation do not 
have any public visibility. 
 

H. Pension and Retirement Costs 
  

Retirement programs play an important role in analyzing comparative pilot net 
income.  The great majority of pilot associations have retirement programs covering their 
members.  Most of these plans are unfunded plans paying a benefit from current 
operating income.  Some of the plans are funded – either funded as defined benefit plans 
or group defined contribution plans with the contributions made by the association.  The 
net income figures derived in this report are exclusive of defined benefit plans.  If a group 
does not have a pension plan, I have deducted the maximum allowable amount under the 
IRS-approved Self Employment Pension (SEP) plan that the pilot could fund their own 
plan and have reduced the cost of SEP contribution by the marginal Federal tax rate 
(35%) to reflect the partially-offsetting tax deductibility of the contribution.    Because 
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Puget Sound Pilots has a program, no deduction has been made from their net income for 
this item. 

 
I have endeavored to treat pension costs as accurately as possible, given the 

availability of information and the complexities and uncertainties that accompany 
pension programs.   Where necessary, I have modified my analyses or estimates of pilot 
association costs and/or pilot net income if funding of a self-employed pension is 
necessary.  
 
I. Medical Insurance Costs 

  
In the event that a pilot association does not provide medical insurance, I have 

deducted the amount of a typical premium family medical insurance program, which is 
currently set as $ 16,113 in the East Gulf and $ 20,000 elsewhere.   This cost is reduced 
by the partially-offsetting tax deductibility of the contribution by the self-employed pilot, 
in a manner similar to the SEP pension described immediately above. 
 
J. Self-Employment Taxes 

  
As a result of this survey of 23 organizations and approximately 734 pilots, it 

appears that all pilots except for the Los Angeles Port Pilots are self-employed.  
Consequently, all pilots net income is prior to the payment by the self /contractor pilots of  
Social Security and Medicare insurance.    A self-employed pilot will pay (in 2011) on 
the first $ 106,800 of earned income at a rate of 6.2% and 1.45% respectively.   The Los 
Angeles Port Pilots must contribute 6% of the first $ 245,000 of earnings to the City of 
Los Angeles pension plan. The differential in costs between the Los Angeles Pilots 
and all other pilots is treated as a differential that reduced Los Angeles Pilot 
compensation as shown in Chapter II, Exhibit II-3. 
  

 
K.  Methodology to Estimate Net Income  When No Financial or other Pilot 

Compensation Information is Available 

 
In some cases, I have estimated pilot organization revenue based on ship traffic 

and the prevailing tariff structures and then deducted estimated costs in order to estimate 
net income.   Of the 23 organizations, this was necessary in five ports.. 

 
The financial statements and/or per pilot net income of the the Sabine River and 

Bar, Pascagoula, Mobile, Savannah, and Charleston have – to my knowledge – never 
been disclosed in any public, industry, or regulatory setting.  In these cases, I used ship 
activity information and the prevailing tariffs to estimated revenue.  I developed cost-
estimates based upon the characteristics of their pilotage route, boats, stations, size, office 
locations, dispatcher and other employee information, to estimate costs.   These estimated 
costs were also checked against known costs and operational metrics of pilot associations 
with similar operating characteristics for which data is available, adjusting for the size 
and pace of activity as well as other factors. 
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Pilot net income is derived from the following: 
 

• Total pilot organization revenues, less… 

• Operating, capital, and administrative expenses, divided by… 

• Number of pilots, adjusted for… 

• Any benefits or employer-paid taxes or benefits that are not paid by the 
pilot organization and must/may be paid by the pilot as an independent 
contractor 

 
Pilot Association Revenue 

 
Pilotage revenue is based upon applying the pilot organization’s tariff to the 

appropriate vessel traffic.    Vessel traffic in most pilotage areas includes foreign trading 
ship activity and domestic coastal movements.   In both international and domestic 
coastwise trade, traffic may include cargo ships, service vessels, cruise and passenger 
ships and ferries, some military ship traffic, and offshore energy service and other ship 
traffic. 

 
DMA analysis makes use of various sources of vessel traffic data, each with 

varying types of information (numbers of ship calls, gross tonnage, deadweight, draft), 
covering varying types of vessels (cargo carrying only, international trading vessels, 
domestic trading vessels, some excluding certain types of vessels).  US Customs, the US 
Army Corps of Engineers and US Maritime Administration data (based upon private 
sector capture of vessel movements from agents and position indicating technology).   

 
Pilot organization revenue is generated by the number of ship calls by type of ship 

multiplied by the pilot organization revenue that is estimated for that type of ship, based 
on type, size, and pilotage route.   For each vessel type (e.g. crude oil tankers, 
products/chemical tankers, dry bulk carriers, container ships, multipurpose/general cargo 
ships, passenger cruise ships, tug and barges, offshore support vessels, etc.).  Average 
measurements (such as length, beam, depth, draft, gross tonnage) can be applied to the 
particulars of the pilot organization tariff to derive pilot organization revenue.   

 
Tariff rates and fees typically address such parameters as the distance traveled 

and/or zones traveled, time of travel, charges per foot of draft, gross tonnage, units of 
size, whether the ship is powered or un-powered and many other factors.  Charges may 
be levied to cover pilot transportation costs, delays, detention, cancellation of jobs, 
movements at night, shifting within the port, movements without power, turning in 
basins, anchoring, entering or leaving dry docks, etc.    Surcharges such as those for 
communications or payments for capital expenditures are also considered.   In some 
cases, particularly in ports where typical invoices for certain vessels were supplied, actual 
revenues can be compared with the calculations to confirm the estimates and 
methodologies.     
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Pilot Association Costs 

 

Pilot organizations incur costs for their administration, operations and the capital 
assets related to their services (whether the assets are owned, leased, hired, or passed 
through to customers).   Costs typically include:   pilot boat operations (crews, fuel, 
supplies, maintenance, repairs, insurances); land transportation operations (cars, hotels, 
vans, airplane trips to outports); pilot station or base operations (maintenance, repair, 
hotel and catering services, insurances); general and administrative expenses (dispatch, 
communications, billing, safety, purchasing, accounting); employee benefits and payroll 
taxes; full pilot, deputy and/or pilot-in-training expenses including the use of simulators 
at distant facilities; regulatory and legal expenses; and capital costs which may include 
depreciation, interest, leases, or rent for boats, buildings, stations, offices, 
communications and other assets.   While pilot organizations incur varying costs for these 
items due to the nature of their operations, the costs can be estimated based on the actual 
unit costs for representative pilot groups and types of expenses.     

 
The unit cost calculations used for estimating costs include: – costs as a percent of 

revenues; unit costs as a percentage of non-pilot costs; costs per ship, costs per pilot job 
or “turn”; as well as costs per pilot; per boat; or per employee.   The comparison of actual 
pilot organization financial statements, where available, confirms that cost composition 
calculations fall within meaningful ranges.  Consequently, the costs can be reasonably 
estimated based on knowledge of the size and type of operation.  Analysis of the 
financial statements of pilot organizations has suggested that pilot boat costs per boat-
year – with consideration of the size of the boats, pilot boat fuel gallons per ship calling 
at the port, pilot remote station costs (if any) per pilot and all other expenses (which can 
include pilot pension costs, pilot medical costs, general and administrative and other 
costs) per pilot are the key cost elements that can be compared and contrasted most 
consistently. 

 
Fortunately, most pilot organizations costs fall into a fairly meaningful range 

when measured in cost per pilot.   This provides a credible foundation for estimating the 
likely cost for transportation (principally pilot boat and automobile/van activity), 
operations (radios, computers, software, communications systems), stations (remote 
locations and/or bunking space and/or hotel/motels), general and administrative expenses 
(which includes administration, dispatch, professional services, dues, education, supplies, 
and all other office expenses).  
 

M.  Comparative Analysis In Context of the Recession of 2008 

  

For certain pilot associations where estimation of net revenue requires the 
development of revenues and/or costs, the latest traffic data has been referred to and used 
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as set forth above.   In all cases, the analysis seeks to use the best data available, with the 
awareness that the recovery of individual ports has varied relative to traffic levels prior to 
the onset of the recession that began in 2008 and the lowest recent levels of trade and 
ship activity that typically occurred in 2009 or 2010.    

 

II.  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

 

Summary of Pilot Net Income Analysis 

 
Figure II-1 presents a graphical summary of pilot compensation for various ports 

adjusted as noted to the most recent data available.. Exhibit II-1 summarizes the data in 
tabular form.  Exhibit II-2 provides analysis of pilot “gross net” earned and net income 
for certain ports in which pilots are paid as independent contractors and of certain or all 
benefits and payroll-related taxes that are paid by the pilot.   Figure II-2 presents a 
graphical progression of pilot compensation from the lowest paid organizations to the 
highest paid.  Commentary on each follows below. 

 
Figure II-1 
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The average for all 730 pilots is $ 406,717 on a weighted basis (number of pilots).   

The average of all organizations on an un-weighted basis is $ 376,123 (23 organizations).  
If the highest paid (Savannah, GA) and lowest paid (Tampa, FL) pilots are excluded, the 
remaining 686 pilots are paid an average $ 407,020.    
  

As Figure II-2 shows below, 150 pilots earn less than Puget Sound Pilots and 520 
pilots are paid more.     When this progression is analyzed, 66 % of the 730 pilots earn 
more than $ 380,000 per year (448 of the 677 non-Puget Sound pilots).  
  

The Puget Sound Pilots have the eighth lowest earnings (out of the 23 groups 
surveyed), and the seven lower-paid organizations have peculiar characteristics that 
contribute to their relatively low levels of net income.   If one accepts that these 
characteristics and situations are relevant, Puget Sound Pilots is the lowest-paid pilot 
association that does not have such peculiarities and situations. 
 

• The Tampa Bay Pilots ($ 202,000 earnings) have experienced a sharp loss of 
cargo tonnage, from 53.1mm short tons in 2003 to 37.8mm in 2009, the latest year 
for which data is available from the US Army Corps of Engineers.   This situation 
has been exacerbated by an increase in the number of pilots 

• The Hawaii Pilots ($ 213,000 earnings) operate with ten pilots over a 170-mile 
wide area involving four islands and significant travel time requirements, as well 
as the need to frequently remain on ships or islands due to these travel 
requirements.   The Hawaiian pilotage faces resistance from the cruise industry.    

• The Columbia River Pilots ($ 215,000 earnings) and Columbia River Bar Pilots ($ 
215,000) together provide a service that entails the highest operating costs of all 
23 associations (helicopter and large outside pilot boats) to navigate the Columbia 
Bar, a relatively long service run on the Columbia River to the major ports in the 
Portland area, with limited drafts. 

• Port Everglades Pilots ($ 283,000 earnings) has suffered an 8 percent loss of 
international gross tons of shipping calling between 2007 and 2009, as well as the 
loss of hundreds of short-trip gambling casino passenger ship/ferries, resulting in 
a decline in the number of ship calls from 4822 in 2007 to 3,803 in 2010.  This 
caused a severe drop in pilot utilization.  Port Everglades also faces concerted 
pressure from the cruise industry. 

• The Galveston-Texas Pilots ($ 307,000) suffered the ravages of Hurricane Irene in 
2008, combined with a weakening of shipping activity in Texas City (which 
accounts for more than 85% of cargo tonnage serviced by the association).    Like 
Port Everglades, the cruise industry has resisted pilotage and has targeted 
Galveston as a small port that is very sensitive to the economic impact of its 
cruise terminal.   

• The Los Angeles Port Pilots ($ 327,000) are municipal employees of the City of 
Los Angeles and are unionized.   Their earnings risks are less than associated state 
pilots, they have one of the most generous pension plans of any organization, and 
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the substantial portion of the their net income is salaried and unaffected by ship 
demand.   

• The Mobile Bay Pilots ($ 336,000) are heavily influenced by the state-owned port 
area that is dominated by an export coal terminal.   Alabama ranks 42nd in 2010 
per capita income, while neighboring Mississippi (Pascagoula $ 340,000) ranks 
50th  in 2010 per capita income.  The low level of income in the state is a factor in 
compensation.   By comparison, Washington State ranks 13th. 

 
 
Figure II-1 
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Exhibit II-2 presents a tabulation of per pilot net income for the 730 pilots and the 23 
organizations.   The methodology and dating of the figures as set forth on the right hand 
column 

 
 
Exhibit II-2 
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PILOT NET INCOME

Net Revenue Tariff Traffic Pilots Net Revenue Net Income Source, Tarriff and Cost Bases (as applicable)

Puget Sound, WA 338,071            n/a n/a 52.5            17,748,741    From Puget Sound Pilots, Interim estimate as of Sept. 2011
Columbia River Pilots, OR 214,447            n/a n/a 43.0            9,221,221      2011 target from Oregon Order 10-01, May 19, 2010

San Francisco, CA 375,714           n/a n/a 55.0            20,664,270    From San Francisco Pilots, 2010 average per pilot

Los Angeles Pilots, CA 326,856           n/a n/a 13.0            4,249,123      From City of Los Angeles, for 2010

Hawaii Pilots, HI 212,894            n/a n/a 10.0            2,128,944      net income average of 2007 and 2008

Columbia River Bar Pilots 214,447            n/a n/a 15.0            3,216,705      2011 target from Oregon Order 10-02, May 19,2010

Corpus Christi, TX 448,405            2011 2011 13.0            5,829,268      2011 tariff and 2009 traffic

Freeport, TX - Brazos 468,009           2009 2009 4.0              1,872,036      2010 traffic (latest), extended from 2009 financial statements 

Galveston-Texas City, TX 306,621           2011 2009 14.0            4,292,690      DMA extension based upon FY 2009 financials to 2009 traffic
Houston Pilots, TX 663,118            2011 2009 85.0            56,364,992    DMA extend from 2003 Financials to 2011 traffic (projectd, rates and costs)

Sabine River, TX 560,450            2011 2010 28.0            15,692,594    DMA estimate 2009 traffic and 2011 rates
Lake Charles Pilots, LA 385,738            n/a n/a 17.0            6,557,546      2011, based on CPI adjustment Louisiana mechanism

Associated Branch Pilots, LA 397,826            n/a n/a 44.0            17,504,337    2011, based on CPI adjustment Louisiana mechanism

Crescent River Port Pilots, LA 397,826            n/a n/a 102.0          40,578,237    2011, based on CPI adjustment Louisiana mechanism
New Orleans-Baton Rouge 415,356            n/a n/a 100.0          41,535,600    DMA review of 2010 financials for 2011

Pascagoula, MS 339,866           2011 2009 7.0              2,379,062      DMA estimate, 2009 traffic, 2011 tariff

Mobile Bar, AL 335,744           2011 2009 12.0            4,028,924      DMA estimate, 2009 traffic, 2011 tariff
Tampa Bay, FL 202,266            2011 2009 23.0            4,652,123      DMA 2010 traffic, prevailing tarriff, extended from 2004 Financials

Miami, FL - Biscayne Bay 364,900            2011 2010 17.0            6,203,302      DMA 2010 traffic, prevailing tarriff, extended from 2007 Financials and 2008/11 projections

Port Everglades, FL 282,703            2011 2010 20.0            5,654,060      DMA 2010 traffic, prevailing tarriff, extended from 2004 Financials

St John Bar Pilots 381,034            2011 2009 14.0            5,334,480      DMA extension to 2009 traffic and prevailing tariff from FY 2008 Financials

Savannah, GA 620,729 2011 2009             21.0 13,035,306    DMA estimate 2011 tariff and 2009 traffic

Charleston, SC             397,818 2011 2009             20.0 7,956,360      DMA estimate 2011 tariff and 2009 traffic

Total and/or Average of All             406,717 weighted              730    296,699,923 

376,123            unweighted

n/a = not applicable Less highest and lowest 686             279,012,494  
less hi/low 407,020         

Note:  italicized Net Revenue denotes self-employment deductions and tax credits made

Source:  Dibner Maritime Associates analysis and review of documents

 
 
 

As set forth in sections within Chapter I (including I.J), DMA has aligned those 
pilots who must fund their pensions and/or health insurance or bear certain other special 
costs.  These costs are partially offset by the income tax deductibility of these expenses, 
and these tax credit are also incorporated in the table that follows below. 

 
Exhibit II-3 
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Basis Pilot Gross Net Earned to Net Income Adjustments for Self-Employed Contractor Costs

Mobile Pascagoula Galtex Brazos Los Angeles

San 

Francisco Comment

Gross Net (Pre Self-Employment Costs) 367,594$         387,829$       310,521$      523,883$     331,100$     395,714$     

Less:  Out-of-pocket costs paid by pilot

Self-employment pension funding (49,000)            (49,000)          (49,000)        

City of Los Angeles, Contribution to 401-k (6,530)          

Health Insurance (16,113)          (16,113)        (20,000)        Per quotes and estimates

Self-paid harbor transport expenses (6,000)           

Offset:  Tax savings on costs paid by pilot

Tax Credit for Self Employment Pension (SEP) 17,150             17,150           -                17,150         -               

City of Los Angeles, Contribution to 401-k 2,285           

Tax Credit for Health Insurance -                   -                 -                -               -               

Tax Credit for self-paid harbor transport expense 2,100            
Estimated Net Pilot Revenue 335,744$         339,866$       306,621$      475,920$     326,856$     375,714$     

Source:  Dibner Maritime Associates LLC
Marginal Federal Tax Rate 0.35

Self-Employed employer Social Security 106800 0.062 6,622              

Self-Employed employer Medicare 106800 0.0145 1,549              

8,170              

Los Angeles 245000 0.06 14,700            

LA Differential 6,530               
 

 
 
 
 

III.  PILOT COMPENSATION ON THE PACIFIC COAST 

 
Compensation of the Puget Sound Pilots  

 
Puget Sound Pilots serve all waters of Puget Sound east of Port Angeles and south 

of the Canadian border, including the Ports of Tacoma, Anacortes, Seattle, Bellingham, 
Manchester, Everett, Olympia, Port Angeles and the northern refineries (BP, Tesoro, 
Shell, and Conoco Phillips).  Vessels transiting these waters include the full range of ship 
types.   The pilots maintain headquarters in Seattle and a pilot station in Port Angeles.    
Activity includes movements to and from the sea from points within Puget Sound and 
also movements to and from the Canadian Pacific. 
  

The Puget Sound Pilots has provided me with their interim financial projections 
for calendar year 2011, based on activity through September.    Their projection of net 
income per pilot is based on net revenue of $ 17,748,741 divided by 52.6 pilots, which is 
$ 338,071. 
 
Compensation of the Columbia River Pilots 

  

The Columbia River Pilots serve all shipping on the Columbia River and its 
tributaries.   They are distinct from the Columbia Bar Pilots which guides ships across the 
river bar.   The Columbia River Pilots’ net income for 2010 was $ 8,855,702 which is 
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divided by 43.02 pilots for an annual net income per pilot of $ 205,846.  The target 
income for the Pilots for 2011 is $ 214,447, which has been used.  
 

Compensation of the San Francisco Bar Pilots 

 
The San Francisco Bar Pilots Association serves the entire San Francisco Bay 

system, including and extending to the inland ports of Stockton and Sacramento. Ship 
traffic includes container ships, tankers, bulk cargo ships, container vessels, and military 
vessels. 

 
On the third of March, 2011 Mr. John Cindrey, Business Director of the San 

Francisco Bar Pilots filed a declaration before the Board of Pilot Commissioners for the 
Bays of San Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun.   In Exhibit A, Mr. Cindrey sets forth the 
average net income of the San Francisco Bar Pilots for 2010 as: $ 395,714.  I have 
reviewed his analysis and agree.   
 
Compensation of the Los Angeles Port Pilots 
 

The Los Angeles Pilots are unlike all other pilots addressed in this report because  
they are civil service employees of Los Angeles County.    At present there are 13 pilots 
and two chief pilots (managing the operation).   The 13 pilots are strictly engaged in 
pilotage and are members of the International Longshore Workers Union, while two chief 
pilots are managing the operation and are non-union personnel.   The terms and 
conditions of pilotage including the various terms of compensation are memorialized in 
Memorandums of Understanding in the ILWU contract, by the City of Los Angeles.   The 
terms of the contract and discussions with a reliable source within the City who is 
familiar with the port pilot operation and typical earnings leads to the following 
composition of net income for 2010: 

 
 

Exhibit III-1 
 
LOS ANGELES PORT PILOTS

Amount Cumulative
Salary 217,500$       

Call backs 32,200           249,700$       
Efficiency bonus 36,100           285,800         
Overtime 32,100           317,900         

Comp. Time Off 13,200           331,100         

Total 331,100         

Based Upon:  City of Los Angeles Labor MOU, 2011  
 

The total net income of $ 331,000 was reduced by the after tax cost differential 
between the Los Angeles Port Pilots requirement to contribute 6% of their first $ 245,000 
to their City retirement plans, and the after tax costs borne by self-employed pilots in all 
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other associations to pay the employer portions of Social Security and Medicare.   This 
analysis is set forth in Exhibit II-3.  The net income figure is $ 326,856. 
 
Compensation of the Hawaii Pilots 

 
Pilotage in the State of Hawaii is provided by the Hawaii Pilots Association in all 

deepwater commercial ports.    This includes seven ports and one anchorage at four 
islands.  While about 80 percent of work occurs on the island of Oahu (where the ports of 
Oahu and Honolulu and related anchorages are located), the pilots travel by airplanes to 
serve ships at the other three islands.  The nature of this work and travel requires that 
pilots and pilot boat operators frequently fly out to the islands prior to the ship arrival, 
remain on ships or islands for certain port calls when airline schedules cannot reasonably 
permit same day arrival at or departure from out islands, and ride ships from one island to 
another when this is most efficient.   The direct distance between the Port of Honolulu 
and the Port of Hilo is approximately 170 statute miles.   

 
There are 10 full pilots in Hawaii.   The Consolidated Statement of Revenue, 

Expenses, and Members’ Equity for the Years Ended December 31 2008 and 2009 
indicates that total 2000 revenue was $ 4,186,230 (down from $ 4,821,788 in 2008) and 
that expenses were $ 2,211,180 (down from $  2,628,342), and that net pilot distributions 
were $ 1,920,816 (down from $ 2,337,072).   This decline was due to recessionary effects 
on trade, tourism, and cruise ship scheduling.     Divided by the 10 full pilots, 2009 net 
income per pilot was therefore $ 192,082 per pilot.   While Hawaii remains particularly 
sensitive to trade fluctuations, reliable 2010 data is not available and thus DMA has used 
the average of 2008 and 2009, which is $ 212,894.   The Hawaii Pilots have a defined 
contribution and cash balance pension plan and a pilot business expense allowance and 
thus no further reductions were made.  
 
Compensation of the Columbia River Bar Pilots 
 

The Columbia River Bar Pilots pilot ships across the Columbia River Bar.  They 
typically board ships about 10-15 miles off the bar and hand them over to the Columbia 
River Pilots in the Astoria, OR area, for further pilotage up the Columbia River to various 
Oregon and Washington state ports along the river.    Pilotage on the Columbia is under 
the jurisdiction of the Oregon Board of Maritime Pilots.   The heavy seas that can occur 
at the Bar have pose major challenges in terms of pilots boarding and being removed 
from ships and this has led to the use of specially-designed offshore pilot boats and the 
use of a dedicated helicopter to lower pilots onto the decks of ships by winch and wire.  
The Columbia River Bar Pilots are the only US pilotage organization that uses helicopter 
delivery of pilots as a routine element of their operations in the United States. 
  

The earnings of the Bar Pilots has a target net income of $ 214,447 under the new 
order 10-02 of the Oregon Board of Maritime Pilots dated May 10, 2010. 
 

IV.   PILOT COMPENSATION IN THE STATE OF TEXAS 
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Compensation for the Sabine Pilots 

 
The Sabine River Pilots serve the ports along the Sabine and Neches Rivers, 

including the port areas located at Port Arthur, TX, Beaumont, TX, and Orange, TX.   
The ports handle a variety of traffic including crude oil tankers, petroleum products 
tankers, chemical tankers, dry bulk carriers, general cargo ships, liquefied petroleum gas 
tankers, liquefied natural gas tankers, and combination carriers. 
  

At present there are 29 Sabine River Pilots.  In 2009, 1,825 vessels in foreign 
trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage of 57.7mm and more than 51,000 feet of 
inbound draft called at the port.  2010 saw an increase in traffic to approximately 2,000 
vessels.      Approximately 150 large domestic deep draft US-flag vessels also called in 
the area.   

 
The analysis of the Sabine River Pilots considers both the river pilotage and the 

Pilots’ outer bar pilotage services to the outer buoys that are seaward.   Revenues were 
calculated based upon an analysis of the 2011 Pilots’ tariff and 2009 Vessel Entrances as 
recorded by US Customs. 

 
Total revenue of approximately $ 23.3 mm was calculated.   Costs were estimated 

based on Sabine Bar’s pace and operation (five pilot boats, no remote pilot station, 28 
pilots, 2,006 vessel calls, and offshore outer bar pilotage service).  Sabine Bar’s estimated 
operating cost is $ 7.65 mm, net income would be approximately $ 15.7 mm.  The 
analysis results in net income per pilot of $ 560,450.     

 
In December 2008, the Sabine Port Commission ordered that the Sabine Pilots 

will have the following rate increases: 
 

• 7% in 2009 

• 7% in 2010 

• 6.5% in 2011 

• 3.0% in 2012 

• Furthermore, the Commission ordered that from 2013 forward, tariff increases 
will be no less than 0% and no more than the increase in the PPI for navigational 
services to industrial shipping (PCU 488330). 

• In addition, the pilot boat charges were adjusted upward. 
 

Compensation for the Houston Pilots 

 
The Houston Pilots serve all ports and terminals located along the Houston Ship 

Channel, including transit through the Galveston Bay entrance and pilotage out to the sea 
buoys offshore.   Houston handles a wide range of ship types and sizes, including crude 
oil tankers, petroleum products tankers, chemical tankers, liquefied petroleum gas 
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tankers, dry bulk, container, roll-on/roll-off, pure car/truck carriers, multipurpose 
container/cargo ships, cruise ships and general cargo ships.   
  

At present there are 85  full pilots and 5 apprentice pilots.  In 2009, 5,908 vessels 
in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage of 156.0mm.    A separate 
Federal pilotage service is available to serve US-flag ships engaged in coastwise trade.   
  

The latest available financials of the Houston Pilots were set forth in the Annual 
Financial Report for the Year Ended December 31, 2003.   This report provides expenses 
and earnings, combined statements of cash flow, analysis of retained earnings, 
comparative summary of pilotage fees, combined statements of vessel operating and 
dispatching expenses, combined statements of port safety and training expenses, general 
and administrative expenses, and notes to combined financial statements.  Information of 
fiscal years 2002 and 2003 were provided in that report. 
  

A similar Annual Financial Report for the Year Ended December 31, 2001 
provided information for the years 2000 and 2001.   

 

These financial reports reported the following annual distributions per active 
pilot: 

• 2000 - $ 294,322 

• 2001 - $ 288,399 

• 2002 - $ 297,091 

• 2003 - $ 327,852 

 
Following a 7% increase effective December 15, 2003, the Pilot Board for the 

Ports of Harris County (Texas) prepared a Recommendation in late 2004, which 
authorized the following general rate increases for the Houston Pilots:   

 

• 5% effective December 15, 2004;  

• 5% effective December 15, 2005, and  

• 6% effective December 15, 2006   
 
            According to an article appearing in the MarEx website published by Maritime 

Executive magazine in December 2007, the Board of Pilot Commissioners of Texas voted 
to award the Houston Pilots increases of:  
 

• 6% for 2008,  

• 7% for 2009, and 

• 8% for 2010 
 
Based upon the four years of financial history, the rate escalations, and increases 

in operating costs in line with the CPI for Houston, distributions for the Houston Pilots 
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were derived as set forth below in Figure 5 for 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 and extended 
at the rates granted.    
  

I have used additional information to update this analysis in this portion of my 
report.   The Port of Houston’s report entitled “Vessel Arrivals” provides monthly and 
year-to-date American and Foreign Flag vessel calls in the Houston Ship Channel, which 
is the service area for the Houston Pilots.   Between 2003 and 2010, total vessel calls 
increased by about 22 percent – an average of about 2 percent per year.    The August 
2011 Port of Houston report suggests that year-to-date traffic in the 8-month period of 
2011 was 7.4% higher in terms of ships calls (5,530 versus 5,147) and 6.8% higher in 
terms of tonnage (28.2mm tons versus 26.4mm tons).  The tonnage statistics only apply 
to the publicly-controlled facilities in Houston and exclude private terminal. 

 
A reliable maritime source has provided what I believe to be reliable information 

on the number of recent, authorized and projected Houston Pilots. The Houston Pilots 
indicated that as of April 2008 they had 72 full pilots, plus 17 deputy pilots.  The number 
of full pilots declined from 78 in 2003.   The deputy pilots perform some pilotage 
services on smaller/reduced draft vessels as their training proceeds during a three-year 
deputy program.  In 2009, the Houston Pilots expected to produce 6 full pilots per year, 
who will replace retiring pilots and increase the pilot complement.   The Houston Pilots 
were authorized for 82 pilots at that time and planned to have 92 pilots by 2014.  Reliable 
sources indicate that in September 2011 the Houston Pilots had 85 full pilots and 5 
apprentice pilots at various stages of their training and development. 
  

Revenue is adjusted for 2010 vessel calls in addition to the approved tariff 
increases, which have been approved through 2010 and remains in effect for 2011.   I 
have also adjusted the number of effective (full and third-year) pilots upward based on 
reported Houston pilot and deputy pilot plans.    The percent of payout was decreased and 
the percent paid to retired pilots was increased in anticipation of more pilots retiring.  I 
have assumed that as a consequence of the 2008 stock market downturn and the 
continuing volatility in the stock market, the Houston Pilots are no longer able to draw 
funds from an over-funded pension. 
  

The resulting net income per pilot for Houston is shown below in Figure IV-1 
 
Figure IV-1 
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Houston - Actual (thru 2003) and Estimated
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The Houston Pilot Model appears below as Exhibit IV-1 
 
Figure IV-1 
 

RECAP OF HOUSTON PILOTS DISTRIBUTION PER ACTIVE PILOT

Ship Traffic 

Volume Change Rate Increase Revenue

Costs 

Expenses

Houston-

Galveston-

Brazoria CPI-

U Pct Change

Excess Of 

Revenue 

Before 

Distribution

Cash 

Distributions to 

Active and Retired 

Pilots

Percent of 

Excess 

Revenue

Pct to 

Retired 

Pilots

Distributn to 

Active Pilots

Number of 

Active 

Pilots

Average 

Distributn Per 

Active Pilot

Percent Net 

Revenue 

2000 32,082  14,282   17,800      21,609         121% 0.015 21,283  72.1 295,187  66.3%

2001 -2.8% 33,311  15,187   18,124      21,245         117% 0.009 21,052  72.8 289,176  63.2%

2002 -3.0% 35,225  14,895   20,330      23,352         115% 0.007 23,179  77.9 297,548  65.8%
2003 -1.8% 39,486  17,914   21,572      25,780         120% 0.007 25,610  78.0 328,333  64.9%
2004 8.0% 7.0% 45,630  19,809   3.5% 25,821      29,694         115% 0.010 29,398  78.0 376,892  64.4%
2005 10.6% 5.0% 52,990  22,402   3.6% 30,589      34,259         112% 0.013 33,831  78.0 433,731  63.8%
2006 8.1% 5.0% 60,146  24,640   2.8% 35,506      39,057         110% 0.015 38,471  78.0 493,218  64.0%
2007 -2.0% 6.0% 62,480  24,589   1.8% 37,891      39,786         105% 0.020 38,990  78.0 499,875  62.4%
2008 3.2% 6.0% 68,348  26,048   3.3% 42,300     42,300        100% 0.025 41,243 81.0 509,168  60.3%
2009 -1.6% 7.0% 71,963  25,719   0.2% 46,243     46,243        100% 0.030 44,856 82.0 547,024  62.3%
2010 8.8% 8.0% 84,559  28,231   1.9% 56,328     56,328        100% 0.035 54,356 83.0 654,897  64.3%
2011 5.0% 0.0% 88,787  30,377   3.3% 58,409     58,409        100% 0.035 56,365 85.0 663,118  63.5%

Since 2003: 47% 53% 125% 90% pct op costs volume dependent

Ave. Growth 3.0% 90% pct op costs CPI dependent  
 
All figures in $mm except Average Distribution Per Active Pilot 

 
Source:  DMA analysis based on audited financial through 2003, Houston Port traffic data through 2011, 
and MarAd and US Customs ship call data through 2010 and 2009 respectively. 

 
Historical and predicted Houston pilot net income is presented in tabular form 

below in Figure 7.   In August 2008, information was obtained from reliable maritime 
sources indicated that average Houston pilot net income was approximately $ 460,000 in 
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2007.   DMA’s model achieved a result within 8 percent of that figure as shown Figure 
IV-3 below. 
 
Figure IV-2 
 
Houston Pilot Net Revenue

Historical Estimated

2000 295,187    

2001 289,176    
2002 297,548    
2003 328,333    
2004 376,892   
2005 433,731   
2006 493,218   

2007 499,875   
2008 509,168   
2009 547,024   
2010 654,897   
2011 663,118   

Sources: Houston pilots to 2003, DMA afterwards  
 
 
 

 

Compensation for the Galveston-Texas City Pilots 

 

The Galveston-Texas City Pilot Association (“Galtex Pilots”) serves all ports and 
terminals in the Galveston and Texas City area, including transit through the Galveston 
Bay entrance and pilotage out to the sea buoys offshore.    Galveston handles a wide 
range of ship types and sizes, including passenger, dry bulk, container, roll-on/roll-off, 
pure car/truck carriers, multipurpose container/cargo ships, and general cargo ships.   
Texas City ship traffic includes crude oil, chemical, petroleum products and liquefied 
petroleum gas tankers, dry bulk and combination carriers, and general cargo shipping 
  

In 2009, 2,829 vessels in foreign trade (2,305 in 2006) entered the port with a 
total gross tonnage of 57.1mm.   This included more than 1,000 vessels with drafts of less 
than 19 feet, including many offshore support vessels.   The pilot group also handles 
many of the approximately 215 deep-draft US-flag tankers, bulk carriers, other cargo 
ships and tank and dry bulk tug-barge units that call in the Galtex area.  
  

The Galveston-Texas City Pilots Galveston-Texas City Pilots and Galtex Pilots 
Service Corporation Combined Financial Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report 
provides information for fiscal years 2008 and 2007.  I also relied on income statements 
and balance sheets which include information for FY 2004 and FY 2005 and FY 2006.  
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These fiscal years end on May 31.   The information was provided for the purpose of 
comparison of pilot net income. Gross revenues/cash draw of the Pilots was as follows: 
 

• FY 2008 -  $ 5.031mm ( $ 314,453 for each of 16 pilots – pilot compensation) 

• FY 2007 - $ 4.856mm ( $ 303,500 for each of 16 pilots-pilot compensation) 

• FY 2006 -    4.217mm (  $ 263,563 for each of 16 pilots – gross income) 

• FY 2005 -    4.614mm (  $ 288,375 for each of 16 pilots- gross income) 

 
From this gross revenue, costs for self employment, SEP, and local transportation 

are deducted and adjusted for tax credits.   The Galveston-Texas City pilots have 14 full 
pilots as of September 2011 and have 3 deputy pilots in training.   The organization 
expects to have 16 or 17 full pilots in the near future.   DMA’s analysis based on 
extension and adjustment from prior financials estimates Galtex revenues of $ 10.45mm, 
total expenses of $ 6.1mm and net income for pilots of $ 4.3mm.   Divided by 14 pilots, 
this results in net income per pilot of $ 310,521, from which the transportation expense 
has been deducted for an after-tax adjusted net income of $ 306,621. 

 
In 2009, discussions with Mr. Ron Ritter, Business Manager of the Pilots 

indicated that the Galveston-Texas City pilots are each responsible for self employment 
taxes, funding a SEP, and for non-reimbursable expenses for “harbor transportation”, 
which includes local car mileage and the use of cabs or other arrangements in order to 
pick-up and drop off cars.  While some exchanges of cars between pilots can be arranged, 
the more than 6,000 jobs by the 14 pilots (and 3 deputy pilots) requires an estimated $ 20 
outlay for each of 317 trips per pilot per year.   This $ 6,000 per pilot is a deductible 
expense. 

 
The Galveston-Texas City Pilots are organized as a corporation with each pilot 

providing service to the corporation as a contractor.  An affiliate service company, Galtex 
Pilots Service Corp., provides for the pilot boat, pilot station, and general and 
administrative services, pensions paid to retired pilots, disability expense, pension plan, 
and payroll taxes.  
  

In late 2007, the Galtex Pilots were awarded a 5% increase on certain elements of 
their tariff structure, which was their first increase since 2000.   This increase had little, if 
any, impact on pilot net income because this increase was intended to cover increases in 
operating expenses.   In 2011, Mr. Ron Ritter of  Galtex indicated that rising diesel fuel 
prices had led to very significant increases in Galtex pilot boat operating costs, due in 
large part to the relatively long distances that the pilot boats are required to make to and 
from the Galveston Bay sea buoys and anchorage areas.  Mr. Ritter also confirmed that 
the general level of net income is close to the DMA estimate. 
 

Compensation for the Brazos Pilots 
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The Brazos Pilots Association serves the Port of Freeport in Brazoria County, TX.  
The port handles a wide range of ship types and sizes, including crude oil tankers, 
petroleum products tankers, liquefied petroleum gas tankers, dry bulk, multipurpose 
container/cargo ships, and general cargo ships.  The Association corporate structure is as 
a 501-(c)-(4) organization, which is typically Civic League, Social Welfare Organization, 
or Local Associations of Employees.  It is exempt for both Federal and State taxes.  The 
Association charges service fees to ships calling at Freeport and pays all operating costs, 
including fees charged to the Association as “pilot fees” by the three pilots and a deputy 
branch pilot who treated as a (junior) partner, not an employee.    
  

DMA believes that the pilotage revenue base at Freeport did not increase between 
2009 and 2010.   While ship calls increased by approximately 5%, the deadweight 
tonnage that called decreased by 5%, leaving the revenue basis essentially flat.  
Consequently, no activity adjustment in revenue has been made. 
  

Due to the organization of the Association as an Organization Exempt from 
Income Tax type 501-(c)-(4), the Association’s tax returns are filed with the Internal 
Revenue Service.   In 2009, the Association reported pilotage fee expenses of $ 2,929,027 
on Statement 1 of its return.   The average pilotage fee paid by the Association to its three 
full pilots and one deputy branch pilot in 2009 was $ 2,929,027 or $ 530,412 per pilot.  
This analysis has divided the pilotage fee expense (equivalent to net income) by four 
pilots, anticipating that the deputy pilot will be a full pilot.   The deputy pilot has the 
same last name as a former pilot. 

 
Based on a review of the expenses paid by the Association for its operation, I 

have determined that Brazos full pilots are not covered or benefiting from any of the 
employer or pilotage associated-related expenses.  The pilots pension and medical 
insurances must be deducted from their fees charged to the Association, which is 
equivalent to net income..  
  

In November 2008, the West Gulf Maritime Association (WGMA) reported that 
the Brazos Pilots filed for an adjustment to rates as follows and in 2009 the WGMA 
reported that increases were agreed at various terminals including Brazos. 

• 3% in 2009 

• 3% in 2010 

• 3% in 2011 
 
In order to determine Brazos pilot net income, I have assumed that each pilot is 

the sole proprietor and employee in a Limited Liability Company.  Accordingly, I have 
deducted self-employment costs from the $ 523,893 fee income for each pilot as shown 
in Figure 3 to derive net pilot revenue of $ 478,920.     

Compensation of the Aransas-Corpus Christi Pilots 

 
The Aransas-Corpus Christi Pilots serve the greater Corpus Christi area, including 

the ports of Corpus Christi, La Qunita and Ingleside, which cover a distance of 32 
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nautical miles from the sea buoy.    The ports handles a variety of ship types including 
crude oil tankers, petroleum products tankers, chemical tankers, combination ore/oil/bulk 
dry bulk carriers, and general cargo ships and is principally involved in refining, 
petrochemical production, grain loading and alumina and bauxite processing.    
  

In 2009, 1,229 vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage 
of  42.0 mm.   In addition, approximately 210 ocean-going US-flag self-propelled and 
tug-barge trips occur.   There are currently 13 pilots serving the port area.   
  

The Corpus Christi Pilots submitted an income statement for the year ending 
December 31, 2007, with projections for the years ended December 31, 2008, 2009, 
2010, and 2011 based on certain assumed increases.  The income statement for 2007 is 
based upon audited financial statements prepared by its CPA.  The 2007 statement 
reveals total revenue of $ 8.234mm and total cash expenses of $ 2.54mm prior to the 
payment of:  pilot medical expenses; pilot retirement funding; and retired pilot payments.   
The gross revenue to the pilots was therefore $ 5.794mm, from which the following costs 
are deducted: 

• Pilot medical expenses, which the Pilots’ income statement specifies as:  
“19,020+3,330)x14” for a total of $ 312,900 

• A retired pilot pension burden of $ 479,613 to cover 3.5 pilots assumed to 
be retired and drawing a range of pilot shares (50% for those 0-10 years 
after retirement, 33% for those 10-20 years after retirement, 25% for those 
more than 20 years after retirement) 

 
The distributable net income to the Corpus Christi Pilots in 2007 was $ 4.901 mm, 

or net income for each of 13 pilots of $ 377,000 per pilot.     
 

The Corpus Christi pilots received a general increase of 7% in fees for 2008 and 
modified their initial request for tariff adjustments downward on October 30, 2008 to:   
 

• 6% effective January 1, 2009;  

• 4% effective January 1, 2010;  

• 4% effective January 1, 2011; and  

• 4% effective January 1, 2012.   
 
 This modification was accompanied by a letter of support from the Port 

Industries of Corpus Christi (“PICC”).  DMA’s estimate is that relative to the 2007 data, 
revenue increased but traffic declined.   The active pilots share net income with retired 
pilots, with 14 active pilot shares and 1.3 retired pilot shares for a total of 15.3 shares of 
net income. 
 

DMA has estimated 2010 traffic based upon 2010 MarAd vessel calls, and has 
adjusted costs.  Based upon 13 active pilots plus retiree shares, the net income per pilot  
is estimated to be $   448,405 in 2011. 
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V.  PILOT COMPENSATION IN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA 
 
 
Compensation of the Crescent River Port Pilots 

 
The Crescent River Port Pilots Association (“CRPPA”) serves foreign-flagged 

vessels traversing the Mississippi River between Pilottown (near Venice, Louisiana) and 
the Port of New Orleans, Louisiana, a route of approximately 103 miles.  In December 
2008, the CRPPA negotiated a settlement before the Louisiana Pilot Fee Commission.   
This agreement established baseline net income (termed the “base component”) be $ 
378,000 per pilot beginning on January 1, 2009 for 106 authorized pilots, based upon an 
agreement achieved and approved by the Pilot Fee Board.   All other expenses are 
adjusted annually to cover costs through separate adjustments to those fees and expenses 
and do not effect pilot compensation. 

 
The pilot net income is adjusted based upon the Bureau of Labor Statistics  

Consumer Price Index for Southern Urban consumers (CPI-SU) and is based on the five-
year rolling average index as of June 30th of each year.   The adjustment for 2011 pilot 
compensation was established on November 1, 2010 by letter from the CRPPA legal 
counsel Andrew B. Ezell to the Louisiana Pilot Fee Commission.   The 2011 net income 
was calculated to be $ 397,826 based on the CPI-SU adjustment of 2.049. 

 
 

Compensation of the New Orleans-Baton Rouge Steamship Pilots Association of 

New Orleans 
 

The New Orleans - Baton Rouge Pilots Association (“NOBRA”) serves ships 
between New Orleans and Baton Rouge, a route of approximately 130-137 miles.  This 
portion of the river is used by a variety of international trade vessels including crude oil 
tankers, petroleum products tankers, dry bulk, container, roll-on/roll-off, pure car/truck 
carriers, multipurpose container/cargo ships, and general cargo ships. 

 
NOBRA has reported in its ATRAM filing for the year ending December 31, 

2004, that its annual pilot compensation was $ 363,108 for each of 108 pilots which is 
adjusted for self-employment to $ 355,854  in Figure 3.  This compensation level was 
used for an application to adjust its tariff by 6% effective July 1, 2005 Tariff.   This was 
the last ATRAM filing made by NOBRA and the 2005 Tariff is still in effect.   

 
NOBRA had 108 pilots in 2004 gradually reduced the number of pilots to 100 as 

of mid-September 2011.   It is expected that NOBRA will seek a hearing to increase its 
rates and to increase the number of full pilots by 10% to 110 pilots in early 2012.    
NOBRA is also expected to file an application increase during the summer of 2012 which 
will seek authorization to further increase its pilot ranks to an ultimate 122.   This 
information is based on reliable Lower Mississippi River pilot sources in September 
2011. 
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During the approximately seven years since its last rate increase, NOBRA 
reduced the number of pilots by about 7% and experienced a change in traffic from 2003 
to 2009 (the last full year prior to filing for a rate change) of approximately -1.1% based 
on international ship calls, +5.4% in gross tonnage, and -1.4% in terms of total draft of 
vessels.   These figures are based on Vessel Entrance and Clearance statistics through 
2009.     NOBRA’s 2009 financial statement (extracted from audited report) filed with the 
State of Louisiana indicated that pilot compensation was $ 41,535,626.    Divided by 100 
pilots, this is equivalent to $ 415,356.    
 

 

Compensation of the Associated Branch Pilots of the Port of New Orleans 
 
The Associated Branch Pilots of the Port of New Orleans (“Bar Pilots”) serve 

ships traversing the southernmost portion of the Mississippi River, between Pilottown 
(near Venice, LA) and the Gulf of Mexico via Southwest Pass, a route of approximately 
24 miles, and other related routes.   The Bar Pilots provide pilotage to all foreign-trading 
ships entering the Mississippi River.    

 
On June 30th, 2011, the Bar Pilots’ Certified Public Account, Mr. Ronald W. 

Garrity filed the Financial Statement and Auditor’s Report for the Associated Branch 
Pilots for December 31, 2010.   Page 5 is the Statement of Earnings, which shows net 
income for the pilots of $ 16,200,831 in the pilots compensation.   The addition of other 
subsidiary funds (capital surcharge, pension surcharge, Vessel Traffic Service surcharge, 
Hurricane Katrina surcharge), and Mile 12 Property Fund collectively adjust total net 
earnings up to a $ 17,152,875.    Adjusting for the CPI-SU in a manner similar to the 
Crescent River Port Pilots by 2.049%, the compensation per pilot for 2011 would be $ 
397,826.  This is within 0.4% of the net income for the Crescent Pilots.   
 

Compensation of the Lake Charles Pilots 
 
The Lake Charles Pilots provide pilotage service on the Calcasieu River which 

extends more than 35 miles inland from the sea and serves the port of Lake Charles, LA.  
The Lake Charles Pilots also provide outer bar pilotage service on the seaward approach 
channel for a distance of about 32 miles.   

 
The most recent rate adjustment process was completed in the Spring of 2008 and 

the tariff, based upon a stipulated settlement agreement, established target pilot 
compensation of $ 358,750 by order of the Louisiana Pilotage Fee Commission.   This 
figure is net income, not including benefits and is in force for the period from July 1, 
2008 to March 31, 2009, and will be subject to a CPI adjustment formula for future years.  
Effective April 1, 2009 projected annual target compensation for each of the Lake 
Charles pilots was $ 372,500, the same amount established for the Associated Branch 
Pilots.    

 
This has been adjusted with the CPI-SU in 2009, 2010, and 2011.    The 

Consolidated Financial Statements for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011 reveal that 
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the base compensation of the pilots was $ 6,557,550.   An additional $ 833,000 in 
retirement expenses were also paid by the Association.  During this fiscal year the 
number of Lake Charles pilots was 17, for a base compensation of $ 385,738.  The 
retirement expense is a defined benefit plan which is structured as an employer-paid Self 
Employed Pension (SEP) plan and in FY 2011 was funded at the maximum $ 49,000 per 
pilot.  This payment is technically paid by the pilots’ individual limited liabilities 
company.   Reliable information indicates that the Pilots’ do not gain a net tax deduction 
from their association’s coverage of this expense and consequently the net income of the 
Lake Charles Pilots is set at $ 385,738. 

 

VI.  PILOT COMPENSATION IN THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

 
Compensation of the Pascagoula Pilots 

 
The Pascagoula Pilots serve the Port of Pascagoula including all points in the 

area, which includes the Chevron refinery at Bayou Cassotte, which is by far the single 
largest driver of shipping calls and tonnage.    These facilities handle a variety of ship 
types including crude oil tankers, petroleum products tankers, chemical tankers, 
combination ore/oil/bulk ships, dry bulk carriers, and general cargo ships.  An LNG 
terminal began operations in 2011.   Several shipyards and offshore repair and conversion 
facilities also service vessels and drilling rigs. 
  

According to the Pascagoula Bar Pilots Association website there are 7 pilots.  In 
2009, 695 vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage of 21.9mm.  
An additional 161 US-flag tankers  large tug-barge units departed for coastwise voyages 
at drafts greater than 18 feet.   
  

No financial information concerning Pascagoula Pilot finances is publicly 
available.  Thus the revenues were estimated using 2009 traffic levels and the prevailing 
pilotage tariff as posted by the Port of Pascagoula.   Pascagoula’s pilots had tariff 
increases of 5% in 2008, 5% in 2009 and 5% in 2010.    Total revenue in the port is 
estimated to be $ 3.63mm in 2010.   The organization’s total operating costs are 
estimated at $ 0.91mm in 2010.  Net income is calculated to be $ 2.72mm and for the 
seven pilots, average net income per pilot is calculated to be $ 387,829 before adjusting 
for self-employment costs. 
  

Reliable maritime sources have informed me that the Pascagoula Pilots do not 
have organization-paid pension or medical benefits.  The net cost to pilots to purchase 
these as self-employed pilots was calculated as set forth in Figure I-4 and used to adjust 
the net compensation to $  339,866. 
 

VII. PILOT COMPENSATION IN THE STATE OF ALABAMA 
 
The Mobile Bay and Bar Pilots serve the greater Mobile Bay area, including the 

ports of Mobile and other industrial zones such as Theodore, AL.    The ports handle a 
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diverse range of ship types to support coal exports, railcar ferry service, unfinished steel 
imports, chemical production and processing, and other trades.  In addition, Mobile 
receives domestic tankers and ocean-going tug-barges, as well as a wide range of ships 
and barges calling for drydocking, repairs, and conversion.  The pilots maintain a pilot 
station at the mouth of Bay.   
  

Mobile Pilot information on revenues, costs, and net income has never been 
disclosed to the public.  Consequently, I analyzed 2005-2009 all international vessel calls 
and domestic shipping activity.   I then applied the prevailing tariff elements (Mobile has 
adjusted its draft and gross tonnage charges during this period) for draft, gross tonnage, 
various fees, incidental fees to estimate total revenues.   I also estimated the pilots’ total 
expenses.   Mobile Pilot total revenue is estimated to be $ 7.04mm with expenses at $ 
2.626mm. 

 The relationship between the individual pilots and the organization is not yet 
documented, but I have reliable information that pension contributions are not currently 
paid by the organization.   Consequently, the income would be reduced by $ 49,000 
(2010 SEP basis) and offset by certain tax savings to reflect the maximum SEP that a 
self-employed person can contribute to a plan.   At this time, I assume that other 
employer paid costs are paid by the organization.   Thus the aligned net income per pilot 
is $ 335,744 for each of 12 full pilots. 

  

 

VIII.  PILOT COMPENSATION IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

 

Compensation of the St. John’s Bar Pilots 

The St. Johns Bar Pilot Association serves ports on the St. Johns River, including 
Mayport and the Port of Jacksonville, FL. The pilots handle a wide range of vessels with 
leading types being   In 2010, vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross 
tonnage of 42.9mm.  The SJB pilots performed a total of 4,248 jobs in 2007.   Based on 
2010 Marad ship call data and 2007, 2008, and 2009, DMA has estimated 2010 pilot 
activity and revenues.     

 
In June 2008, the St. John’s Bar Pilot Association filed an Application for a 

Change in Rates of Pilotage.  This application includes an audited financial statement 
prepared by Presser, Lahnen & Edelman, CPA of Tampa.  The financial statements 
include income statements and balance sheets for CY 2006 and 2007.   The data reveals 
distributions to members of $ 4,369,448 in 2006 and $ 4,361,856 in 2007.   The average 
number of pilots in the organization was 12.   This implies average net income per pilot 
of $ 364,120 in 2006 and $ 363,488 in 2007.  DMA was been informed by the pilots that 
2008 net income was similar to 2007.  The principal elements of revenues are based upon 
vessel draft and gross tonnage.     
  

The prevailing tariff dates from 2004.   2010 costs are based upon the audited 
2007 costs structure and projections as projected by the pilots through 2010.   2010 
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revenue is based upon 2009 Vessel Entrances and Clearances data and the prevailing 
tariff, with an allowance for shifting and other revenues.         

DMA’s analysis estimates 2011 net income at $ 381,034.    
  
 
Compensation of the Port Everglades Pilots 

 
The Port Everglades Pilots serve Port Everglades and Dania, FL.   Port 

Everglades handles a wide range of ship types and sizes, including cruise ships, 
petroleum products tankers, dry bulk, container, roll-on/roll-off, ocean-going tank tug-
barge units, LPG barges, day-cruise passenger/ferry ships.  For its activity and tonnage, 
Port Everglades is very compact, but it involves sharp turns, very narrow and deep berths, 
and navigation on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway to the Southport area.   Dania is a 
small, privately-operated shallow-draft terminal located on the Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway.    
  

In FY 2009, 3,803 vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross 
tonnage of  92.1mm.    The recent peak in traffic was in 2007 with 4,822 vessels and 
gross tonnage 102.7mm.  In addition to foreign trade, approximately 450 US-flag ships 
and ocean-going tug-barge units call at the port on domestic voyages. 
  

As part of the St. Johns Bar Pilot Association 2008 application for change of rates 
of pilotage, the Investigative Committee of Business and Professional Regulation 
Pilotage Rate Review Board (“FPRRB”) presented its review and investigation in 2008 to 
support a hearing held in March 2009.      The Board presented Table 3:  Handles, Pilots 
and Revenue – 2007 data which compared key metrics for all active Florida Ports and 
their pilot organizations.  The report reveals that the Port Everglades Pilots’ Association 
and Affiliates generated 2007 revenue of $ 12,070,634 and that there were a total of 16 
pilots.   Gross organization revenue per pilot was therefore $ 755,040 in that year, from 
which operating and capital expenses must be deducted to derive pilot salary income.   
DMA’s analysis of Broward County data for Port Everglades in 2010 and the 2007 
Vessel Entrances and Clearances data for 2007, 2008, and 2009 developments in traffic, 
suggest that in 2010, revenues had declined to $ 10.39mm.     
  

The Port Everglades Pilots last filed an application for a rate increase circa 2001 
that was accompanied by a case file that presented a CPA-prepared financial projection 
for the years 2000, 2001, 2002, and 2003.  The projected CY 2003 operating expenses for 
the Pilots were $ 3.932mm.    When adjusted by the national urban CPI-U, operating 
costs would be $ 4.734mm in 2010.   When deducted from the gross organization revenue 
per pilot, this results in per pilot net income of $ 282,803 for each of 20 pilots. 

 

Compensation of the Biscayne Pilots 

 
The Biscayne Pilots service the Port of Miami including the deepwater port and 

ships bound for the draft-restricted Miami River.   The pilots handle cruise ships, 
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containerships, roll-on/roll-off ships, multipurpose cargo ships, and smaller short-sea 
ships engaged in container and break-bulk cargo operations.  The Biscayne Pilots have 
particular responsibilities that impose certain costs, notably acting as harbormaster with 
respect to the coordination of ship traffic and resolving navigational issues.   The Pilots 
also mount certain traffic information systems. 
  

In 2009,  vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage of  
81.8 mm.  This very high figure includes passenger cruise ships, some of which have 
very high gross tonnages.   In addition, some large tank barges and a few dry barges 
called in the port on coastwise voyages and were piloted. 
  

In October 2008, the Biscayne Pilots filed an application for a rate increase.  This 
application was subsequently withdrawn.  The Pilots last rate adjustment was in 2002.  
The 2008 application provides historical audited financial statements for 2006 and 2007 
and projected financial statements for 2008 through 2011.   These financial statements 
confirmed that the Biscayne Pilots pay all medical insurance and retired pilot pension 
costs The pilots reported net income of $ 6,269,215 in 2007 and $ 6,061,000 in 2008.4   
The average net distributions to pilots were $ 6,402,179 in 2007 (audited) and were 
projected to be $ 5,529,000 in 2008 (projected by auditor).5    The pilot’s financial 
statements anticipated a decrease in revenues that reflected the recession of 2008/2009.    
  

Actual operating expenses in 2007 were $ 3.80mm and in 2008 (the present year 
of the application) were projected to be $ 4.1mm). 

 
The number of pilots in 2007 is not stated, but the application indicates that the 

number of pilots has been reduced from 19 to 17, with 17.5 in service during 2008.  In 
2011 the number of pilots listed on the website as 16 and in September 2011, the pilot 
number was reported by reliable source to be 17, which was used. 

   
DMA analyze Vessel Entrances and Clearances data for the 2005 to 2009 period 

as well as 2003 to 2010 data from the Port of Miami.   Miami experienced a decline in the 
number of port calls in 2008, but recovered to its 2007 levels in 2009.   2010 saw a slight 
increase in the number of cargo ships and a slight increase in passengers.   Overall DMA 
estimates that Biscayne Pilot revenue increased from $ 10.18mm in 2007 (actual) to $ 
10.62mm in 2010 and that its total costs increased from $ 4.2mm in 2007 (actual) to $ 
4.4mm in 2010.     

 
Biscayne Pilot average net income is estimated to be $ 364,900 per pilot in 2010.  

This was largely achieved by a reduction in the number of pilots from 18.92 in 2007 to 17 
in 2011 as ship calls remained essentially unchanged. 

Compensation of the Tampa Bay Pilots 

 

                                                
4 Biscayne Bay Pilots Application 2008, section 7. 
5 Biscayne Bay Pilots Association 2008, Accountant’s Compilation Report, page 3. 
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The Tampa Bay Pilots serve various ports including the greater Port of Tampa  as 
well as Port Manatee and St. Petersburg, FL which are all located within Tampa Bay.   
The pilots handle a wide range of ship types and sizes including petroleum products 
tankers, LPG and ammonia pressurized tankers, dry bulk, and cruise ships.   The pilots 
maintain a pilot station at Egmont Key near the entrance to the Bay.   Its fleet of pilot 
boats are taking pilots to and from ships at these locations.  The association had 23 pilots 
in 2009, based upon its website.   Many voyages to and from the sea buoy are long, with 
an average ship handling time of 7.5 hours reported by the Florida Professional 
Regulatory Board . 
  

In 2009, 1,089 vessels in foreign trade entered the port with a total gross tonnage 
of 30.1mm.   In addition, more than 700 US-flag ships and ocean-going tug-barge units 
call in the Bay to deliver petroleum products, coal, chemicals, and agricultural products, 
and to load phosphate rock and fertilizer. 
  

The FPRRB report reveals that in 2005, the Tampa Bay Pilots generated $ 
12,394,180 in revenue and that there were a total of 25 pilots.   

In May 2008, the Tampa Bay Pilots Association filed an Application for a Change 
in Rates of Pilotage for the Port of Tampa Bay.  This application includes an audited 
financial statement prepared by McCarthy, Valiente & Alvarez, CPA of Tampa.  The 
financial statements include income statements and balance sheets for CY 2005, 2006 
and 2007.   The accounts include a determination of “single pilot share – net income” 
which were:   

 

• $ 337,393 in 2005 (23.2 pilots) 

• $ 365,513 in 2006 (20.9 pilots) and  

• $ 275,660 in 2007 (19.4 pilots) 

 

In November 2008, the Florida Pilotage Rate Review Board approved a series of 
tariff adjustments which has the effect of increasing pilot revenue by approximately 6 
percent.   These adjustments took effect on February 1, 2009. 

DMA has analyzed available Vessel Entrances and Clearances, MarAd and Army 
Corps of Engineers traffic data for the period 2005 to 2010.    Based upon 2009 data, 
there were 1,089 vessel entrances in international trade and a total of 782 tankers, large 
tug-barge units and US-Flag dry cargo ships called in coastwise trade.   Based upon the 
changes in traffic between 2007 and 2009, and the tariff basis, DMA estimates 2010 
revenue to be $ 10.27mm, total expenses at $ 5.62mm, and net income to be $ 4.65mm, 
which divided by 23 pilots results in Tampa Bay net income per pilot of $ 202,266. 

 

   

IX.  PILOT COMPENSATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA 
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Compensation at the Port of Savannah 
 
 The port of Savannah, GA is served by the Savannah Pilots Association which 
provides pilotage on the Savannah River and other waterways over a distance of 
approximately 25.5 miles, including distance at sea.   The river extends about 19 miles 
above the mouth of the river.   Downtown Savannah is approximately 15 miles above the 
mouth of the river.  This organization’s website identified 19 pilots, 4 dispatchers and 2 
office staff.   

 
At the time of writing, a reliable source indicates that the Savannah Pilots have 21 

pilots and 5 deputies.    The Association operates three pilot boats capable of operating 
outside the sea buoy.   The pilot boat station is remote from the city of Savannah, located 
about 12 miles from the sea buoy.   Pilotage can take place up to two miles seaward 
(eastward) of the Savannah River sea buoy.   In 2009 Savannah handled a total of 2,586 
cargo ships in international trade with a total gross tonnage of 107.3mm.   The port 
handles containerships, dry bulk carriers, products tankers, roll-on/roll-off, and general 
cargo ships.  Domestic deep-draft trips consisted of 80 tankers and large tug-barge units.   
MarAd data suggests that in 2010 ship calls increased by 8.4% and 7.1% respectively, but 
DMA decided to rely of the more definitive 2009 data for reasons of certainty.  Savannah 
has been growing in ship calls and gross tonnage in recent years, in contract to Charleston 
which has been experiencing overall decline. 
  

There is no publicly-available information on rate-setting and/or net pilot revenue 
reports or hearing for the Savannah pilots.   Consequently, DMA has analyzed the latest 
international trade ship traffic available to derive revenue and has deducted estimated 
expenses to determine net income.  Based upon approximately 2,586 ship calls based 
upon 2009 vessel entrances and clearances and the domestic activity, the organization’s 
gross revenue is estimated at $ 18.07mm.  After deductions of estimated expenses of $ 
5.031mm for general and administrative, pilot boat operations, pilot boat fuel, pilot 
medical insurance, pilot pension, and other pilot expenses, DMA estimates the 
distributable revenue to pilots to be $ 13.035mm.  The cost structure reflects reliable 
information that the Savannah Pilots’ pension plan provides retired pilots with 75% of 
current pilot income.  This high coverage raises operating costs.  Divided by 21 pilots, 
this is equivalent to net income of $ 620,729 per pilot.    Savannah’s pilots have been the 
highest paid in DMA’s in this and prior reports. 
 
Compensation at the Port of Charleston 
   

The Port of Charleston, SC is served by the Charleston Branch Pilots Association.    
The pilotage area extends from its sea jetties to the City of Charleston and the Cooper, 
Wando, and Ashley Rivers.   The overall distance is approximately 7 miles.  The 
association’s website lists 19 pilots and 3 apprentice pilots, but DMA has learned from 
reliable sources that at the time of writing there were 20 full pilots.  DMA used the 20 
pilots for its analysis.   The Charleston Association operates four pilot boats, two 
designed for seaward service and two for river work Inbound vessels are boarded near the 
sea buoy outside jetties.   The Charleston Navigation Company (“Navco”) is owned by 
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the Charleston Pilots and provides a wide range of operational services pertaining to 
dispatch, pilot boat operations, pilot boat maintenance, and pilot station services.   Navco 
owns a pier and related structures on the Cooper River at 6 Concord Street.     In early 
2008, it was reported that $ 1.3mm was spent rehabilitating their Concord Street “pilot 
house”.   Charleston’s international ship traffic has declined in recent years, from a high 
of 2,336 ship calls to 1,843 in 2009.  In 2010, Maritime Administration statistics 
indicated a 2.5% further drop in ship calls, but a 4.6% increase in deadweight.   DMA 
decided to use 2009 data for international and domestic calls because it is complete and 
definitive. 
  

There is no publicly-available information on rate-setting and/or net pilot revenue 
reports or hearing for the Charleston pilots.   Consequently, DMA has analyzed the latest 
international trade ship traffic available to derive revenue and has deducted estimated 
expenses for to determine net income. Based upon approximately based upon 2009 
Vessel Entrance and Clearances and considering the 2010 MPC trade in 2010, DMA 
estimates the organization’s gross revenue to be approximately $ 12.1mm.  After 
deductions of estimated expenses of $ 4.146mm for general and administrative, pilot boat 
operations, pilot boat fuel, pilot medical insurance, pilot pension cost, and other pilot 
expenses, DMA estimates the distributable revenue to pilots to be $ 7.956mm.  Divided 
by 20 pilots, net income is equivalent to $ 397,818 per pilot.    

 

X.   EXPENSES PER PILOT 

 
Pilot Organization Expenses Per Pilot 

 
While pilot organizations share many of the same operational functions, their 

costs vary due to variations in many factors.   Some of these factors are operational 
(route, distances, outside outer bar versus estuarial or inland navigation, the need for 
remote pilot stations and related support services, levels of activity, length of deputy pilot 
programs, need for hurricane-proof pilot stations, Vessel Traffic Control services, use of 
automobiles, need for drivers to pick up from and deliver pilots to ships, idling time and 
offshore, transfer of pilots to remote locations).   

 
Other are organizational and/or administrative (need for professional services for 

rate and regulatory hearings, use of and need for executive directors, need for boat 
maintenance and repair personnel, basic duty coverage for dispatching, legacy pension 
issues, and the provision of pensions, health care, insurances for pilots).   As a 
consequence costs will vary amongst pilotage organizations. 

 
Exhibit X-1 presents a tabulation of all non pilot net income costs for various 

organizations and the cost per pilot.    
 
 
Exhibit X-1 
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COMPARISON OF TOTAL EXPENSES (EXCL. PILOT NET INCOME)

Total OpEx Pilots Per Pilot

Puget Sound, WA 11,329,000$     52.5 215,790$       

Columbia River Pilots, OR 8,882,000         43.0 206,558         

San Francisco, CA 12,670,000       55.0 230,364         

Los Angeles Pilots, CA n/a 13.0

Hawaii, HI 2,211,180         10.0 221,118         

Columbia River Bar, OR 7,180,000         15.0 478,667         

Corpus Christi, TX 2,134,478         13.0 164,191         

Freeport, TX - Brazos 833,495            4.0 208,374         

Galveston-Texas City, TX 6,100,000         14.0 435,714         

Houston Pilots, TX 30,377,486       85.0 357,382         

Sabine River, TX 7,650,000         28.0 273,214         

Lake Charles Pilots, LA 3,718,000         17.0 218,706         

Associated Branch Pilots, LA 9,951,000         44.0 226,159         

Crescent River Port Pilots, LA 19,250,000       102.0 188,725         

New Orleans-Baton Rouge 17,059,000       100.0 170,590         

Pascagoula, MS 911,247            7.0 130,178         

Mobile Bar, AL 2,625,500         12.0 218,792         

Tampa Bay, FL 5,616,423         23.0 244,192         

Miami, FL - Biscayne Bay 4,421,246         17.0 260,073         

Port Everglades, FL 4,734,155         20.0 236,708         

St John Bar Pilots 3,918,878         14.0 279,920         

Savannah, GA 5,031,420         21.0 239,591         

Charleston, SC 4,145,680         20.0 207,284         

Average (excl. Los Angeles) 170,750,188$          716.5 238,311              

Source:  DMA analysis  
 

 

 

  

When charted, the trend in total costs appears to be quite insensitve to the scale of 
the pilotage operation.  Typical costs range between $ 190,000 and $ 290,000 per pilot, 
but Columbia Bar, Houston and Galtex have costs that are significantly higher.   The 
average cost per pilot is approximately $ 238,000.    The highest cost is incurred by the 
Columbia River Bar pilots, which approaches $ 480,000 per pilot.   Some costs vary in 
large part with compensation, but in the case of Houston its vast service area and need for 
four large catamaran and mono-hull pilot vessels to carry pilots out to and from ships in 
convoys creates logistical challenges for the rapid movement of pilots in groups.   In the 
case of Galtex, anchoring and ship bunkering (fueling) activity within Galveston Bay 
creates very fuel intensive demands for its pilot boats, which must travel between 
Galveston, Texas City, the anchorage, and the sea buoys.  Exhibit IX-2 charts the pattern 
of the size of pilot associations (number of pilots) and total costs excluding pilot net 
income. 
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Figure X-1 
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Use of the Consumer Price Index as a Basis for Cost Adjustment 

 
Certain estimates use the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”) to adjust costs from year 

to year with consideration of inflation/deflation effects.   The CPI indices are commonly 
used by transportation and logistics companies to adjust general costs other than 
combustion fuel consumed by ship and vehicle prime movers.   My use of the CPI is 
consistent with both pilot regulation and transportation company practice.   
  

The Florida Investigative Committee Department of Business and Profession 
Regulation, Pilotage Rate Review Board, in Part 13 of its 2007 report for the Port of Palm 
Beach makes note of the Review Board’s guidelines that  “The board may take into 
consideration the consumer price index or any other comparable economic indicator 
when fixing rates of pilotage; however, because the consumer price index or such other 
comparable economic indicator is primarily related to net income rather than rates, the 
Board shall not use it as the sole factor in fixing rates of pilotage”. 
  

The State of Louisiana has linked three of its four pilot organizations to a CPI-SU 
(South Urban) index and makes a rolling average adjustment in target net income for its 
authorized number of pilots in each organization. 
 
 
SOURCES RELIED UPON 

 
In the course of preparing this report, various sources were utilized that include the 

following: 
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General Sources 
1. Pilot organization websites, including St. Johns, Port Everglades, Biscayne, 

Tampa, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Pascagoula, Crescent, NOBRA, Lake 
Charles, Sabine, Houston, Galveston-Texas, Brazos/Freeport, Aransas Corpus 
Christi, Hawaii, Columbia River Bar, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Columbia 
River, and Puget Sound 

1. Pilot organization tariffs, available on website, received by facsimile, appearing 
within port tariffs and regulations, appearing within correspondence 

2. “Vessel Entrances and Clearances” data, as provided by the Army Corps of 
Engineers on its Navigation Systems website through 2009 (latest available) 

3. Characteristics of ships, as set forth in the Royal Institute of Naval Architects 
(London) in their publication “Significant Ships” for years 1993 to 2010 for 
physical characteristics including length, breadth, depth, draft, gross tonnage, and 
deadweight.   Other references (American Bureau of Shipping, Lloyds Register, 
individual and typical ships drawn from owner’s specifications) used for specific 
and general particulars as necessary. 

4. Various charts, atlases and maps for general guidance and terminal locations 
5. “Coastal Pilot” publications, as published by the US Coastal and Geodetic 

Survey 
6. “Waterborne Commerce Statistics” published by the US Army Corps of 

Engineers Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center and mounted on the WCSC 
website, through 2009 (latest) 

7. Maritime Administration (US Department of Transportation) vessel call data 
(website) 

8. Maritime Administration (US Department of Transportation) cruise ship call data 
(website) 

9. US Coast Guard documented vessels database for pilot boat design particulars 
10. US Bureau of Labor Statistics, consumer price indices, including the national 

urban index (CPI-U). 
11. US Bureau of Economic Analysis, per capita income by state (2010), presented 

by the University of New Mexico 
12. “Guide to Port Entry” plans of ports for certain terminal and general locations 
13. Press reports on various pilotage groups and issues 
14. Review of selected pages of tax code provided by Hugh Larkin, CPA, Principal, 

Livonia, MI. 
 
Puget Sound Pilots 
 

1. Puget Sound Pilots and Subsidiary, Special-Purpose Consolidated Financial 
Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report (Modified Accrual Basis) For the 
Years Ended December 31, 2010 and 2009 

2. Individual Pilot Expense Calculation 2011 Tariff 
3. WAC 363-116-300  Pilotage Rates for Puget Sound Pilotage District 

 
 
Columbia River Pilots 
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1. Oregon Board of Maritime Pilots, BP 9, In the Matter of the Petition of the 

Columbia River Pilots for a Change in Pilotage Rates, Final Order No. 10-01, 
Issued: May 19, 2010 

2. Columbia River Pilots, Supplementary Financial Information, Financial 
Statements for 2008, 2009 

 
 

San Francisco Bar Pilots 
 

1. Declaration of John Cindrey, Business Manager of the San Francisco Bar Pilots, 
March 3, 2011 

2. San Francisco Bar Pilots Consolidating Statement of Income and Comprehensive 
Income 

 
 
Los Angeles Port Pilots 
 

1. Memorandum of Understanding for Los Angeles Port Pilots, between the City of 
Los Angeles and the International Longshore Workers Union, Local 68.  
November 10, 2006 and updated operative July 1, 2010. 

 
Hawaii Port Pilots (HI) 

 

1. Hawaii Pilots Association’s Petition Exhibits HPA 1 through HPA 14 Exhibits 
HPA-T-100 and HPA-T-200 Verification and Certificate of Service, March 16, 
2010 

 

 

Columbia River Bar Pilots (OR) 

 
1. Audited Financial Statements for Year Ended December 31, 2008 for Saddle 

Mountain, Inc., Columbia River Bar Pilots LLC, and Kapok Administrative 
Services Corporation. 

2. Oregon Pilotage Tariff No. A-10, Effective September 1, 2010 
3. Oregon Board of Maritime Pilots, BP-10, Final Order 10-02, May 19, 2010 

 
 
Brazos/Freeport (TX) 
 

1. IRS Forms 990 for the Brazos Pilots Association, recent years 
 
Galveston Texas City Pilots (TX) 
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1. Galveston-Texas City Pilots and Galtex Service Corporation, Consolidated 
Financial Statements and Independent Auditor’s Report as of and for the years 
ended March 31, 2008 and 2007 

2. Application for Pilot Rates Increase, September 11, 2009     
 
 
Houston Pilots (TX) 
 

1. Review of West Gulf Marine Association newsletter , November 26, 2008 
2. Houston Port Authority monthly reports, Vessel Arrivals, annuals from 2000 to 

2011 
3. Conversation with Captain A.J. Gibbs of the Crescent Port Pilots to hear his 

findings pertaining to Houston Pilot compensation, as learned by Mr. Gary 
LaGrange, Director of the Port of New Orleans 

 
Lake Charles Pilots (LA) 

 
1. Associated  Branch Pilots of the Port of Lake Charles, Consolidated Financial 

Statements, March 31, 2011 
2. Discussions with Mr. Ron Ritter, Galveston-Texas City Port pilots concerning 

gross and net income and operational aspects (2009 and 2011) 
 
New Orleans and Baton Rouge Steamship Pilots Association Associated Pilots (LA) 

 

1. Statement of Revenues and Expenses, Cash Basis for the Years Ended December 
31, 2009 and 2008 

2. NOBRA Cost detail sheet of expenses for CY 2009 
3. NOBRA  Tariff T-24644 

 
 
Crescent River Port Pilots Association (LA) 

 

1. Letter from Ezell Law Firm, LLC to Larry McNutt, Jr. Administrator  Louisiana 
Pilotage Fee Commission, Baton Rouge, LA re Louisiana Pilotage fee 
Commission Docket P07-001, November 1, 2010 

2. Crescent River Port Pilots’ Association, Financial Statements and Schedules, 
December 31, 2010 

 
 
Associated Branch Pilots For the Port of New Orleans (LA) 

 
1. Pre-Filed Direct Testimony of Robert Craig Sanders, CPA on Behalf of the 

Associated Branch Pilots For the Port of New Orleans, November 1, 2010 
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Pascagoula (MS) 

 
1. Pascagoula Port Authority Berths and Statistics Report for FY10 vs. FY09 
2. Port of Pascagoula Tariff, sections 400, 405,410,415 etc. 

 
Mobile (AL) 
 
1.   Traiff Effective January 1, 2009 (in effect 2011). 
 

 

Tampa Bay Pilots (FL) 

 
1. Tampa Bay Port Pilots Association Application for a Change in Rates of Pilotage, 

Port of Tampa Bay May, 2008 
2. Report of the Investigative Committee Department of Business and Professional 

Regulation Pilotage Rate Review Board Application for Change of Rates and 
Pilotage at Ports of Tampa Bay 

3. Review of State of Florida Department of Business and Professional Regulation 
Pilot Rate Review Board Notice of Intent to Approve in Part and Deny in Port the 
Port of Tampa Bay Pilotage Rate Increase Application Filed by the Tampa Bay 
Pilots Association, dated December 23, 2008 

 
 
Biscayne Bay Port Pilots (FL) 
 

1. Biscayne Bay Port Pilots Association, State of Florida Application for Change of 
Rates of Pilotage, October 2008 

2. Port of Miami website and its marine statistics 
 
Port Everglades (FL) 
 

1. Port Everglades website and marine statistics 
 
 
St. Johns Bar Pilot Associations (FL) 

 
1. St. Johns Bar Pilot Association and Subsidiary Consolidated Financial Report for 

Years Ended December 31, 2008 and 1999 
2. St. Johns Bar Pilot Association, State of Florida Application for a Change in rates 

of Pilotage, 2008 
3. St. Johns Bar Pilot Association Agenda of the Pilotage Rate Review Board, 2009   
4. Jacksonville Port Authority (“Jaxport”) website and its Marine Statistics 
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Savannah Pilots (GA) 
 

1. Jet Brief No. 380 describing Savannah Pilots boat GEORGIA, 2006 
2. Marine Link articles describing Savannah Pilots boat GEORGIA, 2004 

 
Charleston Pilots Association (SC)  

 
1. Charleston Post and Courier articles from June 2008 concerning Charleston Pilots 

Association 
2. Statutory Authority of the Commissioners of Pilotage for the Port of Charleston 
3. Charleston Port Pilots website 
4. South Carolina Regulations, Section 54-15-various segments, for the Upper 

Coastal Area, the Lower Coastal Area, and Charleston 
 

 
 

IX.  QUALIFICATIONS OF DIBNER MARITIME ASSOCIATES LLC 
 
 Dibner Maritime Associates LLC (“DMA”) is a management consulting firm 
specializing in service to the maritime industry.   DMA assists a wide range of clients in 
developing effective strategies and operational programs to compete and grow in global 
and domestic transportation, logistics, and commodity-based marketplaces.    DMA was 
founded by, and its principal continues to be Brent Dibner.  He is supported by associates 
based in the US and Latin America who have formal graduate educations in management, 
logistics, and ocean systems management as well practical experience and merchant 
marine officers and managers. 
 During  a 25-year consulting career at Mercer Management Consulting, Inc., Mr. 
Dibner directed all consulting activities to the maritime industry and served the bulk 
marine transportation, cruise, materials processing, ship building/repair and bulk logistics 
industries.  Mr. Dibner’s clients include many of the world’s largest integrated energy 
companies, leading independent ship owners, shipyards, coastal and inland ship and tug-
barge operators and the financial institutions that serve marine transportation industries.  
DMA is a management consulting firm which provides a range of services to the 
maritime industry, including ship owners, cargo interests, shipyards, and government 
agencies (www.dibmar.com).  Mr. Dibner founded Dibner Maritime Associates LLC in 
2002 and continues to be of counsel to Oliver Wyman Inc., the successor to Mercer 
Management Consulting. 
 Mr. Dibner’s commercial clients have included:   Arco Petroleum, BP Amoco, 
Caltex (Thailand), Chevron, Citicorp, Clipper Group (Denmark), Conoco, Exxon, Florida 
Fuels, Lehman Brothers, Leif Hoegh (Norway), Liberty Maritime, Lisnave (Portugal), 
Maersk Lines (Denmark), Mobil Oil, Moran Towing, Occidental Petroleum, Overseas 
Shipholding Group,  Orient Overseas Container Line (Hong Kong), PDVSA (Venezuela), 
Pemex (Mexico), Phillips Petroleum, Royal Caribbean Cruise Line, Seacor Holdings, 
Shell Oil Company,  Stolt-Nielsen (chemical tankers) TECO Shipping and Texaco, UBS, 
Weyerhauser/Westwood Shipping and many others. 
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 Mr. Dibner has also provided consulting services to governments and industry 
organizations including Intertanko (The International Association of Independent Tanker 
Owners), the United States Navy, the United States Coast Guard, the American Bureau of 
Shipping, the American Waterways Operators, the US Maritime Administration, the 
Royal Navy (UK), the Panama Canal Commission, the American Petroleum Institute, the 
American Bureau of Shipping, and many industry associations throughout the world.  He 
has testified before the United States Senate, the Federal Maritime Commission, and in 
various admiralty and civil marine proceedings.    
 Prior to his consulting career, Mr. Dibner designed merchant and naval ships in 
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Israel.   
 Mr. Dibner earned a B.S. in naval architecture and marine engineering from the 
University of Michigan and an M.B.A. from the Harvard Graduate School of Business 
Administration.  He has served as a trustee, chairman, president and officer and overseer 
of several educational, historic and philanthropic institutions. 
 Mr. Dibner testified as an expert on several occasions before the United States 
Senate, the Federal Maritime Commission, State Regulatory authorities, and various 
admiralty and civil marine proceedings in federal and state courts.   
  
 
     _________________________________ 
      BRENT DIBNER
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Pilots’ 2012 Tariff Request  Exhibit - F  

 

Exhibit F   Comparative Pilotage Rates 

Comparison under the Existing Tariff: 

PILOT GROUP Large Container Small Container Tanker Bulker

Puget Sound Pilots 
(81,000 GT Container 
Ship to Tacoma, 
Small Container to 
Seattle, Tanker to 
Ferndale and Bulker 
to Tacoma)

$8,248 $2,050 $8,091 $3,469

San Francisco Bar 
Pilots (Container 
ships to Oakland, 
Tanker to Benicia and 
Bulker to Redwood 
City)

$8,865 $3,729 $11,481 $7,187

Columbia River and 
Bar (to Portland)

$19,822 $10,247 $23,662 $12,496

Canadian Pilots (All 
ships Brotchie to 
Vancouver)

$8,727 $4,516 $22,862 $5,121

 

Comparative Costs under the Proposed VEC Tariff: 

PILOT GROUP Large Container Small Container Tanker Bulker

Puget Sound Pilots 
(81,000 GT Container 
Ship to Tacoma, 
Small Container to 
Seattle, Tanker to 
Ferndale and Bulker 
to Tacoma)

$8,474 $2,611 $8,326 $3,954

San Francisco Bar 
Pilots (Container 
ships to Oakland, 
Tanker to Benicia and 
Bulker to Redwood 
City)

$8,865 $3,729 $11,481 $7,187

Columbia River and 
Bar (to Portland)

$19,822 $10,247 $23,662 $12,496

Canadian Pilots (All 
ships Brotchie to 
Vancouver)

$8,727 $4,516 $22,862 $5,121
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One advantage of an annual tariff hearing is that everyone pretty much knows the facts. 

Financial data changes from year to year but many of the important considerations do 

not: 

1. The two main building blocks of the tariff are expenses and pilot income; 

2. Expenses tend to increase each year, some years more than others; 

3. 2013 will see large expense increases due to the need for new PPUs, and higher 

training, camp day, retirement and pilot boat expenses;1 

4. The board raised the number of pilots and we will have 53 pilots in 2013 

compared to 52 in 2012; 

5. Ship size continues to increase and cargo volumes in Puget Sound ports are 

approaching record highs; 

6. Pilotage rates in Puget Sound are low compared to other ports;2 

7. Recent tariff increases here have been very modest. The real cost of pilots to 

industry has dropped 3.2% in the last 4 % years (one 3% increase compared to a 

6.2% increase in CPI); 

8. Pilot net earnings around the country averaged $407,000 in 2011 ; 

9. Net earnings here have fallen from their 2007 peak of $351 ,000 to $342,000 in 

2011 - 16% below the national average;3 

10.Applications for the 2012 Puget Sound pilotage exam have decreased even more 

than earnings - 22% from the 2008 high ( 41 to 32). 

1 The latest available financial information and 2013 budget are attached as Tab 1. The exact amount of tariff 
increase needed to meet these increased expenses and restore pilot earnings is not yet known. We expect it to be 
between 12% and 15%. We will know more as the rate hearing approaches. PSP also suggests the board use the 
VEC and a table showing data for use in calculating VEC charges based on 2011 and 2012 ship traffic and the 2013 

budget is attached as Tab 4. 
2 Comparison charts showing rates today and with a 15% increase in Puget Sound are attached as Tab 2. 
3 A table showing this decrease in earnings is attached as Tab 3. 
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The Nature of Pilotage in the Twenty First 
Century 

Pilotage is different things to different people. To the environmentalists, it is the first line 

of defense protecting Puget Sound from ecological disaster. To the ship captain, it is a 

welcome relief from the pressures of moving a ship in confined spaces. To the Coast 

Guard it is the primary means of safely moving thousands of ships in a large and busy 

district. To the ship operator, it is an expense necessary to get a ship to the dock 

safely. To the ship agent, it is a crucial element of smooth operations. To the 

Legislature, it is a mechanism for balancing the economic advantages of vessel 

commerce with the risks these ships present to our people, environment and economy. 

In the tariff process, our legislature acts through this board to tell the foreign shipping 

industry how much it must pay to protect the local population against these risks. To 

Washingtonians (who may not understand the intricacies of pilotage and depend on this 

"obscure" board for protection), pilotage is a safety net protecting the state's most 

important physical and economic asset- the waters of Puget Sound. 

The stakes are high. One bad tanker or transit {there were 2,114 tanker moves in our 

waters last year) could cripple the economy of the state for many years, perhaps 

decades. As we have seen, even a container ship accident can cause quite a bit of 

damage. The method chosen to deliver pilotage in this district (and most others in the 

US) is a fully regulated compulsory pilotage system executed by a private pilot 

association and its members working under a pilotage board's authority and regulation. 

The Tariff is Designed to Put the Cost of the Pilotage System on the Ships using 
our Ports 

This safety net costs money. In directing the board to set tariffs for foreign vessels, the 

legislature is asking it to determine how much the foreign shipping community- mostly 

made up of large international conglomerates, many of whom are owned, affiliated with 

2 
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or subsidized by their home state governments- must pay for this safety net. The 

carriers using our ports are some of the largest and most sophisticated companies in 

the world , but they do not have the same stake in the protection of Puget Sound as the 

citizens of the State of Washington. In 1789 Congress recognized this basic fact by 

giving the states the right to regulate pilotage on foreign ships. In accepting Congress' 

invitation, our legislature embraced the principle that piloting is intensely local and local 

representatives and states care much more about what happens on their own waters 

than the foreign ship operators and governments using our ports for commercial 

advantage. 

These laws set up an adversarial economic relationship between the shipping carriers 

and the pilotage board . First, the carriers are required to pay for pilotage. Second, the 

strength of our system is the independence of the pilots which causes the carriers to 

lose a certain amount of control over operations. Occasionally, this adversarial 

relationship spills over into actions such as PMSA's actions killing the California Pilot 

Commission's 2011 tariff recommendations, PMSA's attempts to sunset the California 

Pilot Commission and PMSA's current lawsuit against that commission in PMSA v. 

Board of Pilot Commissioners (Case No. CPF-12 512320 CA Superior Court, San 

Francisco - 2012). 

Our Pilotage Act recognizes that Puget Sound belongs to the people of the state of 

Washington and it is theirs to protect or lose. The pilotage system is a crucial part of 

that protection and the board and the pilots are joint stewards of that system. We 

sometimes forget that the board does not exist to protect pilots or carriers - it 

was created to protect the people of the State of Washington. When the board sets 

a tariff, it is not just setting a charge for sending a pilot out to move a ship. It is setting a 

charge for that ship's share of the overall cost of providing the entire pilotage system 

safety net. This includes costs incurred by the board , the pilot association and the 

individual pilots. 
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It is understandable that economic trade groups representing these large carriers try to 

define these costs narrowly and relate them specifically to the direct costs of moving 

ships. After all , moving ships is their business. However, the statute is concerned with 

public safety and takes a much broader view of the role of the tariff. 

The Role of the Pilot Association 

In a safe and well managed port, a proactive pilot association is essential. Internally, a 

well-run association is needed to offer membership support, a dispatch service, billing 

for jobs, purchasing, maintaining and running pilot boats and conducting overall 

operations. Externally, a well-run association is needed to bring its members' 

experiences and expertise to bear whenever safety or port operations are being 

discussed. Any discussion of ship operations will result in a safer solution if there is an 

independent pilot association presence. 

Internally, PSP runs a $30,000,000 financial operation. As with any business, it has 

employees and assets to manage so that it can operate effectively. It is run by a board 

of directors with a committee structure. It deals with the issues and expenses faced by 

any $30 million enterprise- employees, management, accounting, budgets, 

communications, legal, compliance, real estate, taxes, planning, purchasing, etc. It 

hires lawyers, architects, data base experts, researchers, communication specialists, 

strategic planners, accountants, consultants, computer specialists and the normal array 

of service providers used by companies today. These business activities- and the 

expenses that go with them - are part and parcel of maintaining the staff, equipment and 

infrastructure necessary for our pilots to meet your mandate and continue to serve 

industry with one of the most responsive pilotage services in the world. 

PSP's expenses are relatively fixed and the great majority of those expenses cannot be 

reduced without also reducing the reliability, safety, efficiency or predictability of the 

service provided. We know that these expenses will increase approximately $1.3 

million in 2013 and that we will have one more additional pilot. These two increases 
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alone represent a 5.6% increase in the tariff. See Tab 1. (The amount of expenses 

could vary depending on what decision the board makes about PPUs. 

Just moving ships is not the only mission of PSP's pilots. More important is the 

mandate to move ships safely and to foster the safety net that exists on our waters. 

This involves the external outreach efforts of the pilots coordinated and delivered by 

PSP. We try to make sure that if there is a discussion of marine safety taking place, we 

are in the room and participating. This takes a tremendous amount of time and effort. 

Given the overall mission of pilotage as a protector of Puget Sound this is arguably 

PSP's most important function. Moving ships alone is not enough. In fact, trying to 

move ships without the broader safety environment fostered by PSP would likely be 

disastrous. The people of the state care more about the protection of Puget Sound from 

an environmental disaster than they do about whether the pilot boat is available for duty 

at 0100 on a given morning. PSP and the board care about both but can never take 

their eyes off their larger responsibility to the people of the state. 

The outreach undertaken by PSP and its members is critical and has made PSP an 

important link between the board and the various maritime stakeholders. It is a public 

resource fully available to any party interested in safe navigation. PSP's efforts include: 

• Attending any number of conferences (some here, some elsewhere) convened 

by government, educational and industry groups such as: 

o Coast Guard meetings on security; 

o Coast Guard meetings on safe operations; 

o Port and other industry meetings on operations; 

o Pilot commission meetings such as the biennial regional pilot commission 

meeting; 

o Industry conferences on broader shipping issues and economic factors; 

o Legislative meetings and task forces when requested; 

o DOE meetings on environmental protection; 
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o Cross border environmental and regulatory meetings with DOE, the Coast 

Guard and Canadian equivalents; 

o Numerous ad hoc committees and panels put together from time to time in 

need of maritime navigation expertise. 

• Attending professional pilot conferences hosted by West Coast and national pilot 

groups to learn the best practices being used by pilots across the country and to 

insure that this district does not fall behind. The American Pilots' Association 

convention this fall will have a major presentation by its Navigation Technology 

Committee (of which Capt. Ed Marmol is a member) to discuss the latest pilot 

technology available and in use around the world; 

• Attending and supporting Puget Sound maritime business, civic, and educational 

organizations such as the Seattle and Tacoma Propeller Clubs, Catholic 

Seafarer's Club; Seattle Maritime Festival; Coast Guard Foundation; Northwest 

Maritime Center in Port Townsend; YMTA; Cal Maritime, Tacoma Chamber of 

Commerce and various maritime charity events held throughout the year. These 

organizations benefit the board and all users of our ports and are an important 

part of a successful maritime community. PSP works to make sure that pilotage 

interests are represented as a responsible member of that community; 

• Conducting outreach to various marine groups interested in safety and 

environmental protection including recreational boater groups, yacht clubs, DOE, 

local politicians and government boards; 

• Informing the public through speeches, presentations, and our website and 

Facebook page about pilotage and the importance of marine commerce to our 

region and the fact that it can be done safely; 

• Special projects such as the current Piloting Opportunities in Puget Sound 

Committee (POPS) which has undertaken outreach to women mariners to attract 

them to piloting in Puget Sound; 

• Outreach to the Legislature. Much of this involves our lobbyist who works on 

various bills of interest and concern to the board, PSP, the ports and industry. 
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These include the recent bill on yacht exemptions, the board's bill on public 

disclosure, the board's earlier major legislation on qualifications and exams, BC 

Surcharge, housekeeping issues, etc. Our lobbyist has been instrumental in the 

passage of all of the board's agency request bills that have been adopted as well 

as lending support to ports and industry on certain bills that would affect 

commerce, such as recently proposed tax measures that would have had a very 

negative impact on container movements in our ports; 

The list goes on. All of these efforts contribute to the safety net enjoyed by those who 

care about the health and safety of Puget Sound. 

A Properly Functioning PSP is Essential to 

Help the Board Achieve its Goals 

No pilotage board could meet its mandate without the services of an effective pilot 

association. The pilots are the board's eyes and ears on the water and the association 

is a valuable partner in helping the board do its job. PSP has initiated programs on a 

myriad of safety and efficiency issues that are squarely within the board's mission. It is 

difficult to dictate safe ship handling techniques and practices by regulation. Pilotage 

systems work better without micro-management by WAC but it takes an effective pilot 

association to make sure the board's mission is being fulfilled in the absence of such 

WACs. Here are some examples of what PSP does to advance the board's mission: 

• Safety Clearinghouse. PSP continually collects input from its members on 

specific ships, waterways and conditions and distills them into Guidelines. 

Publication of these Guidelines lets operators know what safety measures pilots 

are likely to require for a given job. They cover tug usage, tidal conditions, 

visibility constraints, obstructions and other safety considerations. PSP, through 

its various committees, acts as the clearinghouse for this safety information and 
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makes sure that it gets to the right audience- ship agents, the Coast Guard, the 

board, DOE, the Harbor Safety Committee, the ports, etc. This collection and 

dispersal of first hand safety information is a cornerstone of safe port 

operations. The government bodies responsible for safety- this board, the 

Coast Guard and DOE - depend on this process to flag and raise issues before 

something goes wrong. All of the regulation in the world will not prevent an 

accident if it doesn't address the actual threats faced by the ship while moving in 

close quarters. In the world of safe ship handling, piloting is where the rubber 

meets the road and PSP is the conduit for essential safety information about 

what is needed to do it safely; 

• Fatigue Prevention. Fatigue is the single biggest safety factor in marine 

accidents. The practices and rules that protect against fatigue in this district 

were developed almost entirely by PSP. Except for the statutory 7 hour rest rule 

(which could allow up to 14 hours of work without meaningful rest) the board has 

not been required to regulate pilot rest. PSP's extensive rest rules are regularly 

submitted to the board. Those rules, and the board's oversight and monitoring of 

them, were outlined with approval in Governor Gregoire's recent letter to the 

NTSB describing the fatigue protection measures in place in Puget Sound (Letter 

attached under Tab 5) PSP's rest rules and the board's oversight were 

subsequently endorsed by the NTSB; 

• Continuing Pilot Education. Here again, we start with a minimal statutory 

requirement of simulator training in a pilot's first year, and every five years 

thereafter. PSP, with the full knowledge and consent of the board, has gone 

beyond this and designed a much more extensive education program: 

o Manned model training for all pilots on a five year cycle, which now 

includes a session during the pilot's first year; 

o PSP and PMI jointly developed a Risk Resource Management simulator 

class taken by every pilot. This class is designed to push pilots beyond 

the limits of what can be done and focuses on error chain recognition; 
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o PSP, Crowley and Alaska Tanker Company jointly developed a tanker 

escort class at PMI for pilots and tug and tanker captains to hone 

teamwork and escort skills; 

o PSP sends all of its 4 th year pilots to Azipod and Kamewa training before 

they become license qualified to handle large cruise ships and tankers; 

o Electronic Navigation class at PMI; 

o PSP also facilitates ad hoc exercises as required for particular situations, 

such as the simulator exercise we are now designing for the Blair 

Waterway and the live tanker escort drills that have occurred in the past. 

• Retirement Plan Administration. PSP administers the retirement plans for 

Puget Sound and Grays Harbor districts developed jointly by PSP, the board and 

industry (PSSOA). These programs are an important part of the board's effort to 

remain competitive in attracting pilot candidates (almost all of whom are focused 

on retirement security at this point In their career); 

• Comp Day Program Administration. PSP administers the district's comp day 

program that is a crucial element in keeping ships moving on schedule with as 

small a pilot corps as is safe, despite the extremely uneven traffic patterns in this 

district. This program has kept ships moving and saved industry millions of 

dollars over the years by trimming the size of the pilot corps; 

• Improvements to Dispatch System to Respond to Seasonal Demands. Our 

traffic has become seasonal over the last 1 0 years and PSP has responded with 

changes to its dispatch system: 

o Adding three extra pilots to the roster on summer weekends to handle the 

three cruise ships that arrive and depart simultaneously each Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday; 

o Providing for round trip assignments on inbound cruise ships if the ship 

will provide quiet sleeping quarters for pilot rest while in port; 

o Providing shorter turnaround times in Port Angeles for rested , off duty 

pilots on faster ships so that they can do two jobs in one comp day ; 
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o Scheduling training and meetings for the off season; 

o Increasing efficiency by assigning multiple harbors shifts to a "local area 

pilot" (a pilot assigned to a port rather than a ship). 

• Designing Safe Solutions to New Challenges. Bigger ships continually 

present new challenges and PSP makes sure that the navigation solutions 

designed are safe. Commercial advocates - port districts, foreign carriers and 

trade groups - are not always in agreement and do not always want to pay for 

these safety measures. It is left to PSP to advocate on behalf of the safety 

interests of the board and ultimately the people of the state. A good example is 

the recent resistance by the Port ofT acoma, PMSA and the Grand Alliance 

carriers to long-established protective measures in place to move large ships in 

the Blair Waterway. PSP is the body that articulates the need for these safety 

measures despite this economic pressure. PSP goes even further. Because of 

the new ships, cranes and traffic volumes now using the Blair, PSP is designing 

Blair Waterway simulations at PM I. Pilots will be going to the simulator on 

various nights this fall to try different ship handling techniques under a variety of 

conditions. The board's use of the tariff process to support these types of safety 

improvements- in this case a $50,000 unbudgeted charge for simulator design 

and time - helps guarantee that they will continue; 

• Technology Advances. Our LLC's technology committee worked extensively to 

select, acquire and deploy the first generation of PPUs in 2009. They are now 

examining what the next generation of equipment should be when deployed in 

2013. Staying abreast of issues in this field is a time consuming - and expensive 

-task. Unlike other districts whose pilotage boards have mandated PPU use, 

this equipment has been voluntarily adopted here. This committee has been 

making regular reports and recommendations to the board to assist it in deciding 

how it wants to handle this in the tariff process. 

• Smooth Port Operations. PSP has taken the lead in finding ways to safely 

meet the commercial needs of the ports and operators in our districts. 
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Sometimes this is done with guidelines, sometimes in the almost daily 

conversations with port districts, ship operators and terminal operators on 

conditions in the waterways. Sometimes it is coordinating with the port, agent 

and pilot to find a way to take a ship to the dock with only 25 feet of clearance on 

either end , rather than making the ship go to anchor. Pilots cannot always move 

ships when and where the operators and ports want, but the PSP apparatus 

helps insure that they wi ll be moved if there is any way it can be done safely. 

• Legislative and Regulatory Initiatives. PSP has initiated various regulatory 

changes that have resulted in important improvements in this district. A good 

example is the landmark change in qualifications and examination procedures 

suggested by PSP in 2004 and adopted by the board and legislature with 

modifications in 2005. These changes include broadening the field of potential 

applicants by delaying the requirement for federal pilotage, establishing a two 

pronged examination process with a simulator evaluation component and 

establishing a robust training program that makes sure that applicants show the 

requisite judgment and ship handling skills before they are licensed. PSP 

provides ongoing assistance to the board in its legislative initiatives and uses its 

lobbyist to make sure the board's agency request bills are passed; 

• Organizing Volunteer Pilot Labor Needed by the Board. Pilot labor and input 

are essential to the board's ability to monitor, regulate, investigate and license 

and train new pilots. Pilots spend countless volunteer hours on the TEC, 

developing examination questions, validating tests, and training so that the board 

can successfully qualify and train pilots. All of this is coordinated by PSP. 

Unfortunately, the related lawsuits and comp days have a cost. For example, 

just this year the pilots have devoted over 1,000 hours of volunteer time to the 

2012 exam. Attached behind Tab 6 is an Acknowledgement of the pilots 

contribution drafted by Dr. Hertz for his report to the board on this year's 

examination; 
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• Augmenting the Board's Outreach Efforts. For financial and legal reasons, 

the board is often constrained in its ability to do things that benefit pilotage and 

ports in this district. PSP is able to promote diversity in the pilot corps by taking 

steps such as forming the Piloting Opportunities in Puget Sound Committee 

(POPS) whose goal is to reach out to women mariners. Other examples include 

being active members of the waterfront community and supporting the volunteer 

and maritime groups that make Puget Sound a good place for foreign carriers to 

do business and help keep our ports competitive. PSP is also involved in liaison 

with environmental and public interest groups to help bridge the gap that some of 

them have with the marine industry. 

Why Pilot Commissions Make Sure they have 

Well-paid Pilots in their Districts 

Last year, in response to the expressed desire of some board members the prior year, 

we commissioned a comprehensive study showing that pilot earnings averaged 

$407,000 across the country. At first, this seems like an extraordinary amount of 

money. Why have pilotage commissions around the country set earnings so high? 

There are three main reasons: skill, risk and responsibility. 

As Capt. George Quick of the MM&P wrote in his 2007 submission to this board: 

There are few people in the world who are given the degree of direct 

responsibility for life, property or for the environment that is entrusted to a 

maritime pilot. The decisions of pilots, based on their experience and 

judgment- if wrong - can result in maritime casualties and loses in the tens, 

if not hundreds, of millions of dollars. 

The overwhelming majority of ship masters qualified to be pilots do not want the job. 

When an exam is announced , pilot commissions get applications from a very small 
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percentage of those qualified by license and experience to apply. Why? Again, it is 

high skill, high risk and high responsibility. Recruitment is a problem for almost all 

pilotage districts. The board's sister agency in British Columbia -the Pacific Pilotage 

Authority did a risk analysis recently of the risks posing a threat to their mission. 

Recruitment challenges were Number 2 on the list of 19 threats. (Criminalization of 

piloting was Number 1). A copy of the Risk Summary is behind Tab 7. 

The higher the skill level a pilot has, the lower the risk. A master needs two scarce 

qualities to become a pilot: 

• The skill level to bring risk down to an acceptable level; and 

• The appetite to handle the considerable risk and responsibility that cannot be 

eliminated. 

Senior masters who are potential candidates recognize that a piloting career presents 

them with a whole new level of required expertise and risk. Piloting requires a different 

skill set and experience level than being the captain of a deep sea vessel or a ferry or 

tug boat. The jobs are not comparable. Every pilot can be a master, but (as we have 

seen in the training program) not every master can be a pilot. Experience as a master 

is only a start. 

Many of these senior officers - and their spouses - are simply not willing to undertake 

the risks of being a pilot. They are successful professionals and prefer to stay within the 

safety net enjoyed by most employees who are good at their jobs working in a profitable 

business. As one Puget Sound pilot who recently came from the deep sea industry put 

it: 

"By the time one becomes rated as master you are seriously vested with 
your employer and it is more comfortable and secure to stay put until 
retirement instead of taking a chance on a major career change that may 
or may not work out due to exams, training and delays, etc. ". 
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Here is a short list of the risks introduced when a master decides to change careers to 

piloting: 

• Skill Level Required. Pilots in Puget Sound are being asked to perform 

assignments that are right on the border of what can be done safely. They are 

pushing the envelope of risk tolerance. We have had two recent mishaps in 

Tacoma and Seattle involving such jobs. As the ships get bigger and the 

waterways get more congested- which they promise to do- the safety margins 

will get smaller and smaller. Demands will be made of Puget Sound pilots over 

the next 10 years that were never contemplated when the waterways in this 

district were designed and built. All involved will have to take full advantage of 

every opportunity to develop the pilot corps that we need to perform under these 

conditions. The line between an accident and a near miss is only a matter of 

degree and the subtlest of factors can turn a near miss into an accident. 

• Criminal liability. Theoretically, any ship captain who spills oil could be 

subjected to criminal prosecution, but the risk is highly manageable for masters 

not navigating in close quarters. The pilot faces a much higher likelihood of a 

mishap. Any significant oil spill is now a criminal offense and when the Coast 

Guard officer first comes on board, he or she is starting a criminal investigation. 

As pointed out above, the PPA rates this as the single biggest threat to the 

successful completion of its mission. See Tab 7. 

• Financial ruin. A pilot involved in a major incident is likely facing financial ruin 

for his or her family. It has happened. Adequate insurance is not available to 

pilots as it is to other professionals and every job presents the possibility of 

damages that cannot be paid. Masters are better protected against this because 

they deal with less risky ship movements and have an employer who stands 

between them and any plaintiffs. A pilot does not have that cover and faces 

plaintiffs alone. 

• Medical disqualification and early career termination. When considering 

being a pilot, senior, middle aged masters and their spouses must weigh the very 
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real risk of premature career termination due to medical issues. We have seen 

two pilots in this district forced into early retirement by the Coast Guard in the last 

year. This is happening all around the country. One of our pilots was near the 

end of his career, but the other was not. A pilot forced to retire has nowhere to 

go. He or she may have disability insurance and whatever benefits are accrued 

under the district's retirement/disability plan, but no real means of restoring the 

type of income that an employed master can expect to preserve under the same 

circumstances by moving to a desk job. Medical scrutiny of pilots is much more 

intense than it is for masters and occurs on both the state and federal level. 

Because pilots climb a ladder to get to work their disability threshold is much 

lower- a shoulder injury can end a career. Unlike their master counterparts, if 

they become disabled , there is no American with Disabilities Act compelling an 

employer to find them another position. 

• Economic security. An employee is in a much more secure financial 

environment than an independent pilot. Such a master typically has a funded 

retirement plan as opposed to an unfunded plan. This disadvantage is magnified 

in this district where the unfunded plan that does exist is under continual attack 

by the carriers' economic advocates. In addition, many masters have stock 

options and other benefits that are not available to pilots. 

• Fear of Failure. On a more personal level, masters contemplating becoming 

pilots know that they might fail. They might not pass the written exam, they might 

embarrass themselves in the simulator or they might not be able to pass the 

training program. Fear of professional failure , even if not justified , can be a 

powerful disincentive. When contemplating making a move, the masters know 

there is no certainty. 

It is not just skill, risk and responsibility that compel pilot commissions to make sure that 

its pilots are adequately paid. There are other disincentives that commissions must 

overcome: 
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• Lifestyle. By the time a deck officer becomes a senior master, he or she has 

developed family and personal lifestyles compatible with their sailing schedule. 

Change may not be welcome or easy. The prospect of an all-night piloting 

assignment, climbing aboard a tanker in the howling wind, or transiting a heavily 

congested waterway with minimal clearances may not be an attractive one. 

• Cost. It is expensive to become a pilot, especially in a large district such as 

ours. It takes time to prepare for and take the exam, but more importantly, it 

takes time to go through the training program earning the stipend. Deep sea 

masters are making $228,000 plus benefits under current MM&P contracts. A 2 

% year training program will cost them $570,000 in lost earnings. The stipend 

pays about $112,500 for that same time period ($60,000 minus $15,000 per year 

for medical insurance that the trainee now has to pay out of his or her own 

pocket4) . The candidate will lose $460,000 of earnings during this program. 

After the training program, at current pilot earning levels, it will take another four 

years to recover these losses. Many masters in their 40s are looking at college 

expenses, mortgages, living expenses and retirement and simply cannot afford 

this reduction in pay during these crucial years. They and their families are 

analyzing their return on investment, in this case time and money. If they cannot 

justify the return they won't make the investment. 

• Retention of Pilots. We have reached the point where a number of pilots are 

now retiring as soon as they can because the risk/reward curve has become 

prohibitive. It is almost irresponsible for a pilot who can afford to retire not to do 

so. The money to be earned by continuing to work is simply not worth the risk. 

The need to increase pilot earnings to retain pilots was heavily relied upon by the 

California Pilotage Commission in making its 2011 recommendation for a tariff 

increase. 

4 The current MM&P insurance that these masters have costs closer to $22,000 per year. This example assumes 
that they cut back coverage out of financial necessity during the training period and only spend $15,000. This, in 
and of itself, is a substantial deterrent to making a career change. 
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• Productivity. Pilots in this district are more productive and contribute more 

value to the shipping industry than ever before. For very good economic 

reasons, the foreign container companies calling on our ports are now using 

much larger vessels. The economies of scale and profit margins presented to 

carriers by these larger ships are enormous. However, these same ships put 

disproportionate demands on the pilots. A pilot safely moving a 1, 140 by 140 

foot ship with $200 million of cargo on board is giving much more economic 

benefit- and undertaking much more risk- than a pilot moving the 600 foot log 

ship that used to be common in these waters. Last year, the average ship size in 

this district was 48,122 gross tons compared to 35,555 in 2000 and 20,848 in 

1984. 

Below is a picture of the fully loaded Arnold Maersk in Elliott Bay taken last week. 

The ship is 1,157 feet long and 140 feet wide drawing 43' and has just received 

an additional tug at the pilot's request before attempting to go into the East 

Waterway. There is a tank barge moored at the waterway's west entrance and a 

ship at the dock with lowered cranes at the east entrance. Gillnets are deployed 

in the waterway. A northwest wind is gusting to 20 knots. This puts force on the 

starboard quarter pushing the vessel across the waterway toward the shallows 

while twisting it at an angle away from the dock. 
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States that do Not Protect Competitive Pilot 

Earnings are at a Disadvantage 

Pilot boards recognize the value of pilots and are also keenly aware that they have to 

ensure competitive earnings if they want to attract and retain the best candidates. As 

shipping increases, there are increasing demands for more pilots from the relatively 

small pool of applicants who are qualified on paper. The highly sought after best 

candidates make up only a small percentage of this pool. In an effort to meet their 

mandate, boards know that if compensation is not commensurate with the required skill , 

risk and responsibility, they have little chance of attracting the best candidates. 

The real question isn't why boards provide high earnings to pilots: its why would any 

pilot commission want to pay its pilots less than they earn in other comparable ports? 

Why would they risk discouraging the very best candidates from their districts by paying 

non-competitive earnings? Why would they risk damaging the morale of their pilot 

corps by paying them less than the documented earnings of their peers elsewhere? 

Unfortunately, this district is not attracting candidates as it could. The number of exam 

applicants this year is down, with only 33 masters applying for the Puget Sound and 

Grays Harbor district. One of these is not interested in Puget Sound and 17 are 

interested in both districts. The 31 remaining for Puget Sound represent a decrease of 

22% from 2008 when 41 signed up. This corresponds to a similar drop in pilot earnings 

over this same time period from their 2007 peak. See Tab 3. Puget Sound earnings 

are no longer competitive and this district is not as attractive as it was in 2008. The 

attractiveness of a job is directly related to its compensation. 

The number of applicants does not tell the whole story. In almost every district, pilot 

pay is high enough to attract candidates. But who is being attracted? Which districts 

are getting the best candidates? More importantly, who is not being attracted? Pilot 
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boards can tell who they are attracting, but they have no idea who they are not 

attracting. There is always room for improvement in the pilot corps, and most 

commissions try to remove income as a barrier to recruitment by insisting that the ships 

using a port pay a tariff that will support competitive earnings. 

We know that in Puget Sound we attract only a small number of those sailing locally 

who are qualified to apply. In 2011 there were 63 different US vessels who called in our 

ports. There are at least 126 masters sailing on those ships. Of those 126, only three 

applied for this year's exam. 

Ultimately, a pilot corps that is not paid a comparable wage will deteriorate in quality, 

morale and motivation. American businesses are very familiar with this principle. They 

know that if they offer a competitive wage they will at least get the chance to look at the 

top tier of candidates for a job. The more candidates they attract, the better the quality 

of the person they can hire. A larger pool of applicants can only increase the quality of 

the person finally chosen: an exam taken by 50 applicants will produce higher test 

scores than an exam taken by 31 . 

PSP asks the Board to Recognize the 

Contributions Made by PSP and Its Members 
by Setting a Tariff that will Fully Fund PSP's 

Activities and Provide Appropriate Pilot 

Earnings 

PSP and its members have demonstrated an unfailing commitment to providing a 

system of safe and efficient pilotage on behalf of the board and the people of this state. 

We have met and responded to every challenge and accepted the duty and 

responsibility of being joint stewards with the board of the pilotage system in this state. 
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Now we ask the board to use the tariff power given it by the legislature to continue to 

fund PSP and ensure that pilots in this state are compensated at a level commensurate 

with the skill , risk and responsibility undertaken each time we board a vessel. 

Discussions of pilot pay are about the future. The issue is not only who we need to pilot 

today - but who will we need tomorrow. Tomorrow will bring more and bigger ships 

operating under increasing scrutiny. The safety margins will decrease and the stakes 

will increase. An accident in our waters - even one without environmental catastrophe -

would have an enormous impact on the competitiveness of our ports and our economy. 

An accident with environmental consequences would be devastating. 

Nothing is more central to the board's mission than making sure that it properly supports 

its existing pilot corps and its pilot association. By doing so it ensures that this state will 

continue to enjoy the safety net of which pilotage is such an important part. It also 

ensures that the board will be able to attract the preeminent ship handlers and masters 

from around the country and put them to work for the people of the State of Washington. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Respectfully Submitted 

Capt. Frantz . Coe, President 
Puget Soun Pilots 

October 11 , 2012 
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PSP's October 11, 2012 Submission of YTD Financial Information 

What follows is PSP's submission of YTD financial information that is being included with its tariff 
request. 

Page 2 shows 2012 Revenue and Income data and projections based on financial information available 
as of October 11 . This is actual (unaudited) revenue data through September 30. Actual data is in black 
and projected data is in red . 

Pages 3 through 5 show expense data broken down as follows: 

• 2011 Expenses from the audited financial statement; 
• September 30, 2012 YTD actual expenses; 
• 2012 Projected Expenses; 
• The difference between the 2012 budget and 2011 actual expenses; 
• The 2013 budget; and 
• The difference between the 2013 budget and the 2012 budget. 

2012 Projected Expenses have been increased to reflect the newly added cost of the Blair Waterway 
simulations that will occur this fall in connection with the Grand Alliance move to Tacoma. 
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10/11/20122:52 PM 

PSP Revenue and Income Projections 

A B 
July 31 YTD 

Actual 

Pilotage Revenue• $18,140,313 

Grays Harbor Pension 
$28,001 

Income 

Transportation Paid to 
Pilots @$1 21 per $540,431 
assignment•• 

Association Expenses $6,646,141 

IBE @$12,468 for 52 
$378,196 

pilots 

Total Pooled Net 
$1 0,603,546 

Revenue 

Net Earnings Per Pilot 
w 52 pilots 

Assignments (1 % 
increase over 2011 for 4,526 
Oct -Dec} 

Actual YTD 
Sept 30 Revenue 

and Expenses 

Oct to Dec Projected 

c D 

Aug Actual Sept Actual 

$3,289,630 $2,955,138 

$3,080 $3,920 

$95,707 $88,417 

721 661 

E F 

Oct. Nov 
ProJected Projected 

$2,465,334 $2,211 ,098 

$4,000 $4,000 

$71 ,874 $71 ,874 

594 594 

G 

Dec 
Projected 

$2,384,331 

$4,000 

$77,440 

640 

•Revenue projections based on number of assignments and revenue per assignment for the relevant time of year 
•*Transportation projections based on YTD average through Augst 31 

H 
Total Projected 

2012 

$31 ,445,844 

$47,001 

$945,744 

$1 1,714,809 

$648,336 

$18,183,956 

$349,691 

7,736 
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Expense Portion of October 11, 2012 Financial Report to BOPC 

A B c D F G H I J K 

2011 Expense 2012 
Projected 

From Flnancla l 
September 30, 2012 Projeded 

Projection 2013 
Change In 

Location Expense Statement 
2012YTD Expenses 

Difference Projected 
2013 from 

Note as to Changes 

(Adjusted for with 2011 Expenses 

PPUs)• Actual 
2012 

1 

Seattle ATIORNEY FEES $8,396 527,388 $37,880 $29,484 516,000 ($21,880) 
BOPC Lawsuit expenses Incurred In 2012 reduced In 

2 2013 

3 Se;mle COMP DAY EXPENSE $290,385 5442.061 $573,413 S2B3,02B $715,447 5142,034 capts Petke, Mendenhall and Engstrom 

Seattle COMPIJT1:R SYSTEM S209,2B1 5157.231 5192,546 (516.735) $250,000 S57,4S4 
System alteration will add to 2013 cost bu t save 

4 onaolnR future expenses. 

5 Seattle CONFERENCES $2,946 so $2,946 so $10,000 $7,054 PSP will host 2013 West Coast Conference 

6 Seattle CONSULTING FEES $149,231 $65,557 5109,018 ($40,213) $113,379 $4,361 CPI 

7 Seattle CPA $76,440 $67,596 $79,182 $2,742 $82,349 $3,167 CPI 

Seattle DEPRECIATlON (no PPUs) $149,452 $112,622 $162,383 $12,931 $57,910 (5104,473) 
From 5 Year Plan (less PPUs of $84,168 in 2011; $21.043 

B In 2012 and 5310,950 In 2013) 

9 Seattle DRUG TESTlNG $5,434 $5,385 $5,719 $2B5 55,948 $229 CPI 

10 Seattle DUES $138,425 $104,835 $153,020 $14,595 $159,141 $6,121 CPI 

11 Seanle EMPLOYEE BENEFITS $243,396 $221.923 $287,289 S43,893 $298,7B1 $11,492 Collective Bargaining Acreement Escalators 

12 Se;mle EMPLOYEE SALARIES $750,043 $551,265 $71B,222 1.B21l $746,951 $28,729 Collective Bargaining Acreement Escalators 

13 Seattle EQUIPMENT LEASES $1,496 $811 $1,632 $136 $1,064 ($568) CPI 

14 Seattle INSURANCE $194,355 $159,337 $210,014 $15,659 $219,047 $9,033 Based on polldes In e ffed. 

15 Seanle INSURANCE, MEDICAL $1,455,769 $1,162,787 $1,592,657 $136,888 $1,S92,657 so No Change 

Seattle INTEREST (no PPUs) $17,154 $7,696 $5.991 :511163 $3,B1S '52.176· 
From 5 Yr Plan. Radios In 2013 (less PPUs of S4,2271n 

16 2011; $5 70 In 2012 and $66,077 In 2013) 

17 Seattle LICENSE FEES $346,138 5266,500 $344,500 ($1,638) $351,000 $6,500 Assumes one more pilot and no fee increase by BOD 

18 Seattle LOBBYIST $109,159 $87,572 $113.374 S4.215 $117,909 $4,535 CPI 

19 Seattle OFFICE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR $8,633 $5,426 $7,274 (51.359) 57,565 $291 CPI 

20 Seanle OFFICE SUPPLIES $41,388 $24,948 532,703 ($8,685) 534,011 $1,308 CPI 

2012 lndudes unexpended amounts for scheduled 

training and $45,000 for Blair Waterw.1y simulations. 

Seattle PILOT TRAINING $220,644 $220,248 5323,766 $103,122 $525.239 5201.473 
2013 Includes: 12 Enav; 6 Azlpod; 12 Pt. Revel; 1 Pt. 
Ash; 12 Escort Simulator; 18 Risk Resource . 

Management; 60 PPU. Budget Attached Reference to 

21 Blair added Od 5, 2012. 

22 Seattle POLITlCAL DONATlONS 52,200 $0 $0 ($2 200) $0 $0 No change 

Includes for 2013 depreciation and Interest from new 

Seattle PPU·EQUIPMENT & SVC TO LLC $125,392 $47,417 $S4,948 (570,444) $389,027 $334,079 PPUs shown In Ave Year Plan and Mise costs ($12,000). 

23 
Does not Include PPU Training. 

24 Seattle PRINTING & PUBUCATlON $33,258 $3,909 $26,000 ('i7.2S8) $27,040 $1,040 CPI 

10/10/2012 
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Expense Portion of October 11, 2012 Financial Report to BOPC 

A 8 c D F G H I J K 

2011 Expense 2012 
Projected 

from Financial 
September 30, 2012 Projected 

ProJection 2013 
Change In 

location Expense Statement 
20UYTO Expenses 

Difference Projected 
2013from 

Note as to Changes 
(Adjusted for wlth2011 Expenses 

2012 
PPUs)• Actual 

1 

Seattle RENT $145,097 $82,953 $109,000 ($36.097) $134,000 $25,000 
Renewed lease had 2 months of free rent In 2012 and 

2S 
reduced rent thereafter. 

Seattle RETIREMENT PUGET SOUND $2,610,203 S2,071,633 S2,n5,603 S165,400 S3.075,505 S299,902 
Retirements expected In Dec 2012, Jan 2013 and July 

26 2013 

27 Seattle R~REMENT,GRAYSHARBOR S109,739 $82.304 $109,739 ($0) $109,739 so Axed Payments, assumes no changes. 

28 Seattle TAXES, OTH ER S1,500 $580 $1,695 $195 $1,763 $68 CPI 

29 Seattle TAXES, PAYROLL $51,968 $40,168 $59,038 $7,070 S61.400 S2,362 CPI 

30 
Seattle TAXES, REVENUE S586,721 $463,368 SS99,328 $12,607 S623,301 $23,973 CPI (actual Increase, If any, depends on revenue. ) 

31 Seattle TELEPHONE & COMM. $41,713 $31,400 $42,413 $700 S44.110 S1,697 CPI 

32 Seattle TRAVEL, ENT. & PROMO S146,462 S134,464 S152,027.56 $5,566 $158.109 S6,081 CPI 

Seattle UN RECEIVABLE A/R S11,000 so 52,575 ;58.4.:5) so :s2.s15 
Delinquent Coast Guard vessel (Polar Sea) In 2012. 

33 None expected In 2013 

34 Pilot Station DEPRECIAT10N $86,767 $39,919 $53,471 ($33,296) $53,276 (5195) 5 Year Plan 

35 Pilot Station EDUCATION so $240 so $0 $0 so None expected 

36 Pilot Statson FOOD $85,270 $73,488 $88,177 S2,907 $91,704 S3.527 CPI 

37 Pilot Station INSURANCE $14,664 $15,303 S14,000 (5664) S14,560 $560 CPI 

38 Pilot Station INTEREST $7,473 $202 $1,814 (55,659) $0 (S1,814) CPl 

39 Pilot Station LOOGINGPA S12,00l so so (S12.001) so so Expense at hotel In 2011 while station was repaired. 

40 Pilot Station MAINTENANCE & REPAIR S96,027 531,280 S58,000 (538.027) S60,320 S2.320 CPI 

41 Pilot Station RENT, TlDELAND LEASE S3,681 S3,893 S4,016 S335 S4,1n $161 New Lease Rate expected In 2013 

42 Pilot Station REPOSITlON PILOTS S242,870 S183,375 $244,251 $1,381 S254,021 S9,770 CPI 

43 Pilot Station SUPPUES $27,878 $17,964 $28,739 $861 $29,889 $1,150 CPI 

44 Pilot Station TAXES, PROPERTY $11,581 $6,291 511,986 $405 $12.465 $479 CPI 

45 Pilot Station TELEPHONE & COMM. $8,462 $7,147 $8,816 5354 $9,169 S353 CPI 

46 Pilot Station UT1LJT1ES $19,113 $15,714 $19,909 $796 S20,705 $796 CPI 

47 Pilot Boats OEPRECIATlON 5285,834 S28 S28 ($285.806) $28 so 5year Plan 

48 
Pilot Boats EMPLOYEE BENEFITS S203,067 S176,332 5258,000 S54,933 $268,320 $10,320 Collectlve Bargaining Agreement (Raise to Industry Std) 

49 Pilot Boats EMPLOYEE SALARIES $795,317 5595,549 5796,952 $1,635 $828,830 S31,878 Collective Bargaining Agreement 

Pilot Boats FUEL· JUAN DE FUCA S209,130 $175,061 $237,626 S28,496 5253,913 516,287 
Fuel projected at 53.90 with a 1% increase In traffic. 

50 Sept 6, 2012 price = S3. 78 

Pilot Boats FUEL· PUGET SOUND 5222,646 $176,142 5237,626 $14,980 $253,913 S16,287 
Fuel projected at S3.90 with a 1% Increase In traffic. 

51 Sept 6, 2012 price : _$3.78 _ _ 
- ..... 
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Expense Portion of October 11, 2012 Financial Report to BOPC 

A B c D F G H I J K 

2011 Expense 2012 
Projected 

From Financial 
September 30, 2012 Projected 

Projection 2013 
Chanse In 

Location Expense Statement Difference Projected Note as to Chanses 
(Adjusted for 

2012YTD Expenses 
with20ll Expenses 

2013 from 
2012 

1 
PPUs)• Actual 

52 Pilot Boilts INSURANCE 5128,222 $64,224 5127,000 (51.222) 5132,080 55,080 Based on polldes In effect and expected 

53 Pilot Boats INTEREST 511.977 5324 52,907 ($9.070) so (52,907) CPI 

2011 costs understated by $67,000 due to Insurance 

Pilot Boats 
MAINE NANCE & OPER.·JUAN DE 

$69,844 $172,469 $336,000 $266,156 5182,000 (5154,000) 
reimbursement received In 2011 for 2010 engine 

FUCA destruction. Pilot house will be painted In 2012 at a 
54 cost of approximately 5100,000. Boat budget attached 

Pilot Boats 
MAINE NANCE & OPER.·PUGET 

5241,516 5110,708 5219,300 (522.216} $434,000 5214,700 
Major engine rebuild scheduled for early 2013. Pilot 

55 SOUND house was painted In 2011. Boat budget attached. 

56 Pilot Boats TAXES, PAYROLL 564.666 $47,345 574,097 $9,431 $77,061 $2,964 CPI 

57 Pilot Boats TAXES, PROPERTY 56,162 55,725 56,200 $38 56,448 $248 CPI 

PPU Adjustment to Financial 
Oedu«s PPU depredation and Interest from amount 

Statement Report to reflect ($41.9971 
shown In Une 23 above. 

58 auditor's year end consolidation• 

59 

60 
Total Expense from flnandal 

$11,095,590 $8,568,109 511,714,809 $577,223 $12,919,084 $1,204,275 
61 Statement (Adjusted for PPU) 

62 Assumed CPI for 2012 4% $1 

~ • The audited ftnandal statement consolidates PPU expenses Incurred by the LLC Into PSP's depreciation and Interest expenses at year end. 
64 Until that adjustment Is made, PSP shows the expense as a line Item payment to the LLC. The Column C amounts from the financial statement have been adjusted to reflect 
Ts PSP's ongolns record keeplns so that It can be trad<ed monthly as we approach year end. 

10/10/2012 
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PILOTAGE FEES COMPARISON OF WEST COAST PORTS 
WITH CURRENT PUGET SOUND TARIFF 

Large Container Small Container Tanker Bulker 

VESSEL TYPE 

• Puget Sound Pilots 
(81 ,000 GT Container 
Ship to Tacoma, Small 
Container to Seattle, 
Tanker to Ferndale and 
Bulker to Tacoma) 

• San Francisco Bar 
Pilots (Container ships 
to Oakland, Tanker to 
Benicia and Bulker to 
Redwood City) 

- - 'a Columbia River and 
Bar (to Portland) 

a canadian Pilots (All 
ships Brotchie to 
Vancouver) 
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PILOTAGE FEES COMPARISON OF WEST COAST PORTS 
WITH PROPOSED 2013 PUGET SOUND TARIFF INCREASE OF 

15% 

Large Container Small Container Tanker Bulker 

VESSEL TYPE 

• Puget Sound Pilots 
(81,000 GT Container 
Ship to Tacoma, Small 
Container to Seattle, 
Tanker to Ferndale and 
Bulker to Tacoma) 

• San Francisco Bar 
Pilots (Container ships 
to Oakland, Tanker to 
Benicia and Bulker to 
Redwood City) 

o Columbia River and 
Bar (to Portland) 

a Canadian Pilots (All 
ships Brotchie to 
Vancouver) 
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Average Pilot Fee Comparisons Among Ports with 15o/o 
Increase 

Average of 
Percent 

PILOT GROUP Large Container Small Container Tanker Bulker Higher than 
All Fees 

Puget Sound 

Puget Sound Pilots 
(81,000 GT Container 
Ship to Tacoma, Small $9,485 $2,357 $9,304 $3,989 $6,284 
Container to Seattle, 
Tanker to Ferndale 
and Bulker to Tacoma) 

San Francisco Bar 
Pilots (Container ships 
to Oakland, Tanker to $10,048 $3,493 $10,704 $6,828 $7,768 24% 
Benlcla and Bulker to 
Redwood City) 

Columbia River and $24,035 $10,582 $24,189 $12,864 $17,917 185% 
Bar (to Portland) 
Canadian Pilots (AI 
ships Brotchle to $9,530 $4,651 $19,387 $6,028 $9,899 58% 
Vancouver) 

Average Pilot Fees with 15% Increase 
$20,000 

$18,000 

$16,000 

l $14,000 

$12,000 

$10,000 
$9,899 

$8,000 

$6,000 

$4,000 

$2,000 
nd River 

so 
1 2 3 4 
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Chart Showing Puget Sound Pilot Net Income from its 2007 
Peak Compared to Inflation 

Year 
Net Income 

CPI 2007 Net Income 
Income Change Adjusted for CPI 

2007 $351 ,274 3.9% 

2008 $346,240 -1.4% 4.2% $364,974 

2009 $313,195 -9.5% 0.6% $380,303 

201 0 $305,323 -2.5% 0.3% $382,584 

2011 $342,890 12.3% 2.7% $383,732 

2012 $349,000 1.8% 3.0% $394,093 

During this time, CPI has gone up 12% and pilot income has decreased. 
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Methods of Levying VEC Charge 

Charge per Unit 
Needed in VEC to Charge Per Unit 

cover Training Needed to cover Full 
and Tech Only VECof 

$914,566 $5,323,084 

If applied to All 2012 Projections 
Jobs except 2011 (1% increase over 
Cancellations 2011) 

Assignments 7.490 7,565 $120.90 $703.66 

Total LOA footage of 
5,762,092 5,819,713 $0.1571 $0.9147 ships 

Total Beam footage of 
838,550 846,935 $1 .0799 $6.2851 

all ships 

Total Actual Draft of 
234,028 236,368 $3.8692 $22.5203 

all vessels 

Total Tonnage of all 
366,441 ,538 370,105,953 $0.0025 $0.0144 

vessels 

If applied to all Jobs 2012 Projections 
except Harbor Shifts 2011 (1% increase over 
and Cancellations 2011) 

Assignments 6,449 6,513 $140.41 $817.24 

Total LOA footage of 
4,991 ,020 5,040,930 $0.1814 $1 .0560 

ships 

Total Beam footage of 
722.437 729,662 $1 .2534 $7.2953 

ships 

Total Actual Draft of 202,914 204,943 $4.4625 $25.9735 
vessels 

Total Tonnage of 
319,813,013 323,011 t 143 $0.0028 $0.0165 

vessels 

10/10/2012 1 
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CHRISTINE 0. GREGOIRE 
Go11ernor 

STAll: OF WASHINGTON 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
P.O. Box 40002 • OlympiaJ Washington 98SU4 0002 • (3601 753-6780 • •m'".gcWemor.wa.g01· 

January 31,2012 

Deborah A.P. Hersman, Chair 
National Transportation Safety Board 
490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, DC 20594 

RE: National Transportation Safety Board Recommendations M-11-19 through -21 

Dear Chair Hersman: 

This is in response to your letter to me, and other governors of states and territories in which state 
and local pilots operate, dated November 04, 20 II . You requested a response to three 
recommendations made by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) as a result of the 
incident involving Eagle Otome, Gulf Arrow, Kirby 30406, and Dixie Vengeance on January 23, 
2010. 

My responses to your recommendations are as follows: 

Recommendation M-11-19: Ensure that local pilot oversight organizations effectively monitor, and 
through their rules and regulations, oversee the practices of their pilots to promote and ensure the 
highest level of safety. 

Response: The Washington State Board of Pilotage Commissioners (Board) is tasked by the 
Legislature (through The Pilotage Act- codified in the Revised Code of Washington as RCW 88.16) 
to maintain efficient and competent pilotage service in the "pilotage grounds" of our state which 
include the Washington waters inside the international boundary line east of 123° 24' west longitude 
and the inland waters of Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor. Note that pilotage in the Washington 
waters of the Columbia River is under the control of the State of Oregon. The Pilotage Act mandates 
and empowers the Board to create and maintain rules under the Washington Administrative Code 
(WAC) to enforce and administer the Pilotage Act. These rules are codified in WAC 363-116-
Pilotage Rules. 

The Board has specific rules (WAC 363- 11 6-200) which require prompt reporting of marine 
incidents and near misses to the Board. If an incident involves pilot error, the Board has various 
remedial measures in its rules ranging from reprimand to license revocation. It has various 
disciplinary statutes and rules to implement this program, e.g. RCW 88.16.100, WAC 363-1 16-370 
(specified corrective actions), and WAC 363-1 16-420 (emergency suspension of license). The 
reports submitted by pilots (or any other entity) are reviewed monthly (unless scheduling conflicts 
require cancellation of a monthly meeting) at an open meeting of the Board and are disseminated to 
pilots and shipping companies. The Board's analysis of these reports often results in Board action or 
communication with third parties to address issues that may have been a causal factor in a near miss 
or incident. The Board also makes sure that a ll other relevant regulatory bodies have been notified of 
such events. 
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Deborah A.P. Hersman 
February 2, 2012 
Page2 

The Board carefully monitors the effectiveness of both the law (RCW) and rules (WAC) by regularly 
reviewing input from a variety of sources regarding any circumstance that might indicate that there is 
a need for a change in law or rule to better prevent incidents that could lead to maritime casualties of 
any level of significance. Other actions the Board may take as a result of the analysis of feedback 
regarding situations that involve pilots include, but are not limited to: 

• Working with the U.S. Coast Guard, the Harbor Safety Committee, local yacht clubs, Native 
American Tribes, other pilotage authorities including Canadian, shipping companies, etc. to 
improve communications or other aspects of safe navigation. 

• Disciplinary sanctions against a pilot (including possible revocation of license) whose 
performance fai ls to meet the standards set in the RCW and associated WAC. 

• Changes to educational requirements for pilots. 
• The issuance of Safety Advisory Bulletins. 
• Development of Policy Statements. 

Recommendation M-11-20: Require local pilot oversight organizations that have not already done 
so to implement fatigue mitigation and prevention programs that, (1) regularly inform mariners of 
the hazards of fatigue and effective strategies to prevent it, and (2) promulgate hours of service rules 
that prevent fatigue resultingfrom extended hours of service, insufficient rest within a 24-hour 
period, and disruption of circadian rhythms. 

Response: The Board enforces those provisions of the RCW and WAC that specifically address 
fatigue issues (RCW 88.16.103 and WAC 363-116-081). It a lso works with the two entities that 
specificaUy manage pilot assignments - Puget Sound Pilots (PSP) and the Port of Grays Harbor 
(PGH) - to ensure that they make assignments so as not to violate e ither the RCW or WAC. 
Extensive review by the Board of pilot dispatch records is required by RCW 88. 16. 1 03. The Board's 
staff compiles monthly dispatch reports of specific pilot activity that are reviewed by the Board to 
insure that fatigue does not become an issue. 

Washington statutes and Board ru les provide that a pilot who completes a piloting job of7 hours or 
more be given a rest period of at least 7 hours. It should be noted that PSP has established and 
monitors fatigue prevention rules that are actually stricter than those set in the RCW/WAC. A 
summary of the PSP Operating Rules regarding fatigue is attached (Enclosure I). The pilot 
assignment rate in PGH rarely creates fatigue problems, but PGH monitors the assignments to ensure 

that fatigue issues are eliminated. 

The Board also manages the potential for fatigue, from time-to-time, by setting the number of pilots 
in each pilotage district as required by WAC 363-1 16-065. The factors that the Board considers in 
setting the number of pilots include such things as workload, assignment preparation and rest needs 
of pilots, time lost to injury and illness, administrative responsibilities, continuing education and 
training requirements, and travel time consumed by pilots getting to and from assignments. 

Washington law specifically mandates that a pilot's license be terminated upon the pilot reaching the 
age of seventy (RCW 88.16.1 02), so potential fatigue issues related to increasing age are 

significantly reduced. 
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I believe that the Board is highly proficient in carrying out the requirements of the Pilotage Act and 
as a result is already very effectively conforming to the recommendations in your letter. The Board 
fu lly understands that it can never "rest on it's laurels." Therefore, it diligently reviews what is 
happening in our pilotage grounds and others around the world in order to determine if there are any 
aspects of pilotage in Washington that can be improved. 

One ofthe ways it does that is to participate in a biennial regional meeting of West Coast pilotage 
authorities (plus representatives from pilot associations and the shipping industry) from California, 
Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska. Representatives from the American Pilots 
Association and other national organizations interested in safe navigation attend as well. Such 
meetings a llow an exchange of information that helps all the participating pilotage authorities, pilots, 
and ship operators to improve maritime safety along the entire West Coast. The Washington Board 
plans to host the next regional meeting in the last quarter of 20 12. 

If any member of your staff desires to be invited to the regional meeting once it is scheduled, or if 
you have any questions about my responses to your recommendations or any other aspects of 
pilotage in the State of Washington, please contact Captain Harry Dudley, Chairman, Washington 
State Board of Pilotage Commissioners at (206) 515-3904. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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Puget Sound Pilots 
Summary of Operating Rules and Dispatch Guidelines 

Regarding Fatigue Prevention 

1. The Operating Rules provide for mandatory rest periods of 6 hours at home after transits 
ending at a port and eight (8) hours after transits ending at the pilot station. These rules 
apply to all assignments except harbor shifts. A pilot can do more than one harbor shift 
without mandated rest under certain circumstances. 

2. The Rules specifically delineate travel and job prep time and exclude it from the required 
rest period. The sequence is as follows starting with an outbound assignment: 

a. After completing a rest period from an earlier job, the pilot may be called and 
assigned to another job. 

b. The pilot is given a predetermined amount of time to prepare for the job and 
travel to it. This time varies with the d1stance of departing port from Seattle. It 
can be as short as 4 hours for a Seattle departure or six (6) hours for a Ferndale 
departure. 

c. The pilot arrives on the bridge of the ship and completes the assignment when he 
dlsembarks at the pilot station. 

d. The pilot is given eight (8) hours of rest at the station before starting another 
assignment on an inbound vessel. 

e. The pilot boards the inbound vessel and completes the assignment when the 
vessel is all fast at the dock or put to anchor. 

f. The pilot is accorded a predetermined amount of travel time to get home 
depending upon the port of arrival. 

g. Pi lots start the mandatory rest period of six (6) hours during which they are 
completely undisturbed. At the end of this rest period they can be called and 
given a new assignment. 

3. The Rules treat pilot duties that are in addltion to moving ships such as meetings, 
Presidential duties, training, pilot commission activities, etc in a way that prevents them 
from inducing fatigue. Basically, these events are treated the same as jobs to make sure 
for example that a Pilot Commissioner attending a meeting is not assigned a job until 
after an adequate post-meeting rest period has been completed. 

4. On assignments expected to last over eight (8) hours, PSP practice provides that two 
pilots will be assigned. Sometimes this is accomplished by a mid-voyage 
disembarking/boarding and sometimes by putting two pilots on board the ship who work 
in sequence. These are primarily transits between Port Angeles and Olympia and lengthy 
escorted tanker assignments from the refineries to Tacoma. 

5. The rules provide a two watch system of rotation in which pilots work a shift and then 
have an off-duty shift of approx1mately the same length. This off duty time is 
supplemented by pilots taking one "watch" off after completion of 10 watch rotations. 
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To promote even better fatigue protection, PSP is considering a change to its operating 
rules that would cut the length of these vacations in half but increase their frequency to 
every five (5) watches. 

6. The Rules further provide that when a pilot is needed and there is no properly rested pilot 
on duty, volunteer pilots wilJ be requested to work from the off duty contingent. The 
pilot who works when off duty earns a comp day. The voluntary nature of this system 
helps protect against a fatigued off duty pilot working on a vessel. 

7. The Rules provide that a pilot who bas Camp Days can use a comp day to remove 
himselffberselffrom rotation without financial penalty if fatigued. 
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Acknowledgement drafted by Dr. Hertz for inclusion in his 
report to the board 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

We wish to acknowledge all of the Puget Sound Pilots who participated as subject 
matter experts and evaluators in the examination process. Working pilots were involved 
in every part of the process to ensure that the written examination and simulator 
evaluation were valid. A number of pilots were asked to identify the critical tasks 
performed by pilots and the knowledge required in order to perform the tasks safely and 
effectively. The information obtained from these interviews was used to develop the 
practice analysis survey, the results of which would serve as the foundation of the 
written examination and simulator evaluation. Virtually all of the pilots completed the 
survey from which the results were used to develop examination specifications for the 
written examination and simulation evaluation. Not only were the pilots involved in 
writing, reviewing, and vetting the written examination questions, they were involved in 
developing and administering the simulation examination. 

The participation of Puget Sound Pilots contributed significantly to the development of a 
fair, job-related selection process to ensure that the pilot trainees will be selected 
according to their qualifications. The Puget Sound Pilots should be commended for their 
efforts in developing the written examination and simulator evaluation. 
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ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT 

The Authorrty has endorsed an Enterpnse Risk Management (ERM) 
Program. 

ERM has been incorporated as part of the Authorrty's strategy with 
the Intention of 'cultivating a culture of enterprise nsk awareness'. 

The focus for 2011 wrl conbnue to ensure the 'htgh' ranked nsks 
have appropriate mitigation measures In place along wrth scenario 
planning, when appropnate. 

AJI areas have been incorporated into this 
Program, including entrepreneur and employee 
pilots, launches, dispatch and admi111strat1on, 
along with the Board and management. 

The ERM Committee 1s chaired by a Board 
member and includes representation from each of 
the areas mentioned above. The Committee 
reports to the Board, meets quarterly and 
r~valuates the risk register with a view to 
identifying new risks and mitigation measures. 
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